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Mathematical modelling of the digestive system can be achieved by assuming the
digestive system is described as a series of ideal reactors. A well formulated model could
give an understanding of how food products behave within the body, and offer some
predictive possibility allowing the design of functional foods to have tailored nutritional
responses.
The models developed showed good estimates of the gastric emptying rates and glu-
cose absorption rates for solutions with different viscosities and glucose concentrations,
when a feedback mechanism is included. Implementing a population balance for solid
breakdown in the stomach allowed for parameters to be linked to meal type. With
parameter estimates from experimental gastric emptying of a solid meal being further
validated against results for the same food type from different experimental results.
The main outcomes of this work are (i) the inclusion of meals viscosity into models,
and its effects on the gastric secretion and emptying rate as well as the mass transfer of
nutrients in the intestinal lumen, (ii) the inclusion of a feedback mechanism on the rate
of gastric emptying, and (iii) the development of a population balance to model solid
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The aim of this PhD thesis is to develop computational models to look into the ef-
fect of food properties upon the processes occurring postprandially (after food is swal-
lowed). An understanding of these processes could provide great insight into the devel-
opment of functional foods, which aim to address the growing problem of food related
diseases.
Obesity (body mass index ≥ 30kg/m2 (Berghöfer et al., 2008)) is becoming a major
issue globally, with 33.8% of the adult population in the USA classed as obese in 2008,
and in the UK the figure was around 25% of the adult population in 2012 (McPherson
et al., 2007). This growing trend of obesity results in increased cost both in health
care and in wider society. The cost in the UK in 2012 was estimated at £5.1 billion
(McPherson et al., 2007), and if the growth in obesity persists it has been estimated
that by 2050 the cost on society in the UK alone will be £50 billion (McPherson et al.,
2007).
The trend in obesity prevalence can be linked to changes in diet and physical activity
over time. The change from hunter gatherer societies during the neolithic revolution,
around 10,000 years ago, to a diet with a higher glycemic load (area under the curve
of blood glucose after meal consumption as a fraction of a equi-carbohydrate reference
food e.g., white bread, multiplied by the amount of carbohydrates in a meal; Equations
1.1 & 1.2), and different nutrient profiles (e.g., consumption of more wheat and grains
etc.) (Kendall et al., 2010). Around 200 years ago the human diet was again changed
dramatically by the industrial revolution and as a result consumption of processed food
has increased and the fibre content in meals has decreased. Due to this rapid shift in
2
diet it is believed that humans are still adapted to more ancient environments, and this
poor adaption to modern diets has resulted in the current prevalence of chronic food
related diseases (Jew et al., 2009).




AUC = Area under Blood glucose curve after meal consumption
Glycaemic Load (GL) = GI×mmeal (1.2)
mmeal = mass of carbohydrates in meal consumed
Human diet and the effect upon obesity has been studied by numerous authors, and
these have been collated by others to produce reviews of the current state of research
(Berghöfer et al., 2008; Haslam and James, 2005; Kopelman, 2007; Mishra and Dubey,
2016; Popkin, 2006). These works highlight the increase in risk obese individuals en-
counter to a variety of health problems which can lower the life expectancy, including
heart disease, diabetes, hypertension, strokes, and cancers. A major area of research is
into the effect of hydrocolloids in food, and how these could have positive health im-
plications either alleviating or preventing all together some of the prevalent problems
(Gidley, 2013; Kendall et al., 2010; Li and Nie, 2015; Salmeron et al., 1997a; Viebke
et al., 2014; Weickert and Pfeiffer, 2008).
A variety of explanations have been presented for the health effects of hydrocol-
loids. In vitro experiments have shown how hydrocolloids reduce the absorption of
glucose through permeable membranes (Gouseti et al., 2014; Tharakan et al., 2010)
which was attributed to a reduction of the mixing efficacy or diffusion rate (Tharakan
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et al., 2010). Others have speculated that hydrocolloids will reduce nutrient absorp-
tion through other methods such as encapsulation of absorbable molecules or enzymes
(Sasaki and Kohyama, 2012) or through the inhibition of enzymes (Slaughter et al.,
2002).
To classify the effect of carbohydrate meals upon the body Jenkins et al. (1981)
defined the term Glycemic Index (GI). This method classifies different foods in terms
of blood glucose measurement taken postprandially. The work proposed that after the
consumption of a food, containing 50g of carbohydrate, blood glucose measurements
can then be taken, over a period of 2 hours, and the area under this curve compared
to that of the curve after the consumption of a 50g glucose solution, and multiplied by
100 (Equation 1.1). A GI of 100 is that of a pure glucose solution (or other reference
meal), foods with GIs above 70 would be considered to have a high GI, ones with
values between 55 and 69 would be considered to have medium GI, and foods with
values below 55 would be considered low GI (Brand-Miller et al., 2009).
To address some of the controversy surrounding clinical applications of glycemic
index, Wolever et al. (1991) published a more complete methodology, with the aim of
showing that the glycemic index was able to fulfil the following criterion:
1. Repeatability for the same food
2. Application to individual subjects
3. Application to mixed meals
4. Demonstration of improvement due to dietary changes
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The following methodology was proposed: The test food chosen to test should con-
tain 50g of available carbohydrate, along with a reference meal of white bread contain-
ing the equivalent carbohydrate (white bread chosen over glucose due to concerns of
the osmotic pressure in the glucose meal having an effect upon the gastric emptying rate
(Wolever et al., 1991)). The subjects should fast overnight and foods be tested in tripli-
cates upon each subject, with blood been tested before each meal and at the following
time intervals: 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, & 120 minutes after consumption (blood glucose
plots for white breads with different GIs are shown in Figure 1.1). The glycemic index
is then the area under the curve of the blood glucose of the meal as a percentage of the
area under the curve of the reference meal. The procedure was then recommended by
the FAO/WHO joint report on carbohydrates (FAO/WHO, 1998).
Figure 1.1: Change in plasma glucose concentration after the consumption of white breads with
different glycemic indexes along with a reference meal of glucose. The plot is taken from work
by Brand-Miller et al. (2009)
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Building upon the definition of glycemic index, one can define the glycemic load
(GL) (Equation 1.2), this is calculated by multiplying the glycemic index by the total
amount of carbohydrate consumed. The glycemic load was linked in some long term
studies of diet and risk of developing type 2 diabetes both in men (Salmeron et al.,
1997a) and in women (Salmeron et al., 1997b), these show that people who consumed
a diet with a high glycemic load and low dietary fibre content had a higher chance of
developing diabetes. The same results were found for women who consumed a diet
with low cereal fibre content and a high glycemic index (Schulze et al., 2004).
From these studies it is clear that the addition of dietary fibre to diets along with
reduction in the glycemic index/load will reduce the chances of diabetes (Salmeron
et al., 1997a,b; Schulze et al., 2004), by improving the insulin sensitivity (Kim and
White, 2013; Wolever et al., 1991). Thus an understanding of how food properties
affect the digestive processes will play a role in developing foods which will be both as
palatable and readily available as some of the foods identified as predictors of type 2
diabetes e.g., Chips, crisps, white bread, carbonated drinks, white rice, pasta (Willett
et al., 2002), but reduce the negative effects.
This work will focus mainly on the digestion of carbohydrates, with starch been the
largest source of this in the human diet (Singh et al., 2010). We can then breakdown
the starch into 3 categories by its digestibility, through in vitro digestion (Singh et al.,
2010):
• Rapidly digestible starch - where the glucose will be released within 20 mins
• Slowly digestible starch- where the glucose will be released within 20-120 mins
• Resistant starch - the starch remaining after 120 mins
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Figure 1.2: Plasma glucose (A) and insulin (B) response after the consumption of 3 meals:
Glucose solution, Uncooked corn starch (UCCS), and corn pasta (CP). Taken from Wachters-
Hagedoorn et al. (2006)
This digestibility is due to the requirement of the starch to be hydrolysed to smaller
chain, this is done by α-amylase present in saliva and pancreatic secretions. Starch con-
sists of two types of molecules: Amylose, which is a linear polymer, and Amylopectin, a
branched polymer. The α-amylase enzymes act on the α-(1,4) glycosidic bonds of the
Amylose and Amylopectin molecules (Singh et al., 2010).
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One would expect a lower peak in blood glucose and overall slower glycaemic re-
sponse when the digestibility of starch is increased. This is highlighted in work by
Wachters-Hagedoorn et al. (2006), which shows the effect of consumption of rapidly
available sugars (glucose), and starches with lower digestibility (Uncooked corn starch
(UCCS) and corn pasta (CP)) on the blood glucose levels and insulin levels, Figure 1.2.
The main difference seen is the much higher peak in plasma glucose in the rapidly ab-
sorbable meal (glucose), but we also observe a drop below basal glucose levels (after
120 min) before returning, whereas the meals with lower starch digestibility do not in-
stigate such a large rise, neither in plasma glucose nor insulin, and the levels stay closer
within to the basal levels, these will translate into lower glycaemic index’s.
Whilst this approach of GI or equivalent approaches in pharmacokinetics such as
the area under the curve (AUC) or the maximum plasma concentration/time (Peng
and Cheung, 2009) provide information about the system- they do not offer any pre-
dictive opportunity nor any understanding of the mechanisms involved. To this end
mathematical modellers of the stomach and small intestine aim to elucidate upon the
dominate mechanism controlling the rate of digestion and/or absorption of nutrients or
drug molecules after oral consumption, and when used in conjunction with in vivo or
in vitro data may provide salient information during drug development or the design of
functional foods.
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1.2 Overview of Thesis Structure
Chapter 2 will provide an introduction to the physiology of the human gut which
will give an overview sufficient for the subsequent modelling of the system, the chapter
will then go on to provide a literature review of the gastric processes: focusing on
gastric emptying, secretions, and solid breakdown. The chapter will then look at the
current state of modelling in the small intestine with a literature review of models for
drug/nutrient absorption.
Chapter 3 will contain a paper published in the Journal of Food Engineering as Moxon
et al. (2016), which will cover a simple model comparing the effect of gastric emptying
rate and gut lumen nutrient mass transfer rate upon the absorption rate, followed by
the introduction of a multi component model, and the effect of enzymatic hydrolysis
upon the absorption of nutrients.
Chapter 4 will build upon this model by looking in more detail at the gastric emp-
tying rate, this work was published in Chemical Engineering Science as Moxon et al.
(2017). The gastric emptying rate will be linked to the intestinal bioaccessibility of nu-
trients via a feedback mechanism, and also some of the properties of the liquid meal,
such as the viscosity of the chyme in the stomach. A gastric secretion model will also be
implemented.
Chapter 5 will look at validating the assumptions made in Chapters 3 & 4, this will be
done against a simple oral glucose tolerance test and literature data for the appearance
of glucose in plasma.
Chapter 6 will aim to develop a model for a 2-phase system. This will introduce
the consumption of solid foods and provide a framework for modelling the breakdown
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in the gastric and intestinal compartments and subsequent absorption of the nutrients
therein.
Finally, Chapter 7 will conclude the main points of the thesis and present recom-





2.1 The Human gut
This thesis will look into presenting mathematical models to describe some of the
processes which occur during food digestion in the human gut, and as such an un-
derstanding of the physiology of the human digestive system is required. The models
developed will attempt to describe what happens postprandially in the stomach and
small intestine but will not consider the mastication processes or processes occurring
after the ileum in the large intestine.
2.1.1 Overview
Figure 2.1 shows the parts of the digestive system and there positioning in the hu-
man body. In simplistic terms when one consumes a meal it is broken down mechani-
cally in the mouth through the process of mastication. During this process the food is
mixed with saliva which will provide α-amylase to initiate the enzymatic break down of
carbohydrates. The food will be formed into bolus, with the saliva also acting to lubri-
cate, allowing it to be easily swallowed (Jalabert-Malbos et al., 2007) and pass down the
oesophagus to the stomach. Once in the stomach the food bolus is mixed with gastric
juices which facilitates further chemical breakdown of macronutrients such as proteins
which will be broken down by pepsin to peptides and amino acids, and lipids which will
be broken down by sgastric lipase to fatty acids and glycerides, respectively. Along with
the chemical breakdown peristaltic activity of the gastric walls will provide mechanical
breakdown of the meal. This mixture of food and gastric juices will be referred to as
gastric chyme. The amount of time a meal spends in the stomach will vary (generally ex-
pressed as half time), some emptying rates for liquid meals are shown in Table 2.3, with
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the human digestion system and position in the body. taken from
Sobotta (1906).
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a ’normal’ meal (535kcal) having a mean half time of 1.2 hours (Read et al., 1986).
The gastric chyme passes through the pyloric sphincter into the duodenum, the first
section of the small intestine, here the chyme is mixed with pancreatic juices and bile,
these neutralise the acid and provide enzymes for the hydrolysis of macronutrients. The
small intestine will act as the main site of absorption of nutrients into the blood stream,
through the intestinal epithelium. The chyme moves along the length of the small in-
testine via peristaltic contractions of the gut wall. The mean transit time for a meal is
around 4.0 hours (standard deviation ±1.4 hours) from entering the duodenum via the
pyloric sphincter to reaching the colon (Read et al., 1986). Once in the large intestine
most of the water, from the meal and various digestive tract secretions, will be reab-
sorbed. The large intestine also plays host to a large number of gut microflora. Gastric
and pancreatic secretions limit the amount of colonisation in the stomach and proximal
small intestine, but the number of bacteria rise towards the distal end of the small intes-
tine, and reaching around 1011 − 1012 bacteria per gram of colonic content in the large
intestine (O’Hara and Shanahan, 2006). These will facilitate the fermentation of some
of the fibre etc. which cannot be hydrolysed by salivary or pancreatic α-amylase, before
the stool passes to the rectum and is excreted from the body via the anus.
2.1.2 Stomach
The stomach has a variety of functions to aid the optimal absorption of nutrients for
consumed foods, these can be listed briefly as follows:
• Mechanically breakdown solid foods through gastric wall contractions
• Chemically breakdown food through enzymatic hydrolysis
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• Act as a reservoir to store food
• Control the release of food into the proximal small intestine
The stomach can be broken up into 3 areas: The Fundus, the Body or Corpus, and
the Antrum. These areas of the stomach are highlighted in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Figure showing the anatomy of the gastric compartment from Barrett et al. (2005),
with the sections of the stomach labelled.
Gastric Secretions
To provide chemical breakdown of foods the stomach must secrete enzymes which
will facilitate the process. Pepsin and gastric lipase are the major enzymes secreted to
facilitate the breakdown of proteins and lipids, respectively, in the stomach. Table 2.1
summarises the secretions from the stomach and there main function.
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Table 2.1: List of secretions into stomach (Barrett et al., 2005)
Pepsin Breakdown proteins
Gastric Lipase Breakdown lipids
Mucin Protects gastric mucosa from damage (from acidic
environment, damage from pepsin & abrasive dam-
age from solid particles)
Gastric Intrinsic Factor Facilitate the absorption of vitamin B12
Gastric Acid Provide an acidic pH to optimise protein hydrolysis,
and kill microorganisms
Secretion can be said to occur in three phases: Cephalic, Gastric, and Intestinal (Di
Mario and Goni, 2014). This is summarised in Figure 2.3, and the gastric hormones with
there main function is shown in Table 2.2. The first phase, Cephaic, is stimulated prior
to the meal entering the stomach, e.g., due to the taste of food. This is facilitated by
vagal nerve pathways where Acetylcholine (ACh) and Gastrin releasing peptide (GRP)
are released from enteric nerve endings (Barrett et al., 2005). The GRP stimulates
G cells in the antrum to secrete Gastrin into the blood stream which passes to the
fundus and stimulates the Parietal cells and Chief cells, these cells are also stimulated
by the release of ACh. Once stimulated the Parietal cells secrete gastric acid and gastric
intrinsic factor (Levine et al., 1981), the Chief cells secrete lipase (Wøjdemann et al.,































Figure 2.3: Flow chart of different phases and pathways for initiation of gastric secretions,
modified from Pocock and Richards (2006), dotted line shows inhibition.
Once the food has been consumed and enters the stomach the second phase of se-
cretions initiates- the Gastric phase. The nutrients in the meal stimulate the secre-
tion of gastrin (Barrett et al., 2005), and the distension of the gastric walls due to the
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meal entering activates mechanoreceptors, these initiate vago-vagal reflexes (Pocock
and Richards, 2006) which further stimulate secretion through the release of ACh and
GRP from the enteric nerve endings.
The third phase of gastric secretion is stimulated by the presence of the products of
protein digestion within the duodenum. The Amino acids stimulate the G cells within
the intestine which secrete gastrin into the blood, this stimulates Parietal and Chief cells
in the gastric fundus (Pocock and Richards, 2006). The presence of nutrients within the
duodenum and jejunum also stimulate the secretion of Secretin (from S-cells in the
intestinal mucosa) and Cholecystokinin (CCK) (from I-cells in intestinal mucosa) which
have the effect of inhibiting gastrin secretion from antral G cells (Pocock and Richards,
2006), and stimulating the release of somatostatin, from D cells in the stomach and
duodenum which inhibits pathways of parietal cell secretion of acid (Komasaka et al.,
2002).
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• Stimulates release of Histamine via ECL-cells








• Stimulate secretion from bile & pancretic duct
• Triggers release of insulin




• Stimulated by fatty acids & amino acids in Duodenum





• Reduces acid secretion from Parietal cells
• Inhibits production of Gastrin, Secretin, Histamine
Gastric Motility & Solid Processing
As the food passes down the oesophagus and enters the stomach the fundus dilates
to allow an increase in volume to accommodate the meal without an increase in pres-
sure, this process is called receptive relaxation. A second mechanism called adaptive
relaxation allows the fundus to dilate due to small changes in the gastric pressure from
food entering the stomach (Arakawa et al., 1997; Schwizer et al., 2002).
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Once the meal is in the stomach peristaltic contraction will occur in the body and dis-
tal regions of the stomach, which will act to mix, grind and facilitate emptying through
the pyloric sphincter. The pyloric sphincter is the area connecting the stomach and in-
testine, the muscles of the pylorus allow the diameter of the area to be controlled and
prevent the movement of gastric chyme to the small intestine until it has been suffi-
ciently processed (Dillard et al., 2007). When the stomach is at rest (no food within
it) the pylorus is open with a maximum diameter of around 1.9mm (Keet, 1962). It
has been measured, by fitting transducers in different gastric regions of dogs, that the
muscles of the pyloric sphincter begins to contract when the peristaltic wave travels
over the terminal part of the antrum (Pröve and Ehrlein, 1982). These contractions
of the pylorus as the peristaltic waves arrives results in a retropulsion of the chyme
back into the stomach, this retropulsion result in high levels of mixing and grinding of
solid particles (Kong and Singh, 2008; Pröve and Ehrlein, 1982; Rayner et al., 2012;
Schulze, 2006). As the pylorus partially opens there is a sieving effect, where by liquids
and particles less than 1-2mm in diameter can empty into the duodenum (Kong and
Singh, 2008). The pyloric contractions have been shown to be linked to the rate of
gastric emptying (Treacy et al., 1990), who measured the gastric emptying rate, in pigs,
of radio labelled dextrose via sampling from a duodenal cannula whilst also measuring
the antral, pyloric and duodenal pressures with manometers. The pyloric contractions
(both number of isolated pyloric pressure waves (IPPW) and the pyloric pressure) in-
crease with intraduodenal infusion of nutrients, along with decreases of antral pressure
waves (Heddle et al., 1988a,b; Rayner et al., 2000). These works highlight the presence
of nutrient initiated feedback mechanism controlling the gastric emptying rate (the rate
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at which gastric content leaves the stomach) observed by others (Brener et al., 1983;
Hunt and Stubbs, 1975), but also elucidating that this mechanism is expressed through
changes in the antral and pyloric contractions.
To determine the amount of force which the stomach can impart upon solid particles
Marciani et al. (2001a) used agar beads. Subjects ingested 7 agar beads, of diameter
1.27 cm of the same fracture strength (6 different agar gel concentrations were used
giving fracture strengths between 0.15-0.9 N) without chewing along with a 500ml
drink of either high or low viscosity. With the low viscosity meal it was determined that
beads with a strength greater than 0.65N emptied slower than beads of a lower strength,
with weaker beads fragmenting in the stomach. With the higher viscosity meals they
found that the beads emptied faster than the equivalent strength beads in lower viscosity
meals, speculating that the viscous liquid prevents the solids from sedimenting, thus
enhancing the efficacy of the induced grinding (Marciani et al., 2001a).
Gastric Emptying
The rate of gastric emptying of liquid meals has been linked to a number of factors:
Nutrient content (type & amount), meal volume, meal osmolality, meal viscosity. A
selection of gastric emptying rates for liquid meals with different viscosity and calorific
contents is shown in Table 2.3 (Moxon et al., 2016).
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Table 2.3: Summary of gastric emptying data from literature, showing emptying rate for different liquid meals and the method of measurement,
as well as comments to highlight the salient points of the studies.
Nutrient & Thickener Half-Time [min] Empty rate [Kcal/ min] Measurement methods Comments References
500 mL 0.25 g/100 g LBG (µ0:
0.01 Pa s)
500 mL 0.5 g/100 g LBG (µ0:
0.1 Pa s)
500 mL 1.0 g/100 g LBG (µ0: 2
Pa s)












• No significant variation of emptying time with
changes in viscosity
• Large changes in viscosity occurred in the stom-
ach, pointing to the importance of gastric secre-
tions
• Over 40min, the viscosity of the 0.01 Pa s solu-
tion was reduced to 0.005 Pa s and that of the 11
Pa s solution was reduced to 0.3 Pa s.
(Marciani et al.,
2000)
500 mL 64 kcal, LV
500 mL 64 kcal, HV
500mL 323 kcal (63% lipid, 27%
carbohydrate) LV












• Slowing of gastric emptying observed with addi-
tion of nutrient for both HV & LV
• HV low calorie solution emptied slower than LV,
the effect was diminished for high calorie solu-
tions but still significant
• Antral volumes were higher with HV meals com-




600mL, 96 kcal Glucose, LV
600mL, 96kcal Glucose, HV
600mL, 451 kcal Glucose, LV











• Increase in emptying time (4-8 fold) with in-
creased solutin energy content (4 fold)
• Show longer emptying for lower viscosity





600mL, 60 kcal Glucose
600mL, 132 kcal PPH
600mL, 138 kcal WPH











• Linear relationship between calorific density and
calorific empty rate was observed











• Solutions with high calories have longer empty-
ing times
• Solutions used varied in both volume and




500mL, 500kcal (mixed) LV






• With higher viscosity solutions having slightly
longer emptying times
• Results here show large variability (-20 - +25%)
• Calories are from mixed source not just glucose
(Yu et al., 2014)
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5400mL, 400kcal (mixed), LV











• Overall emptying faster for HV
• Initial empty rate faster for LV
• Author linked this to inhibition due to nutrient











• Looked at effect of blended (soup) vs. Solid meal
with water drink
• Longer emptying for soup, linked by author to
sieving mechanism whereby low nutrient liquid
phase empties separately from high nutrient solid
phase
• The soup has homogenous nutrient composition
and the emptying will stimulate the nutrient
feedback mechanism, slowing the emptying rate.
(Marciani et al.,
2012)
LBG-Locust bean gum, PPH-Pea peptide hydrolysate solution, WPH-Whey peptide hydrolysate solution, MP-Milk protein solution, LV-Low viscosity, HV-High viscosity, 1g glucose = 4kcal.
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The volume of a meal has been shown to have an effect upon the gastric emptying
rate (Hunt and Stubbs, 1975) such that a liquid meal will empty in a characteristic expo-
nential fashion (Hellström et al., 2006; Hunt and Stubbs, 1975) as highlighted in Figure
2.4. Viscosity is also thought to play a role in the emptying of a meal from the stomach
(Marciani et al., 2001b; Shimoyama et al., 2007), with high viscosity meals resulting
in greater antral distension, and stimulating a greater volume of secretions (Marciani
et al., 2001b) than lower viscosity meals. The literature data shows contradictory re-
sults, with some showing longer emptying times for more viscous meals (Marciani et al.,
2001b; Yu et al., 2014), some showing longer emptying times for lower viscosity meals
(Shimoyama et al., 2007; Vist and Maughan, 1995), with Shimoyama et al. (2007)
showing lower viscosity meals have a faster initial emptying rate but are slower overall,
speculating that the overall slower emptying rate is due to the inhibition of emptying
due to the sensing of nutrients in the small intestine, where lower viscosity solutions
will have a greater mass transfer rate within the intestinal lumen than higher viscosity
solutions, this can be seen from work by Ellis et al. (1995) on pigs and Kim (2005) on
rats which both showed an inverse relationship between digesta viscosity in the small
intestine and the rate of glucose absorption. A further study of non nutrient meals
showed that there is no significant difference in the half emptying time for solutions of
different viscosities (0.01-11Pa.s) (Marciani et al., 2000). Along with this the authors
showed how there can be large changes in viscosity over a 40 minute period (11 to 0.3
Pa.s) due to the increased rates of gastric secretions of high viscosity meals.
The nutrient content is a major factor in the gastric emptying of a meal, Hunt and
Stubbs (1975) showed a clear trend between the half emptying time over the original
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Figure 2.4: Figure showing the characteristic curve of meal volume remaining in the stomach
after consumption for a liquid (soft drink) and solid meal (omelette). Taken from (Hellström
et al., 2006).
meal volume against the kcal/ml. This has been shown to be due to a feedback mech-
anism by sensing of nutrients in the duodenum and reproduced by others in primates
(McHugh, 1983; McHugh and Moran, 1979; Moran et al., 1999), in dogs (Shahidul-
lah et al., 1975), and in humans (Brener et al., 1983; Calbet and MacLean, 1997).
Shahidullah et al. (1975) showed that the sensors controlling the inhibition of gastric
emptying are within the first 50cm of the small intestine for dogs, and after this they do
not occur in any numbers to significantly affect the emptying.
In human subjects Brener et al. (1983) showed that glucose solutions initially empty
at a rapid rate prior to the feedback initiating, this can also be seen in work by Hellström
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et al. (2006) shown in Figure 2.4 where almost 50% of the meal is emptied in the first 20
minutes, but only around 10% of the initial meal is emptied between 20 and 40 minutes
after the meal. Once the feedback mechanism is initiated then the average flow rate of
glucose solutions out of the stomach is reduced to around 2.13 kcal/min (Brener et al.,
1983). Calbet and MacLean (1997) studied the emptying rate of different types of
calories (glucose, pea peptide hydrolysate, whey peptide hydrolysate, and milk protein)
and found that the type of calories also has an effect upon the calorific emptying rate
(e.g., milk protein empties faster per calorie than glucose).
Osmolality (a measure of a solutions osmotic pressure) has been shown to have
the effect of slowing the gastric emptying rate (Vist and Maughan, 1995), but Vist and
Maughan (1995) points out that the effect of nutrients upon the gastric emptying is far
greater than that of osmolality. Others however concluded that the osmolality does not
influence the gastric emptying (Brouns et al., 1994). Meeroff et al. (1975) suggests that
the effect of osmolality upon the gastric emptying rate is due to osmoreceptors within
the duodenum, suggesting that these receptors are not present beyond the ligament
of Trietz (the junction between the duodenum and jejunum) nor within the stomach,
hence if there is an effect of chyme osmolality upon the gastric emptying rate is will be
due to a feedback mechanism.
Gastric receptors
Gastric distension is seen as a key contributor, along with intestinal nutrient sens-
ing, in satiety after consumption of a meal (Cummings and Overduin, 2007). This idea
has been studied over many years, theorising that stretch receptors similar to those in
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the skeletal muscles and lungs, initiate signals along the vagal afferent fibres (Paintal,
1954), with most of these receptors been found towards the pyloric region of the stom-
ach. This is supported by more recent work which shows the signals for satiety are
carried by vagal afferents (Powley and Phillips, 2004; Williams et al., 2016), more
specifically the stretching of the stomach and intestine is detected by GLP1R neurons
(Williams et al., 2016). Distension of the gastric walls have also been shown to be a po-
tent stimulant of gastric secretions (Grötzinger et al., 1977), when induced via inflation
of a ballon in the fundus.
A study by Carmagnola et al. (2005) attempted to verify the type of receptor used
to perceive gastric distension, splitting mechanoreceptors in to two classes: tension
receptors, which are sensitive to elongation and contractions, and stretch receptors
which are sensitive to elongation only. This work found that the main contributor to
fullness was the stretch receptors and not tension receptors.
The effect of viscous meals increasing satiety may also be explained via these gastric
stretch receptors, it has been found that viscous meals will occupy the antral region of
the stomach more so than lower viscosity meals, increasing the antral distension (Mar-
ciani et al., 2001b; Pröve and Ehrlein, 1982), which is in agreement with the findings of
Paintal (1954), who identified a greater amount of stretch receptors towards the pyloric
end of the stomach.
We can therefore say that gastric distension in increases the stimulation of gastric
stretch receptors, will have the effect of increasing satiety, but will also influence the
secretion of gastric juices. The secretion increase is mediated through increased Gastrin
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secretion due to the distension (Higham et al., 1997; Schubert and Makhlouf, 1993),
which will increase the gastric acid secretion (Chaudhri et al., 2006).
2.1.3 Small Intestine
The small intestine forms the main site of absorption of nutrients into the body. It
is split up into 3 sections: Duodenum, Jejunum, and Ileum. The Small intestine begins
at the pyloric sphincter which controls the passage of chyme from the stomach into the
Dudenum and ends with the Ileocecal sphincter which separates the ileum from the
large intestine- with a rough length of around 3m (Barrett et al., 2005). The position of
the small intestine is shown in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Diagram of small intestine taken from US National Library of Medicine (2012)
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The Morphology of the small intestine is highlighted in Figure 2.6. There are four
layers of tissue which make up the small intestine. The outermost layer is called the
Serosa or Adventia depending upon whether it is next to the peritoneal cavity or attach-
ing to the surrounding tissue, respectively (Reed and Wickham, 2009). Moving closer
to the lumen the next layer is the Muscularis propia which contains a layer of longitu-
dinal muscle and a layer of circular muscles separated by the Myenteric plexus (Barrett
et al., 2005), these contain nerves which will coordinate the contractions of the two
muscle layers (Reed and Wickham, 2009) allowing for the production of different con-
tractile patters (Peristalsis, Segmentation, and Pendular activity) at different frequencies.
The next layer is the Submucosa, this contains the blood vessels and lymphatic vessels
as well as nerve endings to optimise the functionality of the intestine (Barrett et al.,
2005). The final layer and closest to the intestinal lumen is the Mucosa, this consists of
the Muscularis mucosa, Lamina propria, and the Epithelium (Barrett et al., 2005). The
Laminar propria contains the blood and lymphatic vessels which will transport nutrients
absorbed through the epithelium and digestion hormones (Reed and Wickham, 2009).
The Epithelium cells which line the intestinal lumen are specialised to optimise the ab-
sorption of nutrients with the surface of each cell having small projections known as
microvilli.
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Figure 2.6: Small intestine morphology (figure adapted by (Barrett et al., 2005) from (Barrett,
2005))
Intestinal Mucosa
Figure 2.7 shows the different features of the small intestine mucosa at 4 different
length scales, highlighting how the Plicea circulares, villi, and microvilli play a role in
increasing the overall surface area of the small intestine. A major feature of the small
intestine Mucosa is the villi; these are small protrusions from the surface of the intes-
tine, with a height of around 690µm in the duodenum close to the stomach increasing
to around 720µm further along the duodenum (Hasan and Ferguson, 1981), the height
of these protrusion is greatest in the jejunum (Lentle and Janssen, 2011). The mi-
crovilli create a brush border along the length of the intestine wall, where enzymes such
as glucoamylase can act (Reed and Wickham, 2009). These folds could also aid the
formation of a unstirred water layer (a layer covering the intestinal membrane which
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Figure 2.7: Features of the small intestine mucosa at different length scales: (a) mesoscale,
(b) submesoscale, (c) microscale, and (d) submicroscale (figure adapted by (Stoll et al., 2000)
from Moog (1981))
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nutrients must diffuse through before they can be absorbed), which has been estimated
to be around 20-45µm thick Levitt (2013), and has been viewed as the limiting factor
in nutrient/drug absorption (Levitt, 2013; Sallee et al., 1972). The increase in surface
area due to the presence of the villus is thought by some to have the function of max-
imising the nutrient absorption- this idea is stated in textbooks, e.g., (Barrett et al.,
2005), whilst others consider this ’dogma’ (Strocchi and Levitt, 1993), showing, with
the assumption of 40µm spacing between villi, that rapidly absorbing nutrients such as
glucose will not diffuse down the length of the villi but that the majority of the absorp-
tion will take place at the tips, estimating only 2% of the surface area will be utilised for
the absorption process (Strocchi and Levitt, 1993). Another group produced a 2D lattice
Boltzmann model of the intestinal villi to analyse the effect of villi motility upon the ab-
sorption of nutrients (Wang et al., 2010). The model shows that a micro mixing layer is
produced from the villi motility which when coupled with the macro-scale mixing, due
to the intestinal wall contractions, enhances the absorption of nutrients. The model also
highlights with and without the villi motility the majority of absorption occurs at the
tips of the villi which shows agreement with the work by Strocchi and Levitt (1993).
Similar results were also found using a 3D lattice Boltzmann model of the intestinal
villi (Lim et al., 2015) also agree that the villi motility significantly enhance mixing and
absorption of nutrients, as well as showing the absorption of nutrients such as glucose
occur at the tips of the villi.
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Figure 2.8: Diagram showing the Duodenum with the ducts connecting to the liver (dotted
outline), Gallbladder, and Pancreas. Figure taken from Barrett et al. (2005)
Secretions
The chyme entering the duodenum from the gastric compartment will contain the
gastric secretions and therefore will have a low pH (around pH 2 for optimal activity
of Pepsin (Piper and Fenton, 1965)). The optimal pH for the enzymes in the small
intestine is higher, for pancreatic α-amylase the optimal pH will be closer to pH 7 (Sky-
Peck and Thuvasethakul, 1977). To neutralise the acidic conditions, from stomach, and
to introduce digestive enzymes to the small intestine secretions are introduced from the
gall bladder (Cystic duct), liver (Common hepatic duct), and the pancreas (Pancreatic
duct), these are shown in Figure 2.8. These join the duodenum at the Ampulla of Vater,
with the flow into the duodenum controlled by the Sphincter of Oddi (Barrett et al.,
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2005). The Sphincter of Oddi (or Ampulla of bile duct) will act as either a pump or
resistor dependent upon the pressure difference between the ducts and duodenum, as
well as preventing a reflux of intestinal content into the ducts (Woods et al., 2005).
Flow in the Intestine
Movement of the chyme in the small intestine is controlled by contractions of the
intestinal wall, contraction of the circular and longitudinal muscles produces peristaltic
movements, to propel the content aborally, and segmentation and pendular contractions
which aid the mixing of the content. During the consumption of an average meal the
chyme entering the small intestine from the stomach will be a mixture of solid particles,
liquid and gases, additional liquid will be added in the form of pancreatic and intestinal
secretions in the duodenal section of the intestine. As the chyme moves along the the
intestine, the liquid will be absorbed, and the chyme will behave more liquid a partic-
ulate aggregate (Lentle and Janssen, 2008). The flow and absorption will be primarily
controlled by the liquid the particles are suspended in, affected by the concentration,
shape, size and buoyancy, this will change to a chyme whose property are controlled
by the strength, plasticity, elasticity, cohesion and permeability of the solids (Lentle and
Janssen, 2008).
It is evident that the flow in the intestine will be influenced by the rheological prop-
erties of the liquid phase, and the effective viscosity when a multiphase chyme. The
viscosity of the centrifuged liquid phase in the small intestine was around 1.3 mPa s
for pigs (Takahashi and Sakata, 2004), and 6.5-9.5 mPa s for dogs (Dikeman et al.,
2007), when natural diets were maintained, the liquids were also newtonian in nature.
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The addition of thickeners will likely produce chyme which is shear-thinning (Lentle
and Janssen, 2008), with the addition of CMC (carboxymethylcellulose) added to a rice
meal fed to pig significantly increasing the viscosity of the liquid phase, and moving it
from a newtonian to a shear thinning fluid (McDonald et al., 2001). This has implica-
tion on the mixing of meals in the intestine, as greater shear will be induced near the
intestinal wall than towards the centre of the lumen, hence the effective viscosity will
be greater towards the centre of the lumen, and mixing accordingly reduced (Lim et al.,
2015). The addition of guar gum to a meal was found to significantly increase the zero-
shear viscosity in the jejunum of pigs, increasing to around a maximum of 6.75 Pa s,
after 50 min for a meal with 40 g/kg of guar gum, compared to a maximum measured
zero-shear viscosity of 0.05 Pa s from a control meal (Ellis et al., 1995), this addition
of guar gum also reduced the maximum plasma glucose concentration and AUC (area
under the curve), though it should be noted that gastric emptying was not shown, and
thus this may have also influenced the rate of glucose appearance in the plasma.
Effect of digesta properties on flow have been studied using CFD techniques (de Loubens
et al., 2013; Love et al., 2013; Tripathi, 2011a; Tripathi et al., 2011). The results high-
light that intestinal digesta with higher effective viscosity and increased shear thinning
(e.g., a meal with high fibre or insoluble residue) will promote creep flow and reduce
vortices (Love et al., 2013), which the author points out will impair absorption effi-
ciency if the transit time is not increased. This explains the results by Ellis et al. (1995)
which show decreased peak and lower AUC for blood glucose when guar gum is added
to the meal.
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Rheology of model solutions
This work will try to simplify complex food structures to simple model meals, in or-
der to simulate the digestive processes. Most of the work will focus upon glucose/starch
liquid solutions with the addition of thickeners in order to modulate the viscosity and
study the effect of mass transfer in the intestinal lumen. The thesis of Fonseca (2011)
looked at engineering digestion, and provided viscosity profiles for different thickeners
in 55mM glucose solutions (Figure 2.9). The works highlight the shear thinning na-
ture of the different solutions with low shear rate resulting in higher viscosities, and
increasing thickener concentrations resulting in high viscosities. Though it should be
noted that the maximum shear likely in the small intestine is 0.5 s−1, which is likely to
occur near the boundary (de Loubens et al., 2013; Lim et al., 2015; Love et al., 2013).
This means that without the effect of secretions reducing the viscosity of the digesta
(Marciani et al., 2000), it is unlikely an order of magnitude reduction in the effective
viscosity is going to be achieved due to the shear thinning nature of these solutions.
Carbohydrate Digestion & Absorption
Carbohydrates are the main source of energy in the human diet, of which starch is
the most common type (Singh et al., 2010). Starch can be made up of two different
molecules amylose and amylopectin. Amylose consists of a linear chain of α-D-glucose
units joined by α-1,4 glycosidic linkages, amylopectin will have a more branched struc-
ture wit the α-D-glucose units joined by α-1,4 and α-1,6 glycosidic linkages (Singh et al.,
2010). These molecules cannot be absorbed directly into the body and require break-
ing down to smaller molecules prior to absorption, this is achieved through hydrolysis
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Figure 2.9: Viscosity for solutions of 55 mM glucose with different thickeners (a) guar gum, (b)
high methoxyl pectin, and (c) CMC at different concentrations, taken from the work by Fonseca
(2011).
through the action of α-amylase enzymes. This process of hydrolysis will begin in the
mouth. As the food is masticated it will be mixed with saliva, this saliva will contain
salivary α-amylase which will begin the process of hydrolysis of the starch by breaking
hydrolysing the α-1,4 glycosidic linkages. Once the food bolus is swallowed it will enter
the stomach which has an acidic environment, this will be lower than the optimal pH
range of the α-amylase (Sky-Peck and Thuvasethakul, 1977) and the activity will be
reduced. But it should be noted that the gastric secretions maybe slow and penetrating
boli in the gastric compartment, this is shown in work by Marciani et al. (2001b) who
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measured dilution by MRI in high viscosity meal (≈30 Pa.s), showing only the outer lay-
ers were significantly diluted within the first hour. This implies that salivary α-amylase
may still be able to hydrolyse starch within bolus (solid/viscous liquids) in the stomach.
Once in the small intestine the pH will be increased due to the pancreatic secretions,
and pancreatic α-amylase introduced in to the chyme. This will continue the process
of hydrolysing the starch molecule started by the salivary α-amylase, this results in 2
main products malto-oligosaccharides, which contain two or more glucose molecules
joined by α-1,4 glycosidic linkages, and limit dextrins which contain glucose molecules
joined α-1,6 glycosidic linkages, which the α-amylase cannot hydrolyse, along with
some α-1,4 glycosidic linkages (Williamson, 2013). The final steps of breakdown are
carried out by brush-boarder enzymes, there are two types: maltase-glucoamylase and
sucrase-isomaltase (Sim et al., 2008). These brush boarder enzymes are joined to the
membrane of enterocytes on the intestinal wall and can hydrolyse both the α-1,4 and
α-1,6 glycosidic bond, this leads to a final product of predominantly glucose molecules.
The movement of glucose across cell membranes is controlled mainly by two classes
of transporters GLUTs (GLUcose Transporters) and SGLTs (Sodium-dependent GLucose
co-Transporters). Glucose in the small intestine will be transported by the SGLT-1 trans-
porter, these molecules are permanently present on the brush boarder membrane. The
SGLT1 transporters work by the process of active transport with two sodium molecules
(Na+) transported for each glucose molecule (Williamson, 2013). When high concen-
trations of glucose are sensed in the small intestine GLUT2 transporters are moved to the
luminal side of the intestinal membrane to mediate the facilitated transport of glucose
(Williamson, 2013). GLUT2 transporters are also found on the basolateral membrane to
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transport the glucose out of the enterocytes into the blood (Cheeseman, 2002). Fructose
molecule will be transported across the membranes by GLUT5 transporters (Ebert and
Witt, 2016). The presence of GLUT2 transporters on the luminal side of the membrane
can also be stimulated by some artificial sweeteners, and it has been found that the
transporters are permanently fixed to the luminal side in diabetes (Williamson, 2013).
This movement over the membrane can be described as transcellular transport and
is the method utilised to transport ions and small molecules, two other pathways can be
described: the first, transcytosis transport, is a method of transporting macromolecules
across the membrane, this is done within membrane bounded carrier; the second, para-
cellular transport, is the movement of small molecules between cells (Tuma and Hub-
bard, 2003).
The work in this thesis will focus on the absorption of glucose and this will occur
via the transcellular pathways, hence the others will not be considered, though other
groups when modelling small intestine have included all absorption pathways when
considering drug absorption (Stoll et al., 2000).
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2.2 Modelling Gastric Processes
As previously stated the stomach has 4 main functions:
• Physical breakdown (Solid bolus/particles) & mix food
• Chemical breakdown (macronutrients)
• Act as a reservoir for food
• Control release to Duodenum
These processes have been analysed from a variety of perspectives: In Vivo, In Vitro,
and In Silico.
This section contains works adapted from two published book chapters (Moxon and
Bakalis, 2016; Moxon et al., 2015) and will cover some of the in silico gastric emptying
and nutrient/drug absorption models developed from literature.
2.2.1 Gastric Emptying
The gastric emptying of liquids from the stomach has been shown to be exponential
with time for low/non nutrient meals (Hellström et al., 2006), but as the amount of
nutrient increases the emptying occurs in two phases (Brener et al., 1983; Calbet and
MacLean, 1997), an initial rapid emptying phase followed by a linear emptying phase
once the nutrient based feedback mechanism is initiated, similar to the results shown
by Hellström et al. (2006) in Figure 2.4. With the case of more solid meals a lag phase
is generally seen, whereby bolus must be broken down in size before they can empty
from stomach. Characteristic curves for liquid and solid meals are shown in Figure 2.4.
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A variety of different models proposed to describe the gastric emptying rate, these
generally stem from the work byHunt and Stubbs (1975) who applied exponential equa-
tions to describe the gastric emptying rate, and linked this to the nutrient density. Equa-
tion 2.1 shows a common exponential emptying equation used (Hellström et al., 2006;
McHugh and Moran, 1979):
m(t) = m0e
−γm (2.1)
here m is the mass of meal remaining in the stomach, t is the time after consumption
of a meal of mass m0, and γ is the rate of gastric emptying. A term for the gastric half-





This equation has been modified by others to take into account the lag phase com-
monly observed during the emptying of solid meals. One of these modifications included
adding an additional parameter, β which is a shape factor (Siegel et al., 1988) (a term
which has no physiological interpretation) and was also used to describe the emptying





A delayed sigmoidal model has also been proposed to describe the emptying of solids
(Kong and Singh, 2009), where β represents the lag phase:
m(t) = (1 + βγt)e−γt (2.4)
Elashoff et al. (1982) also proposed a taking the following form:
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y(t) = exp((−γt)β) (2.5)
The generic curves for these three black box approaches (Equations 2.1, 2.3, & 2.4)
are shown in Figure 2.10, where Equations 2.3 & 2.4 can be seen to have curves more
similar to what would be expected from the emptying of solids, i.e., an amount of time
is required to break the solids down before it can empty.






























Figure 2.10: Emptying of a meal from the stomach following Equations 2.1, 2.3, & 2.4
A different approach was taken by Dalla Man et al. (2006). Validating against glu-
cose absorption rates the group modelled the stomach as two compartments; the first
with a Dirac delta input to signify the meal consumption of mass, m0, and a term for the
grinding of a solid meal, at rate k12, the second has an input from the first compartment
and empties at rate, kempt, into the small intestine:
dmsto1
dt
= −k12msto1(t) +m0δ(t) (2.6)
dmsto2
dt
= −kemptmsto2(t) + k12msto1(t) (2.7)
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A key area of the model presented in the paper is the description of kempt. The rate
of emptying is presented as a function of the initial input level, m0, and the total mass
of glucose remaining in the stomach msto, this agrees with other work that the gastric
emptying rate will be a function of the nutrient density (Hunt and Stubbs, 1975), and
takes the following form:




− tanh(β(msto − cm0)) + 2]
(2.8)


























































Figure 2.11: The graphs show the simulated emptying curves using Equations 2.6:2.8 and data
from the paper by Dalla Man et al. (2006), the first plot is for a OGTT and the second for a
mixed meal.
This introduces the following parameter values which require estimation, a mini-
mum and maximum emptying rate (kmin and kmax). The parameters b and c are frac-
tions of the meal remaining in the stomach, b is the fraction for which the rate decreases
at (kmax − kmin)/2 and c the fraction for which the rate increase at rate (kmax − kmin)/2.
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The parameters α and β represent the rate at which the emptying rate decreases to a










Figure 2.12: Results from model output and experimental data from Dalla Man et al. (2006)
showing the rate of glucose appearance for an oral glucose tolerance test meal and a mixed
meal. Model 1 is the prediction when kempt is assumed constant and Model 2 when kempt is
described by Equation 2.8
The emptying simulated emptying curves are shown in Figure 2.11, with the OGTT
(Oral Glucose Tolerance Test) curve showing rapid initial emptying followed by a linear
period. The mixed meal shows a rapid initial emptying followed by a more exponential
curve, but no experimental data for the gastric emptying rate was given to verify the
curve. The model instead was fit to experimental results for the absorption rate of a
mixed meal and a standardised oral glucose tolerance test meal (Figure 2.12), with 5
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parameter requiring estimation for each meal. The work compared this approach to
the approach by Elashoff et al. (1982) and Lehmann and Deutsch (1992) along with a
linear model (Equation 2.8 set to constant). The work quotes the sum of squared resid-
ual (RSS) to compare the models and states the best fit is when the non-linear empty
model is used (model using Equation 2.8), giving the lowest RSS for both a OGTT meal
and a mixed meal, but each model contains a different number of fitted parameters
(Elashtoff: 4, Lehmann: 3, Dalla Man linear:2, Dalla Man non-linear: 5), so it is im-
proper to compare the RSS directly. Applying the AIC (Akakie Information Criterion) to
the work (explained in Section 2.5, Equation 2.94) to penalise for increasing number
of parameters, we find similar results as to when comparing directly the RSS, with the
non-linear model giving the best fit, and being the most appropriate model.
Physiologically the model is limited: whilst implementing an emptying rate which is
dependent upon the nutrient content offers good agreement with the experimental data,
with regards to glucose absorption, in vivo this is likely controlled via a feedback mech-
anism (Brener et al., 1983; Calbet and MacLean, 1997). Hence, a more comprehensive
description of the intestinal processes is likely required to implement a physiological
description of the emptying rate post prandially.
Bürmen et al. (2014) approached the problem by applying a double Weibull model
(Equation 2.11) for the gastric emptying of solid pellets to each individual in a trial,
rather than the average of all the individuals as is commonly carried out. The ex-
perimental data for the paper was gathered from literature, this described the gastric
emptying of pellets when consumed with a meal, the authors assumed that the meal
and pellets emptied at the same rate. Three mathematical models were used to fit the
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data, two of the models from literature from Siegel et al. (1988) (Equation 2.3) along
with the model developed by Elashoff et al. (1982) (Equation 2.5)
The third model proposed by Bürmen et al. (2014) was a weighted double Weibull
model taking the following form:
m(t) = (100−H) exp(−(t/η1)β1) +H exp(−(t/η2)β2) (2.11)
This gives 5 parameters: a weight (H), two parameters for the scatter (η1, η2) and
two parameters for the shape of the curve (β1, β2).None of the three models had a phys-
iological interpretation of the parameters. The effectiveness of the different models to
describe the experimental data were compared using the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC), which allows a comparison of the sum of squared errors for models with different
numbers of fitted parameters and different numbers of experimental data points.
Figure 2.13 shows the results for 8 individual Bürmen et al. (2014) simulated using
results by Wilding et al. (1991). The experimental results highlight the variability in
emptying profiles for individuals given the same meal. the profiles show the simulated
results with the Elashoff (dashed line) and Siegel (dotted line) models giving similar
curves. These give good fits when the emptying profile is simple, e.g., profile w2 in
Figure 2.13 which follows an almost exponential curve. Some of the emptying patterns
show more complex curves e.g., profile w1 which takes around 10 hours for the content
to empty around half of the contents profile, w5 which seems to show rapid emptying
around 250 minutes of around 25% of the total volume, which is preceded and followed
by a more steady emptying rate. These more complex patterns of emptying appear
to be described well by the double Weibull model, but the model parameters offer no
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Figure 2.13: The figure showd gastric profiles for 8 different individual taken from Bürmen
et al. (2014). Bürmen et al. (2014) used experimental data from Wilding et al. (1991) (points
on graphs), with lines showing: Elashoff model output (dashed line), Siegel model output
(dotted line), and Double Weibull model output (solid line). The first vertical line represent
when a drink was given, second vertical line when a second meal was given.
physiological interpretation and hence the model give no insight into why these patterns
occur or why there is such variability between individual. When comparing the results
for the different models and taking into account the number of parameters i.e., using
AIC, the double Weibull model gives the lowest value, hence being the most appropriate
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model, despite requiring a greater number of parameters to fit, except when comparing
to results by Wilding et al. (1991), which Bürmen et al. (2014) points out could be due
to the low number of experimental data points compared to other data sets.
Hunt and Stubbs (1975) described the gastric emptying rate as a function of nutrient
density and linked this to duodenal receptors, one set for osmotic pressure of monosac-
charide products of carbohydrates and one set for fatty acids. A linear relationship was
found when plotting the kcal emptied after 15 min or 45 min and the nutrient density of
the meal (kcal/ml), for a variety of different nutrient sources and initial meal volumes.
A relationship was also plotted for the for the ratio of half emptying time (t1/2) to initial
meal volume (V0) against the exponential of the minus of the meal calorific density (ρn).







This equation includes 3 unknown constants. The values were predicted using re-








This approach is a first attempt at including a feedback mechanism, although with-
out modelling the hydrolysis and mass transfer of nutrients within the small intestine
the approach is limited to simple meals. The authors speculate that the feedback from
duodenum to gastric emptying rate for carbohydrates is due to the sensing of osmotic
pressure of monosaccharides, this implies for starch meals unless hydrolysis is rapid the
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nutrient density will not be sufficient to predict rate of emptying without a delay term to
take into account the hydrolysis. It should also be noted that more recent research links
the sensing of sugars in the intestine to taste receptors, e.g., T1R2/T1R3 (Depoortere,
2014; Hass et al., 2010; Young, 2011; Zhang et al., 2015), and not sensing of osmotic
pressure, as suggested by Hunt and Stubbs (1975), though this does not change the
fundamental idea of the feedback mechanism.
2.2.2 Gastric Secretions
Modelling of gastric secretions has been approached from a number of perspectives;
firstly modelling the total secretions of gastric juices (Marciani et al., 2001b; Sauter
et al., 2012), whilst others look in more detail at the secretion of gastric acid and how
the cell population of different gastric cell types differentiate from stem cells and die to
look at secretion over larger time scales (Joseph et al., 2003; Marino et al., 2003).
One experiment outlining the volume extent of gastric secretions is that by Marciani
et al. (2000), in this work 4 non-nutrient liquids of viscosity 0.01, 0.2, 2, and 11 Pa.s
were consumed and the viscosity (measured by two methods: sampling via nasogastric
tube and measuring η0 on rheometer & echo-planar imaging) and gastric emptying rate
(from echo-planar imaging) were measured. It was shown within 40 minutes of the
solution been consumed the viscosity of the gastric chyme was reduced from 11Pa.s to
0.3Pa.s, and from 0.01Pa.s to 0.005 Pa.s. This highlights how the secretion rate is not
linear, and that higher viscosity solutions will induce greater secretion rates possibly
due to increased distension of the antral region of the stomach (Grötzinger et al., 1977;
Marciani et al., 2001b; Pröve and Ehrlein, 1982).
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The same group looked into the emptying of low and high viscosity meals with low
and high nutrient content (Marciani et al., 2001b). From the experimental data they
put together a model to look into the secretion rates, this took the form of two ordinary
differential equations, one representing the meal volume (vm), the other the secretion






= kvm + ds0 − pvs (2.15)
here, p is the rate constant of gastric emptying, ds0 is the basal secretion rate, and
the secretion rate is also linked to the volume of meal in the stomach by rate constant
k.
This approach showed similar results to those measurements taken, but did not take
into account any meal properties on the emptying rate, such as viscosity or nutrient
content which has been shown to affect the emptying rate, nor was the secretion linked
to these factors only the meal volume.
Sauter et al. (2012) proposed two models for the gastric secretions, the first was






= −ks(vs,max − vs) (2.17)
The secretion rate here is not linked to the meal volume, but has a maximum secre-
tion volume vs,max and secretion rate ks.
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Like Marciani et al. (2001b) this model does not take a mechanistic approach, nei-
ther linking the secretion rate nor emptying rate to chyme properties.
The authors attempted to apply a more mechanistic approach by linking the secre-
tion rate to the meal volume, using two coupled ordinary differential equations:
dvm
dt
= −kvm − kmsvm + ksmvs (2.18)
dvs
dt
= −ksmvs + kmsvm (2.19)
these introduce two new rate constants, which the authors try and give physiological
justification to. The first, kms, is takes into account the ability of the emptied meal to
stimulated gastric secretions (feedback). The second, ksm, describes how the secretions
inhibit the gastric emptying of a meal.
The parameter estimation for the second model (Equations 2.18-2.19), using in vivo
measurement, showed that the secretion rate constant due to a meal was greater than
that of secretions inhibiting emptying for a viscous chocolate drink, with the former
being 2.3 times larger than the latter value. It was also calculated from the model that
the secretion rate was between 48% and 74% of the original volume of the viscous
chocolate drink. Marciani et al. (2001b) calculated a secretion volume of between
29% and 34% of the original meal volume for a high nutrient high viscosity meal,
although the calorific content of Sauter et al. (2012) was higher (450kcal to 322kcal).
The rheological properties of neither meal were given so cannot be compared. Neither
of these model provide any predictive capability as the parameters require fitting against
in vivo data from MRI studies.
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A more complex approach to the secretion of gastric acid was taken by Marino et al.
(2003). This took work originally produced by Joseph et al. (2003) which modelled
both the differentiation of stem cells in the antrum and body (corpus) of the stomach
and the death rate of cells, before modelling the rate of secretion from the cells. This
lead to a number of ordinary differential equations modelling the following: Antral
stem cells, corpus stem cells, G cells, corpus D cells, antral D cells, ECL cells, and
Parietal cells. The following hormonal secretions were modelled: Antral gastric, corpus
gastrin, antral somatostatin, corpus somatostatin, and histamine. Secretions into the
stomach for the following components were also modelled: antral gastric acid, corpus
gastric acid, antral bicarbonate, and corpus bicarbonate. Finally the neural stimuli of
the central and enteric nervous system were modelled.
Marino et al. (2003) modified this approach by removing the equation for corpus
gastrin and adding a delay function on the corpus gastric acid secretion, along with this
histamine and ECL cells are also removed from the model.
A delay of 30 minutes for the secretion of corpus gastric acid upon stimulation by
corpus gastrin was chosen, and simulations over 24 hours found that there was no
significant difference between the results of the original and new model. Over shorter
periods of time it was assumed that the cell population remains constant, and the series
of equations was reduced to 8 with similar results to the original 18 equation model.
This highlight how the addition of a delay term to the model allows reduction in the
number of model equations whilst retaining the same accuracy of output.
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2.3 Modelling the Small Intestine
From a mass balance based approach the small intestine has been modelled as a
Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR) (either one or multiple in series), or a Plug
Flow Reactor (PFR). These approaches have been taken from both a pharmacokinetic
(Di Muria et al., 2010; Stoll et al., 2000; Yu and Amidon, 1999; Yu et al., 1996), with
reviews and overviews by numerous authors (Hoang, 1995; Peng and Cheung, 2009;
Urso et al., 2002), and from a food research perspective (Bastianelli et al., 1996; Dalla
Man et al., 2006; Penry and Jumars, 1986, 1987; Taghipoor et al., 2014, 2012).
To compare the different types of reactor systems used to represent the small intes-
tine Yu et al. (1996) used small intestinal transit time data from numerous publications
and compared that to simulated results: (i) for a single continuous stirred reactor, (ii)
for multiple in series and, (iii) for a plug flow model. Analysing the data set they found
that the mean transit time through the small intestine was 199 min, with a standard
deviation of 78 min and 95% confidence interval of 7 min (Yu et al., 1996). To com-
pare the models to this data, parameter were estimated and the sum of squared errors
(SSE) found. The parameters estimated were (i) the velocity and dispersion rates for
the plug flow reactor model, and (ii) rate constants for each compartment in the CSTR
models. The models were then compared to see which offers the best approximation
for the transit data. The single compartment model had a higher SSE than the multi
compartment or PFR model. For the multi compartment model 3 different set ups were
chosen containing 5, 7, or 9 stirred tanks in series which gave SSE values of 79, 8, and
52, respectively, showing that the 7 compartment set up gives the best description. For
the PFR model an SSE value of 20 was found. In this case the author found that both
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the multi compartmental approach and the PFR approach give a good description of the
mean transit time along the small intestine, but that using only a single stirred tank is
not adequate at describing this mean transit time (Yu et al., 1996).
Others have looked in more detail at the residence time distribution, by using pulses
of dye in isolated segments of the ileum of brushtail possums (Janssen et al., 2007). For
guar gum solutions which have viscosity similar to that of intestinal digesta the authors
found that there will likely be laminar flow in the small intestine with large eddies.
They point out that in this case mass transfer of nutrients to the intestinal wall will rely
upon molecular diffusion, more so than lower viscosity solutions which resulted in a
more turbulent flow regime with different length scales of eddies. The author points
out that the segment of possum ileum used was straight, but in vivo the intestine is
curved. Flow through curved pipes will induce dean roll cells which will increase radial
mixing and likely induce chaotic advection (Janssen et al., 2007), further increasing the
mass transfer of nutrients to the intestinal membrane.
2.3.1 Single CSTR Small Intestine
Looking at the absorption and elimination of drug molecules from the body, Di Muria
et al. (2010) chose to use 1 compartment to represent the mass transfer of the molecules
within the small intestine, this was one of 7 continuous stirred tank reactors for distri-
bution of the drug through out the body, the other CSTRs represented each of the fol-
lowing: the stomach, large intestine, gastrointestinal circulatory system, liver, plasma,
and tissue. The model was fitted to data from the consumption of zinc sulphate by rats,
and compared to a more complex model by Jain et al. (1981). Di Muria et al. (2010)
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aimed to produce an accurate model with fewer parameters than Jain et al. (1981) who
proposed 99 parameters in the model where 37 required fitting. The number of param-
eters requiring estimation was reduced to 5 in the work of Di Muria et al. (2010). The
model by Jain et al. (1981) gives a better fit but takes significatly greater computation.
Figure 2.14: Figures taken from Di Muria et al. (2010) showing the concentration of the drug
Dilitiazem in the blood plasma of human after consumption of formulations with slow, medium,
and fast release kinetics
Di Muria et al. (2010) then went on to test the consumption of the drug Diltiazem
after oral consumption by humans. Using the same model with parameter values ap-
propriate to humans and the drug consumed, the model was used to give a fit for low,
medium and high release rate formulations of the drug with the fitting of only two
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parameters, one representing the constant of elimination of the drug from the blood
plasma, and the other the distribution volume of the plasma. The simulations gave
good fits showing similar peak concentrations and terminal phases for the drug concen-
tration in the plasma for the medium release formulation, but under estimated the peak
in the slow and fast release formulations and had a faster clearance of the drug from the
plasma in the terminal phase for fast release formulation, these results are highlighted
in Figure 2.14
Dalla Man et al. (2006) used a single stirred tank for the small intestine when look-
ing at glucose absorption and plasma glucose dynamics post prandially. The model
assumes that glucose within the small intestine (mgut) is absorbed with rate kabs, but
that only a certain fraction, f , appears in the plasma. The rate of appearance of the
glucose in the blood is defined as Ra. The small intestine is fed from the stomach which
is modelled as two stirred tanks, the first takes into account the solid portion of a meal
(msto1), where there is a grinding rate, k12, with input into the second stirred tank which




= −k12msto1(t) +m0δ(t) (2.20)
dmsto2
dt
= −kemptmsto2(t) + k12msto1(t) (2.21)
dmgut
dt
= −kabsmgut(t) + kemptmsto2(t) (2.22)
Ra(t) = fkabsmgut(t) (2.23)
The results of this model are shown in Figure 2.12, which show good agreement
with the experimental data for the rate of appearance of glucose in the blood plasma
after consumption of both a OGTT and a mixed meal.
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Taghipoor et al. (2012) researched the effect of insoluble components on the di-
gestion and absorption of nutrients in the intestine of a pig. The work modelled only a
single cylindrical bolus but applied a novel transport equation. The bolus acts as a single
compartment containing a fixed amount of chyme from the stomach. This bolus moves
according to a transport equation that takes into account both the pulsatile nature of
peristaltic contraction and frictional drag of the fluid as a function of bolus viscosity.
The author develops 3 different models to look at the different components of the
bolus and different reaction pathways: the first (the simplest) contains component A,
which undergoes enzymatic hydrolysis to B which can subsequently be absorbed. The
mass balances are as follows:
dmA
dt
= −Ck(x, e)mA (2.24)
dmB
dt
= Ck(x, e)mA − kabsmB (2.25)
where, C is the degradation rate, and k(x, e) is the enzyme activity which is a func-
tion of the pH and amount of enzyme at each point along the small intestine, kabs is the
rate of absorption.













(0) = ν0, x(0) = 0 (2.27)
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y(t)dt = 1 (2.28)
assumes one peristaltic wave every 10 seconds whose efficiency is a function of the
size of the bolus and the axial distance from the pylorus. The second term (−K(t)(∂x/∂t))
represents the frictional effect introduced by the bolus viscosity. The Simulated velocity
of the bolus over time is shown in Figure 2.15.
Figure 2.15: Simulated velocity of the bolus against time as it moves along the length of a pigs
intestine. Taken from Taghipoor et al. (2012).
In the 2nd and 3rd models the author build up the complexity to look at the effect
of insoluble components and the effect of additional water upon digestion (Taghipoor
et al., 2012). This work was further developed in Taghipoor et al. (2014) which looked
at the effect of dietary fibre on bolus breakdown, and showed that the introduction
of fibre to the bolus had the effect of decreasing the residence time within the small
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intestine, this is in line with experimental observations. The author did not however
look into the effect of mass transfer of nutrients within the bolus, which will likely have
an effect upon the absorption rate of nutrients.
One of Taghipoor et al. (2014) aims was to produce a generic model for digestion
which can be applied to any food stock and the model did not try to include the effects
of gastric emptying and viscosity etc., nor did the author attempt to build a description
of multiply bolus in the small intestine. These limit the predictive scope of the model
but model still provides an insight into the behaviour of individual bolus in the small
intestine.
2.3.2 Multiple Compartment Small Intestine
A multi compartmental approach was taken by Bastianelli et al. (1996) to analyse
the absorption of a multicomponent meal after consumption by pigs. The model con-
tains 4 compartments in total: one representing the stomach, one the proximal small
intestine (Duodenum and proximal Jejunum), one the distal small intestine (remaining
jejunum and ileum), and a final compartment for the large intestine (colon). Therefore
two compartments are used to describe the small intestine, a smaller number than the
7 specified by Yu et al. (1996) to give the best fit for the transit time along the small
intestine. The input to the model was into the stomach with nutrients representing
that of a common meal for pigs, containing: protein, carbohydrates (starch, sugars, and
cell walls (digestible and undigestible)), lipids, and minerals. These undergo enzymatic
hydrolysis, with the secretions into each compartments linearly dependent upon the
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mass of meal within each compartment. The absorption of nutrients follows Michaelis-
Menten kinetics from the respective compartment.
This model suffers from some limitations as outlined in Moxon and Bakalis (2016).
One is the effect of meal structure and physical properties, e.g., viscosity, upon the ab-
sorption rate (Marciani et al., 2000, 2001b; Shimoyama et al., 2007). It is likely for
small molecular weight molecules and rapidly absorbing molecules that the limiting
factor in absorption will be the movement from the intestinal lumen to the intestinal
epithelium (Stoll et al., 2000; Strocchi and Levitt, 1993; Wang et al., 2010). Another
factor not considered is the interactions between different components, numerous au-
thors have shown addition of thickeners can influence the rate of absorption (Gouseti
et al., 2014; Sasaki and Kohyama, 2012; Singh et al., 2010; Slaughter et al., 2002;
Tharakan et al., 2010), either by increased resistance to diffusion (Johnson and Gee,
1981) or- in the case of nutrients requiring enzymatic break down prior to absorption-
through encapsulation or inhibition of the enzyme.
Another attempt at a multi compartmental model was made by Yu and Amidon
(1999), building upon work from previous publications (Yu et al., 1996), 7 compart-
ments were utilised in modelling the absorption of drugs from the small intestine along
with one for the stomach and one for the colon.
The drug empties exponentially from the stomach, and moves from compartment
to compartment with first order constants, along with this there is absorption from the
small intestinal compartments- again via first order kinetics. The absorption rate is
assumed to be a function of the intestinal epithelium permeability (Yu and Amidon,
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1999), ignoring any mass transfer or diffusive processes occurring within the intestinal
lumen.










with the following initial conditions:
ms(0) = m0 (2.32)
mn(0) = 0, for n = 1, 2, ..., 7 (2.33)
mc(0) = 0 (2.34)
where m is the mass in different compartments, where the subscript, s is the stom-
ach, c is the colon, and n is represents on of the small intestine compartments (n =
1, 2, ..., 7), and ka represents the rate of absorption, ks the gastric emptying rate, and
kt the rate of transfer between intestinal compartments. The effective permeability and
the fraction of the dose absorbed for 10 different drug compounds was gathered from
literature. Using the effective permeability values from literature within the model the
simulated values of the fractional absorption were similar to those from the literature
results (Yu and Amidon, 1999). The authors then implemented a model for drug con-
centration in plasma from a book by Wagner (1993), where it is assumed there are 3
plasma compartments. Whilst providing agreement with experimental data this model












= k12C1 − k21C2 (2.36)
dC3
dt
= k13C1 − k31C3 (2.37)
These equations (2.35:2.37) are represented schematically in Figure 2.16.
Figure 2.16: Schematic showing the compartments represented by Equations 2.35:2.37, Where
C1 is the central compartment and C2 & C3 are peripheral compartments.
V1 is the volume of the central compartment, and k represents different microscopic
rate constants (Yu and Amidon, 1999), the values of which Yu and Amidon (1999) took
from work by Mason et al. (1979) for the kinetics and bioavailability of Atenolol for
three oral solution containing 25, 50, and 100mg of the drug and a intravenous input
of 50mg solution.
The simulated results were compared with the experimental values utilising both an
exponential gastric emptying rate and a biphasic gastric emptying rate (Figure 2.17).
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Figure 2.17: This shows the experimental results from Mason et al. (1979) for the plasma
concentration of atenolol after doses of 25, 50, and 100 mg. The Simulated results by Yu and
Amidon (1999) are shown for each dose, with the dotted line for exponential gastric emptying
and the solid line for biphasic gastric emptying.
Both gastric model were able to give results similar to that seen in vivo but the biphasic
emptying rate along with the small intestine modelled as 7 stirred tanks in series gave
closer results. The biphasic emptying model resulted in a 2 hour break in the emptying
(nothing emptied from the stomach for a 2 hour period) which, as pointed out by Yu
and Amidon (1999), is unlikely to occur in vivo. Hence, whilst the results are in good
agreement with experimental data, the model does not seem physiologically accurate.
It should also be noted that the colon does not have a term to empty, this implies any
mass exiting the small intestine remains in the colon. Whilst most models are over short
periods of time relative to the transit time of the colon, the model by Yu and Amidon
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(1999) models results over a period of 24 hr and hence a more complete model may
consider the removal of waste from the colon. Though in this case no absorption form
the colon is considered and as such the mass will not influence the drug concentration
in the blood.
Jumars (2000) work with the assumption that a tubular gut could be described with
a series of CSTR reactors. In each CSTR hydrolysis of components could occur along
with absorption of nutrients. Three different types of kinetics were considered for the
rates (r) or reaction and absorption: linear (Equation 2.38), hyperbolic (Equation 2.39),
or sigmoidal (Equation 2.40):
− r = kC (2.38)
− r = VmaxC
Km + C
(2.39)





The work analysed at how increasing the number of CSTRs affects the optimal flow
rate (rate of food ingestion), absorption efficiency, and maximum absorption rate. The







where C is the concentration and initial subscript represents the component (F- food,
or P- product) and the second represents the position along the gut (0- entrance, f -
leaving the gut).
With the assumption that the absorption can occur uniformly across all CSTRs it was
found that varying the number of compartments has little effect upon the maximum ab-
sorption rate that can be achieved, but that it does effect the optimal flow rate (ingestion
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rate) and the absorption efficiency, but there is little effect when increasing the number
of reactors above 20. But it should be stated that as the number of CSTRs in series
increases the results will tend to those expected from a plug flow reactor (PFR) model,
this explains why there is little change in optimal flow rate or absorption efficiency as
the number of CSTRs increase to this level ( 10-20+).
The author then included the assumption that the absorption sites were not dis-
tributed uniformly, but that the same amount were distributed towards the proximal
end of the gut (the author experimented with altering the number of CSTRs which
absorption can occur from), in this case there was an increase in the maximum absorp-
tion rate, but a decrease in the absorption efficiency due to less time in regions where
absorption can occur.
The author then looked at the quality of the food, this was defined by the input
concentration divided by the Michaelis constant for the conversion of the food to ab-
sorbable product (CF0/Km), where low quality had a value of 0.1, and high quality a
value of 10. For the low quality food the absorption rate when hyperbolic kinetics are
used has a much higher absorption efficiency than those seen with sigmoidal kinetics
(linear kinetics not shown). No real difference is seen with either kinetics for uniform
or nonuniform distributions of absorption sites.
High quality food results in high absorption efficiencies. In this case no real dif-
ferences are found between different reaction/absorption kinetics nor with different
absorption site distributions. The authors also showed increasing the number of CSTRs
above around 20 had no effect upon the absorption efficiency.
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Jumars (2000) highlights some points which may be important in developing diges-
tive models which can offer close predictions to what is seen in reality, such as taking
into account volume changes during digestion or adding a water component to the mass
balance.
2.3.3 Plug Flow Small Intestine
Figure 2.18: Simple schematic of a plug flow reactor
The work by Ni et al. (1980) aimed to present a rigorous mathematical model to
describe the flow, turbulent diffusion, and absorption of a drug from the small intes-
tine. To achieve this plug flow assumptions were assumed (simple schematic shown in










the parameters were then defined as follows:











where, De is the effective axial diffusion, Q is the flow rate of the bulk fluid, Pe is
the apparent permeability of the drug through the intestinal membrane, r is the radius
of the intestine, and z is the axial position.
The initial condition was set as follows:
C(z, 0) = 0 (2.46)
and the boundary condition as z approaches infinity:
C(∞, t) = 0 (2.47)
The model tested a variety of different boundary conditions at the input to the in-
testine:
Constant input
C(0, t) = C0 (2.48)
zeroth order input
C(0, t) = C0 − k0t (2.49)
first order input
C(0, t) = C0e
−k1t (2.50)
Pulse input
C(0, t) = C0e
−kt (2.51)
here C0 is the concentration entering the small intestine, and k represents the differ-
ent rate constants for the different input types (Ni et al., 1980).
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Whilst the constant input model is not likely to occur in vivo, the zeroth and first
order input may give similar patterns to what is expected. The pulse input may be more
physiologically relevant as the pylorus will allow gastric chyme to leave in squirts (due
to the peristaltic contractions of the gastric walls), though the rate of these squirts is
unlikely to be constant.
The equations were solved with the different boundary conditions using a Laplace
transform with Ni et al. (1980) utilising the inverse transforms previously solved by
Carlslaw and Jaeger (1959). This work by Ni et al. (1980) introduced the idea of using
a ideal plug flow reactor to describe the absorption of drugs from the small intestine,
but did not compare or validate against any data for drug absorption. The paper mainly
looked at how varying the boundary conditions or varying the parameters (De, Q, or
Pe) influenced the concentration along the length of the small intestine or with time.
Hence this work cannot be assumed to give accurate or reliable results without first
validating the models against real data for drug absorption or drug concentration in the
small intestine. But the work does serve as a source of analytical solutions for the plug
flow model for a variety of different boundary conditions.
Stoll et al. (2000) modelled the transit and absorption of a drug bolus within the
small intestine as a plug flow reactor. The model also attempted to take into account
the different length scales involved in the intestinal absorption of nutrients and drugs
from the bulk transport along the length of the intestine to the microscale epithelium
cells. The concentration of drug in the intestinal lumen was expressed as the average
over the cross section of the lumen, C(z, t), varying along the axial length, z ∈ [0, L]















Ā∗C0 if 0 ≤ z ≤ l0













This equation introduces 4 parameters which were defined as: ū∗, the mean axial
velocity, D̄∗ the macroscale dispersion coefficient, k∗ the mean absorption and degrada-
tion rate constant, and Ā∗ which is the apparent initial conditions (Stoll et al., 2000).
The authors defined two dimensionless Damköhler numbers, one for the membrane











Where R0 is the mean intestinal radius, kd is the rate constant of degradation of the















+ kt + kp
)
(2.57)
Equation 2.57 takes into account the increase in surface area due to the protrusions
on the intestinal wall: Apc/Appc is the increase in surface area due to plicae circulares,
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Aν/Apν , is the increase due to villi, and Amν/Apmν is the increase due to microvilli. The
final terms in Equation 2.57 takes into account the different transport pathways through
the intestinal epithelium. kDL/l represents the rate due to transcellular passive diffusion,
kt is the rate due to transcytotic transport (movement through the epithelium after been
captured by a vesicle), and kp is the rate due to paracellular transport (passing between
spaces in between epithelium cells) (Stoll et al., 2000).
The parameter D is a combination of the molecular diffusion (DM) and convectional
diffusion, where the convection term in this case is due to the presence of roll cells due
to the gut wall contractions (Stoll et al., 2000), where Γ is the strength of the cells, and
d is the diameter of the cells:




In vivo data for the distribution of drugs generally is expressed as plasma concentra-
tion against time, or analysed from this curve, such as the area under the curve (AUC),
as such Stoll et al. (2000) the absorbed mass in the systemic circulation as:










where kc is the rate of elimination of the drug from the body, EH is the hepatic
extraction rate (elimination due to liver function), and m(t) is the mass present in the






Once developed Stoll et al. (2000) compared the results of the model to experi-
mental data for four different molecules: Ibuprofen, Growth hormone releasing peptide
(GHRP-1), Salmon calcitonin (sCT), and insulin, a plot of the model output and experi-
mental data for GHRP-1 is shown in figure 2.19. The model was also developed to allow
simulations for different animal system: Human, Primate, and Rat, as such the authors
suggest that fitting with experimental data for the plasma concentrations of a known
dose allows for predictions of responses to different doses within the same animal sys-
tem as well as estimations for different animal systems, i.e., drug plasma concentration
curves from rats can be used to estimate the plasma concentration to doses in humans.
Figure 2.19: plot from Stoll et al. (2000) showing the output of model for the plasma concen-
tration of GHRP-1 against experimental data
The authors used the Damköhler numbers (Equation 2.55) to look at the relative
effect of the absorption across the membrane and diffusion rate to the membrane to see
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which may be the limiting factor in the absorption. It was found that the Damköhler
number for Ibuprofen and GHRP-1 were around one with these molecules been small
relative to the others tested (Molecular weight: 206.2 & 915.7, respectively), whereas
the heavier molecules, Calcitonin and Insulin (Molecular weight: 3500 & 6000, respec-
tively) had much smaller Damköhler numbers (Dam << 1). This implies that the larger
molecular weight molecules are limited by the transport across the intestinal epithe-
lium, whereas the smaller molecules are not limited by this barrier.
Logan et al. (2002) used a plug flow reactor model to look at how various factors
could affect nutrient uptake by animal guts, these factors include: reactor rate, absorp-
tion rate, and morphological differences.
The model defines a gut of length L, where x ∈ [0, L], which has a cross sectional
area A(x). The concentration of a nutrient in the gut (C(x, t)) is defined by the partial





− r(x, t, n) (2.62)
where ū is the mean velocity of the nutrient along the length of the small intestine,
and r(x, t) is the reaction/absorption rate, which like Jumars (2000) were described by
either of the following three kinetics:
First-order kinetics













The following initial and boundary conditions were also defined:
C(x, 0) = C0(x), 0 < x < L (2.66)
C(0, t) = Cb(t), t > 0 (2.67)
To include the variations in cross sectional area, Logan et al. (2002) assumed that the






finally Logan et al. (2002) goes on to assume a multicomponent input, in which
case Ci is the concentration of component i, where i = 1, 2, ..., N . For a system with two
components, where one breaks down by first order kinetics to a product which can be





− ri(x, t), i = 1, 2 (2.69)
− r1 = −kc1, −r2 = kr1 − ar2 (2.70)
where k is the reaction rate and a is the absorption rate.
From these equations the authors were able show how variations in digestion speed
and other factors, such as the ratio of rate constants affect the absorption rate of nutri-
ents. Though the models developed were not compared against any experimental data,
to either discriminate against the different choices of reaction/absorption kinetics nor
to validate the absorption rates calculated by the model.
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2.4 Conclusion
Most models for the gastric emptying of nutrients take the approach of fitting one
or two parameters to experimental data, where by the fitted parameters do not have
a physiological interpretation. This approach, whilst it can provide a good fit, does
not give any information as to why certain meals will empty at different rate, or fol-
low different dynamics. The work by Dalla Man et al. (2006) presents a model to take
into account how the amount of nutrient affects the emptying rate, and also presents
a multiple compartment approach to the stomach to attempt to take into account the
breakdown of solids. This approach gave good results when coupled with a small intes-
tine model and fitted to experimental data for glucose rate of appearance in the blood
plasma, but the content remaining in the stomach was not validated against experimen-
tal data therefore cannot be said whether it gives an adequate fit. Assuming the gastric
emptying rate is a function of gastric nutrient content is not entirely physiologically ac-
curate as the rate of emptying is linked to the nutrients sensed in the proximal small
intestine (Brener et al., 1983; Calbet and MacLean, 1997), therefore the model will not
take into account how the bioavailability of the nutrients will affect the emptying rate,
nor does it take into account other physical properties of the meals and how these affect
the emptying rate, e.g., the viscosity (see Table 2.3).
Yu et al. (1996) highlighted how the use of a single CSTR to describe the small
intestine transit is inadequate, although some author still utilise this approach (Dalla
Man et al., 2006). They proposed that the small intestine should be described as 7
CSTRs in series (chosen over a PFR as it is a simpler approach), and showed good results
against experimental data for drug blood plasma concentration. Stoll et al. (2000) chose
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the PFR approach, again to model drug absorption and gave good fits to experimental
data for 4 different drugs, this approach was novel in that it included multiple length
scales. The model takes into account the effect of eddy’s upon the dispersion and of
the increase in surface area due to villi, microvilli, and plicae circulares, and multiple
absorption pathways. Both these approaches are designed for the absorption of drugs
and as such do not take into consideration some of the factors which are important in
the digestion of food, such as how the physical properties of a meal can affect the gastric
emptying rate or the absorption rate.
None of the models in literature so far have look at how the viscosity can affect the
mass transfer in the intestinal lumen or how it can influence the gastric emptying rate.
Along with this, few models have attempted to take into account any of the digestive
systems feedback controls, which will influence the absorption of nutrients. The mod-
els presented in this thesis will attempt to address some of these points which as yet
have not been included in previous works. This work will take the approach of mod-
elling the stomach as a CSTR and the small intestine as a PFR and look how viscosity
could influence the absorption of nutrients, this will be built on to introduce a feedback
mechanism as described by Brener et al. (1983) linking the gastric emptying rate to the
nutrient bioavailability in the intestinal lumen. A model will also be proposed to link
the gastric chymes viscosity the secretion rate of gastric juices and the emptying rate.
Finally a population balance approach will be presented to allow for a solid phase of a
meal to be included in the models, in a way that is more physiologically relevant that
the more black box style approaches that have been carried out before, such as those by
Dalla Man et al. (2006) and Kong and Singh (2008).
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These models will provide a grounding for future work to develop more comprehen-
sive and physiologically relevant mathematical models of human digestion which could
provide some predictive capability and help understand/prevent food related diseases.
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2.5 Overview of Mathematical Principles
The following section will present the methods used to solve the equations presented
in the later chapters. It will show the explicit forward Euler method and backward
finite difference method used to discretise the partial differential equations utilised for
the numerical solutions. These methods were chosen to ensure speed of computation,
and stability of the solution was ensured using Von Neumann Analysis. The chapter also
shows the methods used during parameter estimations.
2.5.1 Differential Equations
The work will deal with ordinary and partial differential equations to describe the
distribution of nutrients through the digestive system. The Ordinary differential equa-











Here C will be the concentration of a component in the small intestine at time t,
and distance along the intestine z. where t ∈ [0, tf ], where tf is the final time of the
simulations, and z ∈ [0, L] where L is the total length of the small intestine. u is the
mean velocity of the component along the axial length of the intestine and R is the
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reaction rate or absorption rate from the intestine γ is the rate of decay, or in the case
where Cs is the concentration in the stomach, the gastric emptying rate. This can be
rewritten as the half time of gastric emptying t1/2 = ln(2)/γ.
To solve the equations additional information is required, in the form of the initial
and boundary conditions.
Finite Difference Method
The work will focus upon the numerical solutions to the Partial and ordinary differ-
ential equations, specifically using the finite difference method to discretise the equa-
tion in spatial and temporal dimensions. e.g., taking the forward difference in time and















The subscript m represents the spatial position, and h the step size between each
position. n represents the temporal position and k the time step between each position.
The finite difference is an approximate of the actual solution, hence along with
the discretisation we must define properties which must be satisfied to ensure that the
approximate value from the numerical method is in agreement with the actual solution.
To so this three properties must be defined: Convergence, Consistency and Stability.
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Convergence, consistency & Stability
A system converges when the approximate solution tends to the exact solution as
the step size in both the temporal and spatial discretisation tend to zeros. Defining the
exact solution as U , we can define a discretisation error, which is the difference between
the approximate and actual solution (U − C) (Smith, 1978).
The finite difference method can be said to be consistent with the partial differen-
tial equation if for any smooth function φ multiplied by the difference operator, P, the
following expression is satisfied at each temporal and spatial point (Strikwerda, 2004):
Pφ− Pk,hφ→ 0 as k, h→ 0, (2.75)
Further to these we can define the Lax-Richtmyer Equivalence Theorem which states
that a consistent finite difference scheme is convergent if and only if it is stable (Strik-
werda, 2004).
This implies that we can assume the scheme is convergent if it is both consistent and
stable, the latter two condition been more easily verifiable.
To assess the stability of a finite difference scheme Von Neumann analysis will be
used.
2.5.2 Von Neumann Analysis
The Von Neumann Analysis uses Fourier analysis to give conditions for the stability
of the finite difference method used for the PDE. An example will be given for the
advection equation using forward discretisation in time and backward discretisation in








Which can be rewritten:
νn+1m = (1− aλ)νnm + aλνnm−1 (2.77)







adding νnm & ν
n






eimhξ[(1− aλ) + aλe−ihξ]ν̂ndξ (2.79)







It can be concluded that the following formula can be defined:
ν̂n+1(ξ) = [(1− aλ) + aλe−ihξ]ν̂n(ξ) (2.81)
Hence, we can define an amplification factor g(hξ):
ν̂n+1(ξ) = g(hξ)ν̂n(ξ) (2.82)
Where, g(hξ) = (1− aλ) + aλe−ihξ
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From theorems presented in Strikwerda (2004) we can say if g(θ, k, h) is indepen-
dent of k and h, that the stability can be described as follows:
|g(θ)| ≤ 1 (2.83)
this implies that to determine the stability the amplification factor is the only thing
that need considering.
The next theorem implies that for the following equations:
ut + aux + bu (2.84)
That the system is only stable if the system is stable when b = 0.
Taking the example of the following equation:
ut + aux = 0 (2.85)
for forward time and backward spacial discretisation we get the following finite
difference scheme:
νn+1m = (1− λ)νnm + λνnm−1 (2.86)
where, λ = ak/h, k is the time step, and h is the spatial step.
This allows for the amplification factor to be described as follows:
g = [(1− λ) + λe−ihξ] (2.87)
by squaring the amplification factor and using the identities eix + e−ix = 2sinx, and
2sin2x = 1− cos2x, the following expression can be defined:
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and setting S2 = sin2 1
2
hξ, the following inequality can be defined which must be
satisfied to ensure stability:
1 ≥ 1 + 4λS2(λ− 1) (2.89)





From the theorem previously states the advection reaction equation 2.84, will also
be stable if the same conditions (equation 2.90) are met.
2.5.3 Parameter Estimation
The parameter estimation allows for a the out put form a model, y, to be optimised
against experimental data, ymeas, by finding the best values for some parameters θ,
to do this an objective function needs to be defined. A common technique used is the
least-squared method, where the square of the difference between measured and model








ymeas,iy(tit)− yiy(tit , θ)
)2 (2.91)
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Where ny is the total number of experimental points, and nt is the total number of
time points, and tiy the time at each measurement point. To compute this the ’lsqnonlin’
function will be used in MATLAB.
This value can be described as the least squared error or sum of squared errors









ymeas,iy(tit)− yiy(tit , θ)
)2 (2.92)




Whilst these values give an idea of how a model fits the data, to compare different
models with different number of parameters another criterion must be defined, there
are a number of approaches to achieve this but in this work the Akakike Information
Criterion (AIC) will be used:






This allows for the number of parameters requiring fitting (p) and the number of
data point (n) to be taken into account when comparing models, as such if two models
have similar SSE, but one requires a greater number of parameters to be fit, the simpler
model would give a smaller AIC and as such would be the most efficient model to
describe the experimental data.
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Chapter 3
In Silico Modelling of Mass Transfer &
Absorption in the Human Gut
The following chapter has been published in the Journal of Food Engineering Volume
176 in 2016 (Moxon et al., 2016).
The modelling and simulation work was carried out by myself along with the writing
of the paper.
Ourania Gouseti reviewed the structure and provided correction to the grammar and
spelling.
Serafim Bakalis provided guidance and supervision during the research and writ-
ing/correction of the paper.
The paper was also reviewed by two anonymous reviewers prior to publication.
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Chapter 3 builds upon works from other authors discussed in the literature review
(Chapter 2), to develop a mathematical model for the digestion of food in the human
gut. The work used the idea utilised by many authors that the stomach and small
intestine can be modelled as a series of ideal reactors and presents a novel approach by
linking the absorption rate to the mass transfer in the intestinal lumen, allowing for the
viscosity of the meal to influence the absorption of nutrients.
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3.1 Abstract
An in silico model has been developed to investigate the digestion and absorption of
starch and glucose in the small intestine. The main question we are aiming to address is
the relative effect of gastric emptying time and luminal viscosity on the rate of glucose
absorption. The results indicate that all factors have a significant effect on the amount
of glucose absorbed. For low luminal viscosities (e.g. lower than 0.1 Pa.s) the rate of
absorption is controlled by the gastric emptying time. For viscosities higher than 0.1
Pa.s a 10 fold increase in viscosity can result in a 4 fold decrease of glucose absorbed.
Our model, with the simplifications used to develop it, indicate that for high viscosity
luminal phases, gastric emptying rate is not the controlling mechanism for nutrient
availability. Developing a mechanistic model could help elucidate the rate limiting steps
that control the digestion process.
3.2 Introduction
Understanding digestive processes is important in addressing diet related diseases,
such as obesity, which are becoming a major problem all around the world. A World
Health Organisation report in 2014 stated that 39% of adults were overweight and 13%
were obese; also stating that the obesity rate was most prevalent in the Americas and
least in the south-east Asian regions (WHO, 2014). Specifically in the UK around a quar-
ter of adults were classified as obese as of 2014 (HSCIC, 2014); it has been estimated
that obesity will cost the UK society £50billion per annum by 2050 (McPherson et al.,
2007). In order to address some of the food related diseases and design healthier foods
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it is important to understand the behaviour of foods during digestion using in silico as
well as in vivo and in vitro studies.
Modelling has been extensively used in a variety of systems e.g., pharmaceuticals
(Peng and Cheung, 2009; Stoll et al., 2000), biological systems such as the insulin-
glucose system (Makroglou et al., 2006; Pedersen and Cobelli, 2013).Simulation of bi-
ological processes allows for investigation into phenomena that are difficult to examine
or study in vivo and in vitro. In this work we will be modelling digestion in the gut as
a series of ideal reactors, a concept introduced in the late 1980’s (Penry and Jumars,
1986, 1987), with wide applications in the area of pharmacokinetics (Ni et al., 1980;
Peng and Cheung, 2009; Stoll et al., 2000).
Mathematical models have been developed to investigate the digestion of foods us-
ing different approaches: A compartmental approach with a CSTR small intestine was
used by Dalla Man et al. (2006) assuming that changes in gastric emptying rate have the
largest effect on absorption (Dalla Man et al., 2006), this work showed good agreement
with absorption from oral glucose tolerance tests. Bastianelli et al. (1996) simulated
the movement and absorption of different nutrients simultaneously with a multiple
compartmental approach (Bastianelli et al., 1996), which was able to predict nutrient
absorption patterns and transit times. A model developed by Taghipoor et al. (2012)
used a system of ODEs to simulate the movement and absorption from a food bolus
within the intestine highlighting the effect dietary fibre has on slowing the bolus break
down (Taghipoor et al., 2014, 2012).
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Despite the fact that mathematical models provide insight into digestion; they typi-
cally use parameters that are obtained empirically, which limits their predictive capabil-
ity.
3.2.1 Starch Digestion
Starch is the largest source of carbohydrate in the human diet (Singh et al., 2010).
In the small intestine, α-amylase will convert starch to oligosaccharides, and brush
boarder enzymes (e.g., glucoamylase) will hydrolyse the oligosaccharides to glucose,
which can then be absorbed. The conversion of oligosaccharide to glucose and absorp-
tion of glucose by sodium-dependent glucose cotransporter 1 (SGLT-1) proteins through
the epithelium will be rapid and will not be rate limiting (Lentle and Janssen, 2011;
Stümpel et al., 2001).
The kinetics of starch hydrolysis by α-amylase has been studied by a number of au-
thors with the amylase substrate isolated from a variety of sources. Both bacterial and
human α-amylase have been found to follow Michaelis-Menten kinetics (Ikram-Ul-Haq
et al., 2010; Komolprasert and Ofoli, 1991; Satomura et al., 1984; Yankov et al., 1986),
although it has also been reported that this is only followed for low substrate concentra-
tions and at high concentrations a modified 1st order kinetics can be used (Komolprasert
and Ofoli, 1991). Inhibition of α-amylase by high D-glucose concentrations has been re-
ported on some occasions (Steverson et al., 1984; Yankov et al., 1986), which has been
reported to have a large effect at concentration greater than 300 g/L (Yankov et al.,
1986), though this is a high concentration that is unlikely to be encountered in vivo.
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3.2.2 Gastric Emptying
Gastric emptying rate is often considered to be the rate limiting step in the absorp-
tion of nutrients (Hellström et al., 2006; Mourot et al., 1988). The delivery of gastric
content to the duodenum is controlled by the pyloric sphincter (Hellström et al., 2006),
whilst the stomach acts as a reservoir for consumed food, and mechanically and chemi-
cally breaks down the content (Kong and Singh, 2008).
Table 2.3 shows a selection of studies of the gastric emptying rate for different liquid
solutions. Gastric emptying is quantified with a half-time (time for half the content to
empty the stomach by volume) and calorific emptying rate. These studies were selected
as they have a comprehensive description of the physical properties of the fluids and
the calorific content.
In Table 2.3 the measurement methods can be separated in 3 groups: breath sam-
pling, aspiration, and imaging (e.g. MRI/Scintigraphy/Sonography). The most com-
mon method for measuring gastric emptying rates in a medical setting is Scintigraphy,
where meals are labelled with 99mTc, and distributions of these radio- isomers are taken
using gamma cameras (Punkkinen et al., 2006). Punkkinen et al. (2006) compared this
to the 13C breath test, where a meal is labelled with 13C and breath samples are taken
and the ratio of 13C-12C can be used to calculate the volume remaining in the stomach.
The group found that the 13C breath test gives significantly longer emptying half-time
than Scintigraphy and that there was no correlation between the half-lives of the two
methods (Punkkinen et al., 2006). This could explain why the results by Shimoyama
et al. (2007) have longer emptying rates when compared to the rest of the table (also
shown in Figure 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: plot of half-time of emptying against calories for meals in Table 2.3, different colours
represent different methods of measurements, showing that increasing the calorific content of a
meal leads to a longer half time of emptying.
Scintigraphy has also shown 70% slower emptying rates than double sampling aspi-
ration, where a dye is added to a meal and samples are taken directly from the stomach
via catheter and emptying inferred (Beckers et al., 1992), although this is not evident
from the data presented in Table 2.3. Good agreement in measured emptying rates with
MRI (Feinle et al., 1999; Schwizer et al., 1992) and ultrasonography (Hveem et al.,
1996) are also shown in literature.
Figure 3.1 shows a plot of half-time of emptying against the calorific content of
the meal for different measurement methods. As one can see the resulting emptying
times depend on the method of measurement. As previously explained the 13C method
results in a significantly higher estimation of gastric emptying time; this results in a
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large uncertainty on parameters used in models as a large variety of sources have to be
considered typically each employing a different method.
As can be seen in Figure 3.1, an increase in calorific content results in an increase
of gastric emptying time, but the scarcity of the data points do not allow us to conclude
upon the nature of the relationship. This could be explained from observations widely
reported in literature of a feedback mechanism from the small intestine (controlled by
nutrient sensors) that is thought to be the main controlling mechanism of gastric emp-
tying rate (Brener et al., 1983; Calbet and MacLean, 1997; McHugh, 1983; Shimoyama
et al., 2007).
Whilst in Table 2.3 there is a clear trend with emptying rate and the calorific content,
the link between the emptying rate and viscosity or volume of meal consumed is not
clear. Prior to the initiation of this feedback mechanism, there is an initial rapid emp-
tying rate, which is independent of the nutrient content of the meal. Some researchers
suggest that this rate will be controlled by the volume of fluid in the stomach (Brener
et al., 1983; Moran et al., 1999), while others point to the effect of viscosity (Marciani
et al., 2001b; Shimoyama et al., 2007), with more viscous meals causing greater disten-
sion of the antral region relative to the proximal; and also resulting in a great volume of
gastric secretions (Marciani et al., 2001b). However, contradictory results on the effect
of viscosity on gastric emptying have been reported, as seen in Table 2.3. The effect of
gastric secretions could play a key role in determining gastric viscosity (see for example
(Marciani et al., 2000)).
The last two results in Table 2.3 indicate the difference in emptying between two
meals of the same constitution, one in solid/liquid form and one as a soup. There is
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a difference between how solids and how liquids will empty from the stomach, with
solids requiring a reduction in particle size, to around 1-2 mm, before they can empty
(Hellström et al., 2006). The current work will focus on the ingestion of liquid meals
and the gastric processes will not be considered, other than the emptying to the small
intestine.
3.2.3 Modelling of Absorption in the Small Intestine
Within the intestinal lumen the chyme (mixture of consumed food and secretions
from the digestive system) will be propelled aborally and via peristaltic contractions,
which may also provide mixing of the nutrients (Janssen et al., 2007). Segmentation
contractions will mix the chyme with no movement axially along the intestine (Barrett
et al., 2005). The flow of nutrients along the digestive tract has been studied by numer-
ous authors using computation fluid dynamics (CFD). Studies have been carried out to
look at the mixing effects in the stomach (Ferrua and Singh, 2010; Ferrua et al., 2011;
Kozu et al., 2010), the flow at the gastroduodenal junction (Dillard et al., 2007), and
the flow in the intestine (Love et al., 2013; Nadeem et al., 2012; Riahi and Roy, 2011;
Tripathi, 2011a,b,c; Tripathi et al., 2011) . These studies indicate that flow dynamics
will affect the movement of nutrients to the luminal wall; this mass transfer can be an
important parameter in nutrient bioaccessibility (whether the nutrients are in a form
which can be absorbed).
In silico (computer simulated) studies of absorption in the small intestine have been
carried out for drug and foods using different methodologies. In pharmacokinetics, two
main types of models have been used: non-compartmental and compartmental. Non-
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compartmental models are generally developed by fitting a mathematical expression to
in vivo data, hence the fitted parameters will be accurate only for the system analysed
and will not offer any predictive capability. In compartmental models, the system is
divided in to compartments each representing a different physiological process; each
with different mathematical expressions. A well formulated model should offer a certain
amount of predictive capability (Peng and Cheung, 2009).
In literature the small intestine has been modelled as a single compartment (Dalla
Man et al., 2006; Di Muria et al., 2010), as multiple compartments (Bastianelli et al.,
1996; Yu et al., 1996) or as a plug flow reactor (PFR) (Logan et al., 2002; Stoll et al.,
2000).
The model developed by Dalla Man et al. (2006) attempted to simulate an oral
glucose tolerance test and a test meal. The intestine was modelled as a continuous
stirred tank reactor (CSTR) with an input from the emptying of the stomach which is
a function of the mass of glucose in the stomach. The model required the fitting of 6
parameters and had overall a good agreement with experiments (p<0.005). However, a
more physiologically relevant control for gastric emptying is the sensing of nutrients in
the duodenum, followed by the relevant feedback response (Brener et al., 1983; Calbet
and MacLean, 1997). In addition, there is no consideration of food properties, which
are likely to affect absorption (Gouseti et al., 2014; Tharakan et al., 2010), this will be
one of the focus of the models developed in this work.
Yu et al. (1996) compared different compartmental and plug flow models, conclud-
ing that the flow profile in the small intestine can be characterised with both a multi-
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compartmental model and a plug flow model, but that a single compartmental model,
as used by Dalla Man et al. (2006) was inadequate at describing the flow profile.
A multi compartmental model was developed by Bastianelli et al. (1996) for a meal
containing a variety of nutrients; the model used 4 compartments described by a series
of ordinary differential equations. Although successful in describing digestion of a com-
plex meal, the model does not consider the effect of one component on another (e.g.
the effect of fibre on bioaccessibility of nutrients), the effect of nutrients on stomach
emptying, nor the spatial location or movement along each compartment (Bastianelli
et al., 1996). Another method, used by Stoll et al. (2000), was a plug flow model for the
absorption of drugs in the small intestine. This model included the effect of increased
surface area due to the folds and projections on the surface of the small intestine, and
the effect of eddy rolls, to give good agreement with the absorption and degradation
within the systemic circulation system Stoll et al. (2000). The model does not include
any gastric disintegration or emptying effects, which might have significant implications
on the absorption of nutrients.
The movement and degradation of a bolus in the small intestine was investigated by
Taghipoor et al. (2012). The model considered the effect of non-degradable and soluble
nutrients; it was further developed to look at the effect of dietary fibre (Taghipoor
et al., 2014). This will have an effect on the viscosity and water holding capacity of the
bolus, and on the absorption of nutrients (Taghipoor et al., 2014). This highlights the
importance of bioaccessibility during digestion.
An all-in-one model would allow full representation of physiological conditions,
however this will be at the expense of simplicity, increase the difficulty of implementa-
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tion and requiring a large number of parameters, with doubtful advantages over in vivo
tests. The different factors need indeed to be considered separately, and with their rel-
ative importance (Calbet and MacLean, 1997; Hellström et al., 2006; McHugh, 1983).
In this paper a mechanistic approach to the modelling of mass transport and absorp-
tion from the small intestine is attempted; focusing on the effect of the delivery of the
nutrients to the small intestine from the stomach, the mass transfer (as a function of
viscosity of the chyme) within the lumen of the small intestine and the hydrolysis of
starch prior to absorption. This study will focus on the use of a plug flow reactor small
intestine, assuming a laminar flow and constant mean velocity. In reality the regime
of flow will depend on the nature of the chyme; lower viscosity solutions exhibiting
turbulent flow, and more viscous solutions displaying laminar flow with large regular
vortices (Janssen et al., 2007; Lentle and Janssen, 2008), as a result of wall contractions
and curvature of the small intestine. Hence the assumption of laminar flow will likely
underestimate the mass transfer of nutrients at particular viscosities and also affect the
residence time distribution (Janssen et al., 2007), but the comparison of this parameter
to the gastric emptying rate, and hydrolysis rate should still be revealing.
This paper will present three models of increasing complexity. In the first model,
mass transfer of nutrients (exemplified by glucose) within the small intestine and through
the intestinal wall will be linked with the viscosity of chyme. The effect of gastric emp-
tying on glucose absorption will then be considered in the second model. The third
model will include starch hydrolysis, assuming the reaction to follow Michaelis-Menten
kinetics.
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3.3 Development of Models
The following models (models 1-3) have been developed to investigate different
factors that could influence the absorption of nutrients: bioaccessibility within the small
intestine, gastric emptying rate and hydrolysis rate.
The models assume that the stomach and small intestine can be described by a series
of reactors, specifically a continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) for the stomach, which
will act as a reservoir and control the emptying of contents only, and a plug flow reactor
(PFR) for the small intestine (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: Diagram showing layout of CSTR stomach and PFR small intestine.
The models will be developed with increasing complexity, the first looking at the
effect of mass transfer within the lumen on absorption of nutrients; the next will include
the mass transfer and gastric emptying rate and how these both affect the absorption
rate; the final model will look at, mass transfer rate, gastric emptying rate and starch
hydrolysis, and how all 3 effect the absorption of nutrients.
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3.3.1 Model 1: Glucose Absorption
This first model aims to investigate the effect of mass transfer on glucose absorption









Change in glucose mass with time =
Movement along SI due to advection


















Here G(z, t) is the glucose concentration at time t, and distance along the intestine
z, and ū, is the mean velocity along the length of the intestine. The last term is the
absorption of glucose, where K, is the mass transfer coefficient, 2/rm is the ratio of
surface area to volume for a cylinder and f represents the increase in absorptive surface
area due to the folds of the intestinal wall. It is assumed that the volume input is a
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bolus and enters the small intestine at position l0 from the entrance, which is equal the
radius of the bolus of entering liquid.
The overall mass transfer coefficient, K, will depend on the mass transfer within
the lumen, through the epithelium layer and into the blood (Tharakan et al., 2010). As
we are mainly interested in bioaccessibility we will simplify the phenomena and will
ignore the effect of transport through the epithelium and blood assuming they are rapid
and not rate limiting (Stoll et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2010). Therefore mass transfer
coefficient, K is calculated from the relationship between Sherwood (Sh = Kd/D),
Reynolds (Re = ρūd/µ) and Schmidt (Sc = µ/ρD) numbers, where d is the mean
intestinal diameter, L is the length of the intestine, D is the diffusivity, ρ is the density,
and µ is the viscosity. The flow is in the laminar regime (for a water like solution,














The diffusivity is calculated from the Einstein-Stokes equation, which will depend





Here KB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature (310 K), and r0
is the radius of the diffusing molecule.
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Therefore the only parameter that we can control and manipulate will be the vis-
cosity of the food, and from this we can manipulate the mass transfer rate. The mass




Looking at the effect of protrusions on the surface of the intestine, it can be approx-
imated that the villi increase the surface area by around 10 times relative to a cylinder
and the microvilli by around 20 times (Barrett et al., 2005; Stoll et al., 2000). But only
around 2% of the surface will be involved with the absorption of glucose, due to the
fast speed of the absorption (Lentle and Janssen, 2011), giving an increased surface
area of 4 times that of a cylinder. Including the effect of increased surface area from
the presence of plicae circulares estimated at 3 times (Barrett et al., 2005; Stoll et al.,
2000), this will give a value of f as 12. Values for parameters used in the models are
shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Parameter values used in the model with references
Parameter Value Reference
Surface area increase due to folds, villi & microvilli (f) 12 (Barrett et al., 2005; Lentle and Janssen, 2011; Stoll et al., 2000)
Mean Velocity 1.7× 10−4 m/s (Stoll et al., 2000)
Length of small intestine 2.85 m (Stoll et al., 2000)
Radius of small intestine 1.8 cm (Stoll et al., 2000)
Radius of glucose molecule (r0) 0.38 nm (Schultz and Solomon, 1961)
Simulation time 10800 s
Initial glucose/Starch mass 50g
Viscosity 0.001- 10 Pa.s
Emptying half time 2min-2h
Vmax 1-25 mM/min (Fonseca, 2011; Satomura et al., 1984)
Km 9 mM (Fonseca, 2011)
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The results, typically of glucose absorbed can also be described in terms of calories
where 1 g of glucose is 4 kcal.
The equation can also be made dimensionless, glucose was expressed as a fraction
of the inlet concentration (G′ = G/G0), time was divided by the residence time to















This yields the dimensionless number τtransfer which is the characteristic time of
mass transfer, i.e. the mass transfer rate (2fK/rm) multiplied by the mean residence
time of passage through the small intestine (L/ū).
3.3.2 Model 2: Stomach Emptying and Intestinal Absorption of Glu-
cose
The gastric emptying rate is thought to be the controlling mechanism in absorption
of nutrients (Hellström et al., 2006; Mourot et al., 1988); for this reason a model was
built to estimate the overall effect of the gastric emptying and mass transfer of glucose
in the small intestine.
This model will treat the stomach as a reservoir for delivery of nutrients to the
intestine only and will not consider its effect on the structure (chemical or physical) of
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the food. Gastric emptying is modelled as exponential decay, i.e., a liquid solution with
no lag phase (Calbet and MacLean, 1997; Hellström et al., 2006), as this model shows a
good approximation of the emptying for liquid only meals. The model for the intestine
will be the same as for model 1 but with an input from the gastric emptying.




Gs|t=0 = GS0 (3.11)




γGS − ū∂G(z,t)∂z −
2f
rm








G(z, 0) = 0 (3.13)











Where GS0 is the initial input of glucose to the stomach (50 g) and, γ, is the decay
constant, which can be expressed as the half time of emptying, which is a common






The model can also be made dimensionless in the same way as the advection-









Here τemptying is the characteristic time of gastric emptying and represents the rate
of gastric emptying against the residence time in the small intestine. The half emptying
times were varied between 10min and 3 h, which is within the range of typical values
(seen in Table 2.3). The characteristic time of emptying was varied between 0.5 and
100, and the characteristic time of mass transfer was varied between 0.1 and 100, to
see the effect on the fraction of glucose absorbed after the time is equivalent to the
residence time.
3.3.3 Model 3: Starch Hydrolysis
In this work we will assume the starch remains intact until it reaches the small
intestine, at which point hydrolysis of the starch, following Michaelis-Menten kinetics,
will occur and a mass balance on starch and glucose in the small intestine has been
carried out. In the small intestine model α-amylase will be in excess, and the ability
to hydrolyse will be limited by the bioaccessibility of enzyme to starch, hence will be
limited not by amount of enzyme but by the properties of the chyme (Ballance et al.,
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2013; Englyst and Englyst, 2005). The effect of salivary α-amylase is not included as
the focus of the study is the hydrolysis in the intestine and hence the input is starch only
into the stomach at t = 0. The model will therefore take a form similar to model 2, with








γSS − ū∂S(z,t)∂z −
VmaxS(z,t)
Km+S(z,t)







Change in starch mass with time =
Movement along SI due to advection











Change in glucose mass with time =
Movement along SI due to advection
+ generation ofglucose
− Absorption of glucose
Initial conditions and boundary conditions are the same as model 2, with input of
starch.
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KmII + S ′(ξ, τ)
− τtransferG′(ξ, τ) (3.22)











τR is the characteristic time of reaction, which is the residence time in the small
intestine multiplied by the maximum reaction rate scaled with the initial input of starch.
KmII is the Michaelis constant normalised with the initial input of starch.
The characteristic time of reaction will be varied from 1 to 25 as the characteristic
emptying was varied between 0.5 and 100 and characteristic time of mass transfer was
varied between 0.1 and 100 to see the effect on fractional absorption of glucose after
the time is equal to the residence time.
3.3.4 Simulations
The equations for each model were simulated in gPROMS (v.3.7.1); the partial dif-
ferentials were solved using backward finite difference method. All models were simu-
lated over a period of 3 h, similarly to what is used for glycaemic index measurements
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(Brouns et al., 2005; Wolever et al., 1991). Graphs were produced using MATLAB
(R2014a).
3.4 Results & Discussions
3.4.1 Model 1
The first model investigated the mass transfer of glucose in the small intestine, from
an initial input at t = 0 of 50 g of glucose solution at different viscosities (20 simulations
for viscosities ranging 0.001 Pa s and 10 Pa s). The lower viscosity corresponds to
viscosity of water, while the higher viscosity would be relevant to honey. Figure 3.3(a)
shows the amount of absorbed glucose against time. The initial rate of absorption
decreases as the majority of glucose is absorbed, the effect being more pronounced at
low viscosities. The results in terms of the rate of calories absorbed can be seen in
Figure 3.3(b). For low viscosities one can see an initial high rate of absorption as the
luminal glucose is absorbed. From Figure 3.3(a), it appears that by around 1 h, about
half of the 50 g input of glucose has been absorbed and by around 3 h about 80%
has been absorbed. It should be noted that in vivo experiments show that nutrients
are absorbed are generally completely absorbed in the proximal small intestine (Weber
and Ehrlein, 1998), this would imply 100% absorption by around 2 hours after input,
and as this is a non viscous glucose solution we would expect faster absorption still,
hence the results seem to underestimate the overall absorption rate when compared to
that expected in vivo.This will result to a lower amount of glucose in the lumen, and
a lower absorption gradient, which explains the decrease in the absorption rate for the
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low viscosity solution. When higher viscosity solutions were used the absorption rate
stays almost constant over the 3 h simulated. This is due to the low mass transfer rate
resulting in only a small percentage of the luminal glucose being absorbed. In Figure
3.3(c) the effect of viscosity on absorbed glucose after 3 h is shown. Figure 3.3(c)
indicates that at low viscosities (1 mPa s) glucose is absorbed to a high extent ( 80%
of input), and as the viscosity increases the amount of glucose absorbed decreases.
For viscosity higher than 0.1 Pa s, the total absorbed glucose is less than 10% of the
input and does not significantly reduce with viscosity. Figure 3.3(d) is a dimensionless
representation of Figure 3.3(c), i.e. glucose absorbed versus viscosity/rate of mass
transfer. The curve has a sigmoidal shape, showing a rapid increase between τtransfer
values of 0.1 and 3, corresponding to viscosity values of about 0.2 Pa s and 1 mPa s.
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Figure 3.3: (a) the absorption curves for glucose solutions at different viscosities; (b) graph
showing the total absorbed glucose after a 3 h period for solutions of different viscosities (log
scale); (c) the fraction of glucose absorbed for the non-dimensionilised model against the char-
acteristic mass transfer coefficient(log scale); (d) the rate at which calories are absorbed at
different viscosities.
At low values of τtransfer, i.e., rate of absorption slow compared to the residence
time, little absorption of glucose occurs; as τtransfer increases an increase in absorbed
glucose is observed. As the value of τtransfer reaches 1, i.e., the rate of mass transfer is
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similar to the rate of advection along the length of the intestine, a plateau occurs with
total absorption of the fed glucose.
These results indicate that the mass transfer coefficient within the lumen (deter-
mined by luminal viscosity) may have a large effect on the absorption of nutrients in
the small intestine especially when mass transfer is significantly limiting the rate of ab-
sorption typically at viscosity values greater than 0.1 Pa s. Similar relation- ships have
been seen in vivo, for example, Ellis et al. (1995) showed a non-linear relationship be-
tween zero shear viscosity of the chyme (measured in the jejunum) and absorption of
nutrients in pigs, also indicating an inverse linear relationship between absorption over
a 4 h period and concentration of guar gum in the meal (Ellis et al., 1995). (Takahashi
et al., 2009) showed how the disappearance of glucose in the small intestine of rats is
inversely proportional to the viscosity (Takahashi et al., 2009), in this work 3 different
viscosities were used and so there is not enough evidence to extrapolate these models.
Fitting these results to a power law curve the absorption was found inversely propor-
tional to the viscosity to the power of around 0.45; this is lower than the relationship
suggested in the present model (see equation (3.7)). This difference could be due to the
added motility of a functioning gut, when digesting materials of high viscosity which is
not included in this model. Due to secretions in the stomach and intestine the viscosity
is unlikely to be constant with time, which is another limitation of the current model,
but the trends here are consistent with those reported in the literature. Leclère et al.
(1994) took a different view and speculated that the observed changes in blood glucose
etc. from different viscosity meals are mainly due to the effect of the viscosity on stom-
ach emptying rather than any mass transfer resistance within the small intestine, which
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the current results show. Model 2 will be used to compare the emptying rate and mass
transfer rate to test this hypothesis.
Overall in this work the parameters used were obtained from literature and the re-
sults were within the range of order of magnitude seen with in vivo data from literature
see for example Dalla Man et al. (2006). Validation of similar in silico digestion mod-
els can be challenging as availability rather than postprandial glucose data would be
required. As part of on going work we are aiming to make best use of existing in vivo
data in the literature to validate our models. In vitro studies though demonstrate some
agreement with the results presented here. Tharakan et al. (2010) showed a decrease
in absorption with viscosity, pointing to an increase in diffusion resistance or decreased
mixing efficacy as an explanation. A 50% decrease in absorption was seen when the
guar gum was added at 0.5% compared to a starch mix with no guar gum. Gouseti
et al. (2014) showed similar results for the absorption of glucose in vitro from model
solutions for a range of food hydrocolloids. Others show similar trends (Sasaki and
Kohyama, 2012; Singh et al., 2010; Slaughter et al., 2002), whilst speculating that the
viscosity modifiers may have additional effects on the digestion process such as encapsu-
lation of starch molecules, thus reducing bioaccessibility (Sasaki and Kohyama, 2012),
or direct inhibition of digestive enzymes (seen with Guar Galactomannan) (Slaughter
et al., 2002). The results here seem to agree with many of the experimental observa-
tions but the present model does not include any mixing effects, e.g., via segmentation
or peristalsis. These are likely to increase the mass transfer rate and hence increase
the absorption rate (Gouseti et al., 2014; Tharakan et al., 2010), and subsequently this
could reduce the effect of viscosity upon the absorption rate. In future work the effect
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of mixing could be included in the mass transfer coefficient by investigating how seg-
mentation/peristaltic mixing will affect the empirical relationship between Sherwood,
Reynolds, and Schmidt numbers.
3.4.2 Model 2
The second model expanded on model 1 by including the effect of gastric emptying,
on glucose absorption. The input at t = 0 is into the stomach, and not into the intestine;
the stomach then feeds the intestine. Figure 3.4(a) shows the estimated emptying for
glucose solutions for 3 different emptying half-times (15 min, 30 min and 1 h shown).
Increasing the half-time results in a slower emptying rate, by definition. Figure 3.4(b)
shows the associated glucose absorption in the small intestine. The total absorbed has a
sigmoidal shape. For times smaller than 15mins the rate of absorption is low as expected
from the small amount of glucose in the lumen (more than 50% glucose still been in
the stomach). This is equivalent to an induction time. This is followed by an almost
linear increase as more glucose enters the intestine and is available to be absorbed. The
rate of absorption decreases after the majority of luminal glucose is absorbed. As the
half-time of emptying increases, the induction time decreases and the rate of absorption
decreases. Figure 3.4(c) is a contour plot showing absorption of glucose versus empty-
ing times (characteristic time of emptying) and viscosities (characteristic time of mass
transfer). This plot can be separated into 4 regions: (1) the bottom right shows an area
where the emptying rate is limiting, and greater characteristic time of emptying will re-
sult in greater absorption of glucose and vice versa; (2) the bottom left region shows an
area where both emptying rate and mass transfer rate will be rate limiting; (3) the top
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left shows the area where mass transfer rate will be limiting only; and (4) top right area
shows the area where near maximum absorption is reached (these regions are shown
more clearly in Figure 3.5).
The characteristic mass transfer time was varied from 0.1 to 100. The values of
0.1 and 3.4 corresponding to viscosities of 0.2, 10 3 Pa s, respectively; in this range
of viscosities we would expect that mass transfer can be the rate limiting step. The
higher values of characteristic mass transfer rates are in regime of effective and rapid
mixing, i.e. one where mass transfer values are very large, e.g. K = 1 × 10−6 m/s
The characteristic time of emptying was varied between 0.5 and 100; where the value
of 3.2 and 100 resulted in half emptying time of 1 h and 2 min respectively. The
lower value of 0.5 was included to investigate what happens for slow emptying and
fast intestinal transit, corresponding to a 2 h emptying half-time and 1.5 h (Read et al.,
1986) intestinal residence time.
In this work we will incorporate published research to understand the effect of gas-
tric emptying (Brener et al., 1983; Calbet and MacLean, 1997; Marciani et al., 2000,
2001b; Shimoyama et al., 2007), using exponential decay to model the stomach empty-
ing (Brener et al., 1983; Calbet and MacLean, 1997; Hellström et al., 2006). For reasons
of simplicity the effect of secretions is not included in this model (Marciani et al., 2000,
2001b).
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Figure 3.4: (a) mass of glucose in stomach over time with different half-time’s of emptying and
viscosity of 1 mPa s, (b) the absorbed glucose against time for 3 different gastric emptying half-
time’s, (c) contour plot of the characteristic mass transfer, against the characteristic emptying
time on log-log scale, colour representing the fraction of glucose absorbed.
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Figure 3.5: Contour plot from Figure 3.4 (c) with plots from literature (F ) (Marciani et al.,
2000), () (Marciani et al., 2001b), (•) from the model.
The two square data points (Marciani et al., 2001b) represent low and high nutrient
meals with similar viscosities. One would expect that they will have similar fractional
absorption of glucose, even with a change in gastric emptying rate, as absorption is
controlled from mass transfer. The majority of the data in Table 2.3 for liquid meals
will appear into the upper left region of Fig. 5, indicating that the total absorption after
around 3 h should be mass transfer limited.
The final set of points connected by a blue dotted arrow indicates how solutions,
with similar initial viscosities (1 mPa s), would be affected by increasing the gastric
emptying half-time from 10min to 2 h. In this case the system will see little effects in
the total glucose absorption until it crosses the black horizontal line (around a half-time
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of 1 h). A further increase in the gastric emptying half-time will result in a shift to a
gastric emptying limited region, which will cause a reduction in the fraction of glucose
absorbed. Overall for relatively high viscosity food systems it appears that the fraction
of glucose absorbed after 3 h is not controlled from gastric emptying rate, as with half-
times of less than 90min (a characteristic time of emptying around 2), the system will
be in the upper left region of Figure 3.5, limited by the mass transfer coefficient.
3.4.3 Model 3
Model 3 incorporates the effect of starch hydrolysis to produce glucose on Model 2.
In Figure 3.6(a) absorbed glucose is plotted against time for different rates of hydrolysis,
Vmax. One can see that the increasing Vmax results in an increase in glucose absorption
and decrease of lag phase (the initial slow absorption region). This is expected as the
faster the starch is hydrolysed to glucose the faster glucose can be absorbed. However,
increasing chyme viscosity will also affect the bioavailability of starch for reaction, or
enzyme kinetics. In Figure 3.6(b) contour plots of glucose absorbed for different char-
acteristic reaction rates against characteristic emptying and mass transfer are shown.
The planes show similarities to Figure 3.4(c), where the plot of characteristic emp-
tying and transfer rate showed four regions. In Figure 3.6(b), at low characteristic
reaction rates there is little change in absorption as either emptying or mass trans-
fer are changed, i.e., very little of the starch is hydrolysed to glucose, but increasing
the reaction rate moves the system away from being reaction limited and the other
parameters have a greater effect on glucose absorption, at around a characteristic reac-
tion rate of 25, the starch is hydrolysed very quickly and behave similar to the Figure
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3.4(c), where the input is purely glucose. The two slices in the middle, Vmax = 7.1
mmol/min(Satomura et al., 1984) and Vmax = 14.1 mmol/ min (Fonseca, 2011), show
results for reaction kinetics taken from literature, and it can be seen that the reaction
rate can be limiting if these rates are seen in vivo.
Each of these parameters is currently independent of the others, but in reality they
are likely coupled. Changes in viscosity are likely to affect the emptying and mass
transfer of nutrients as previously stated, as well as mass transfer of the enzymes. In
addition, It is also important to consider other effects of food ingredients e.g., nutri-
ent encapsulation by thickeners or direct enzyme inhibition by additives (Sasaki and
Kohyama, 2012; Slaughter et al., 2002).
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Figure 3.6: (a) absorption of glucose with time for systems with different starch hydrolysis rates
(gastric emptying half-time 20min, viscosity = 1 mPa s, Vmax = 4, 9 and 16 mmol/ min), (b)
contour plot showing the effect of gastric emptying rate, mass transfer rate and reaction rate
for hydrolysis on absorption of glucose.
3.5 Conclusion
Mathematical models to describe in vivo digestion were developed and used to ex-
amine the relative effect of gastric emptying, mass transfer and reaction rate limitations
in the small intestine. Within the assumptions of the models the results indicate that
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for gastric emptying half-times less than 1 h the viscosity/mass transfer rate is the lim-
iting factor for the amount of glucose absorbed after 3 h. If the emptying half-time is
greater than 1 h, both the gastric emptying and mass transfer rates can influence the
absorption depending on the viscosity. If the mass transfer rate is faster than 1 × 10−7
m/s (i.e. luminal viscosity of 1 mPa s), the amount absorbed in 3 h is not limited by the
mass transfer, and only by the gastric emptying rate. Starch hydrolysis reaction rates,
when both the mass transfer and gastric emptying are fast and not limiting, can have
a pronounced effect. The reaction kinetics for starch hydrolysis from literature showed
around 25% difference in absorption when used in the model. Further development
of the models is required to understand some of the controlling mechanisms as well as
comparison with in vivo data to obtain confidence in the validity of the results.
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Chapter 4
Effect of Chyme Viscosity & Nutrient
Feedback Mechanism on Gastric
emptying
Chapter 4 is taken from the paper published in Chemical Engineering Science volume
171 in 2017 (Moxon et al., 2017). The work was carried out in collaboration with KU
Leuven, with funding from the Erasmus+ Qsafe project.
The modelling and simulation as well as writing of the chapter was carried out by
myself.
Philippe Nimmegeers provided advice and recommendations upon the implemen-
tation of the feedback model, sensitivity analysis, and Monte-Carlo analysis and also
reviewed the manuscript. Further work is planned where Philippe will build upon the
model presented in this chapter and carry out an Optimal Experimental Design proce-
dure.
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Dries Telen provided advice and recommendations upon the implementation of the
feedback model, sensitivity analysis, and Monte-Carlo analysis and also reviewed the
manuscript.
Jan Van Impe provided advice and recommendations upon the implementation of
the feedback model and also reviewed the manuscript.
Chapter 4 builds upon the model developed in Chapter 3. The overall aim of Chapter
4 is to show how the viscosity of a liquid meal can influence not only the intestinal
mass transfer but also the gastric processes, and link the gastric emptying rate to the
absorption rate through a feedback mechanism. This mechanism has been identified by
many researchers and discussed in Chapter 2 but never implemented in a mathematical
model. Along with this a model for the secretion of gastric juice is developed, similar
to those discussed in Chapter 2 but assumes that the rate of secretion is influenced by
the gastric chyme viscosity. The emptying rate from the stomach is also studied and
linked to the meal properties allowing for the parameter γ, introduced in Chapter 3 and
assumed constant, to be linked to the meal properties/gastric properties.
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4.1 Abstract
A comprehensive mathematical model of the digestive processes in humans could al-
low for better design of functional foods which may play a role in stemming the preva-
lence of food related diseases around the world. This work presents a mathematical
model for a nutrient based feedback mechanism controlling gastric emptying, which
has been identified in vivo by numerous researchers. The model also takes into account
the viscosity of nutrient meals upon gastric secretions and emptying. The results show
that modelling the nutrient feedback mechanism as an on/off system, with an initial
emptying rate dependent upon the secretion rate (which is a function of the gastric
chyme viscosity) provides a good fit to the trends of emptying rate for liquid meals of
low and high nutrient content with varying viscosity.
4.2 Introduction
Numerical modelling of the digestive system has been carried out from both a phar-
macokinetic (Di Muria et al., 2010; Peng and Cheung, 2009; Stoll et al., 2000; Yu et al.,
1996), and a food science perspective (Bastianelli et al., 1996; Dalla Man et al., 2006;
Logan et al., 2002; Moxon et al., 2016; Penry and Jumars, 1986, 1987; Taghipoor et al.,
2014, 2012). The general approach is to break the digestive system into compartments
which can be described as ideal reactors. The stomach is typically described as a Con-
tinuous Stirred Tank Reactor (CSTR), whereas the small intestine has been described
as a single CSTR, multiple CSTRs in series, or as a Plug Flow Reactor (PFR). Most of
these models take only the dosage of the nutrient or drug into account when modelling
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the absorption, ignoring the physical properties of the meal, such as viscosity, and the
interactions with the digestive system or other meal components. Here we will present
a simple model to describe the influence of viscosity upon gastric processes (e.g., Mar-
ciani et al. (2001b) etc.) and the effect of the nutrient based feedback mechanism
upon gastric emptying (e.g., Brener et al. (1983) etc.). The aim is to develop a model
which takes into account physical and chemical properties of the meal and can provide
a greater understanding of food digestion. This could help in the development of func-
tional foods to combat diet related diseases, such as obesity and type-2 diabetes etc.,
which are becoming increasingly more prevalent in modern society (Jew et al., 2009;
Popkin, 2006).
4.2.1 Gastric Emptying
The presence of a nutrient based feedback mechanism, also referred to as ’duode-
nal Brake’, has been observed by numerous researchers such as (Brener et al., 1983;
Calbet and MacLean, 1997; McHugh and Moran, 1979; Shahidullah et al., 1975), by
measuring gastric emptying rate with intraduodenal nutrient secretions. This mecha-
nism allows for the pyloric sphincter to control the emptying of gastric content into
the duodenum depending upon the amount of nutrient already present in the proxi-
mal small intestine- ensuring a constant rate of calories per minute entering the small
intestine- and the nutrient type (Calbet and MacLean, 1997). Similar to the tongue
the sensing of nutrients within the intestine will be via taste receptors, such as the T1R
family of receptors allowing for the sensing of sugars (Depoortere, 2014; Young, 2011).
The stimulation of these sensors induces the secretion of the hormone CKK, which acts
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to decrease the gastric emptying rate and increase satiety (Depoortere, 2014), and/or
slow gastric emptying via stimulation of the vagal nervous system (Young, 2011).
Whilst nutrient content will have an effect upon the gastric emptying rate other meal
properties will also have an influence. The volume of a meal has been shown to speed
up gastric emptying (Hunt and Stubbs, 1975). The viscosity of the chyme can also
have an effect upon the gastric emptying rate, with some experimental results showing
higher viscosities increase the gastric emptying rate of nutrient meals (Shimoyama et al.,
2007; Vist and Maughan, 1995), while other show the opposite (Marciani et al., 2001b;
Yu et al., 2014). For non-nutrient meals, it has been shown that the gastric volume
over time shows little variation with the viscosity of the meals input (with a 1000 times
increase in zero shear viscosity), but that the level of secretions will be much greater
with higher viscosities- resulting in large drops in the viscosity of the chyme (Marciani
et al., 2000).
This work will build upon a model previously developed in Moxon et al. (2016)
(Chapter 3). The aim is to demonstrate the viscosity of a liquid meal affects the mass
transfer of nutrients within the intestine, and will influence the gastric emptying rate
via a feedback mechanism. Further to this a model for the secretion of gastric juices is
proposed, assuming the rate of secretion is influenced by the gastric chymes viscosity,
and that the emptying rate previously assumed constant (γ) (Moxon et al., 2016), is
affected by the meal and gastric properties. The work will attempt to fit model outputs




A model will be presented building upon the work in Chapter 3 (Moxon et al., 2016),
which assumed the stomach can be modelled as a continuous stirred reactor, and small
intestine as a plug flow reactor and look at how gastric emptying rate a intestinal lu-
men mass transfer rate can influence the absorption of nutrients. Most models assume
gastric emptying work will link the gastric emptying rate and luminal mass transfer rate
by introducing a nutrient based feedback mechanism observed from literature (Brener
et al., 1983). Secretion in the stomach can be initiated via 3 different phases (Di Mario
and Goni, 2014): a cephalic phase, due to processes prior to arrival of the food in
the stomach (e.g., taste); a gastric phase, due to the presence of food in the stomach;
and an intestinal phase, via a feedback mechanism from the content of the small in-
testine. A secretion model will focus on how meal properties might affect the gastric
phase of secretion (the phase inducing the highest volume of secretions (Di Mario and
Goni, 2014)) and the influence of secretions upon the chyme viscosity, which will play
a role in the gastric emptying of the meal. A schematic of the model is shown in Figure
4.1. The work will further introduce a secretion model, focusing on how meal proper-
ties might affect the gastric phase of secretion and the influence of secretions upon the









Figure 4.1: Schematic of the processes occurring in the stomach and small intestine which will
be modelled. The absorption rate from the small intestine will control the pyloric sphincter, and
the secretions will be controlled via properties of the food in the gastric compartment.
4.3.1 Model Equations
The model presented will look only at liquid meals, with a mass of nutrient (StomN0 [g])
entering the stomach at t = 0. The basic structure of the model will be taken from
previous work (Moxon et al., 2016). The stomach will be modelled as a continuous
stirred tank reactor with the output emptying into the duodenum over the time period
t ∈ [0, tf ], where tf is the final measurement time. The mass of nutrient in the stomach
is represented as StomN :
dStomN(t)
dt
= −γ StomN(t) (4.1)
StomN(0) = StomN0 (4.2)
Where γ is the gastric emptying rate in s−1. It is assumed that the meal is consumed
rapidly and that negligible gastric emptying or dilution of gastric content will occur
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before the whole meal is consumed. This assumption is more relevant for low viscosity
liquid meals, which are consumed more rapidly than high viscosity meals (Marciani
et al., 2001b).
The mass of nutrient in the small intestine will be modelled as a 1-D advection-
reaction equation, assuming the limiting factor in the absorption of nutrients will be
the mass transfer rate within the intestinal lumen. This approach has been taken by
others when looking at drug or food absorption (Logan et al., 2002; Stoll et al., 2000).
It was shown by Yu et al. (1996) to give a good description of the intestinal transit
time, much better than assuming a single compartment, and similar to assuming 7
CSTR compartments. The mass of nutrient in grams (SIN(z, t)) will be modelled along
the temporal domain and spatial domain, z ∈ [0, L], where z is the position along the
length of the intestine in meters, and L is the total length of the small intestine (2.85m





γ StomN(t)− ū ∂SIN (z,t)∂z −Ka SIN(z, t) if z = l0
−ū ∂SIN (z,t)
∂z
−Ka SIN(z, t) Otherwise
(4.3)
SIN(z, 0) = 0 (4.4)











The advection term ū will be the mean velocity (1.7×10−4 (Stoll et al., 2000)). Ka is
the absorption constant of the nutrients in the intestinal lumen, linked in previous work
to the mass transfer coefficient in the lumen (Moxon et al., 2016), but will be estimated
from experimental data in the work.
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The mass entering at time t, to the small intestine from the stomach will be assumed
to enter as a spherical bolus of effective radius l0, and it will be assumed that to be
classed as in the small intestine it must be a distance along the small intestine equal to
the to that radius, l0.
The absorption rate of nutrients from the intestinal lumen, will be modelled as the









A feedback mechanism will be introduced to the model developed in Chapter 3
(Moxon et al., 2016). It will be assumed that the mechanism will be mediated by the
bioaccessibility of the nutrient in the intestinal lumen (Depoortere, 2014) and that this
controls the rate at which gastric chyme empties. Hence here the feedback mecha-
nism is triggered by the rate of absorption, described by Equation 4.6. From literature
(Brener et al., 1983; Calbet and MacLean, 1997) it seems that the mechanism maintains
a constant rate of calories emptied from the stomach, and the model will assume the
mechanism acts as an on/off switch, acting instantaneously. A maximum absorption




0 if A(t) > Amax
γ0 otherwise
(4.7)










The term τA is set to a value of 5× 106 g/s to ensure that the function behaves in the
same way as the logical one. A physiological interpretation and greater understanding
is left for future work.
4.3.3 Secretion Model
Data on gastric chyme viscosity was taken from Marciani et al. (2000) which mea-
sured the gastric response of non-nutrient meals of different viscosities. Experiments
were conducted for four fluids of different viscosities, and Echo-planar MRI was used to
assess the volume remaining in the stomach and viscosity of the gastric chyme. Naso-
gastric tubes were also used to take samples from the stomach and measure the viscosity
of gastric chyme.
The model will assume the gastric content is perfectly mixed and that secretions are
a function of viscosity only. The viscosity of the meal will be assumed to be a function
of the concentration of thickener present. The assumption of perfect mixing is more
accurate for the low viscosity solutions than for the higher viscosity solutions, and for
two phase meals it has been shown that the solid phase resides in the proximal stomach
for long periods of time, when compared to liquid phases (Collins et al., 1991), as
such this assumption may not be applicable to a two phase meal. Results shown in
Marciani et al. (2001b) for the dilution of highly viscous meals highlight that dilution
is much greater at the outer edge of the chyme bolus initially, with greater dilution
towards the centre taking more time. This can also be seen via the variation in viscosity
measurement by Marciani et al. (2000); for the high viscosity solution (initially 11
Pa.s) the measured viscosity in the stomach (after 12 min) varied between 1 and 8.5
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Pa.s, whereas the variation was smaller for the consumption of 2 Pa.s meal (0.9-2.0
Pa.s). The assumption of perfect mixing will therefore lead to more accurate results
when considering the emptying of low viscosity meals, but should still provide insight
into the emptying of higher viscosity liquid meals. However when looking at solid
components separate compartments may be required to account for the distribution
between proximal and antral regions of the stomach.
The relationship between the concentration of locust bean gum (LBG) and viscosity
was found from the initial measurements, and the fit carried out using MATLAB curve
fitter application. The most reasonable fit was found using a power law, but normal
meals are likely to have more complex rheological properties.
µ = aLCLBG
bL (4.9)
From this equation the concentration of locust bean gum (CLBG) in the stomach was
calculated to give the correct initial viscosity and this was used in the simulations, and
constant aL = 2 [Pa.sL/g] and bL = 4.21 [−] .
The rate of secretions into the gastric compartment have been shown to increase
with the viscosity of a meal (Marciani et al., 2000, 2001b), and that this could be due
to the effect of gastric distension which has been shown to increase the secretion rate
of gastric acid (Grötzinger et al., 1977). It is then assumed that the secretion rate will
be a function of the viscosity of digesta in the stomach:
Ksec = λsµ
b + Sb (4.10)
Where λs and b are constants to be evaluated and Sb is the basal secretion rate, i.e.,
that occurring with no stimulation.
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To describe the gastric compartment we must add two more components to the
original gastric model (Equation 4.2), one for the mass of LBG in the meal (StomLBG),
to allow viscosity calculations, and one for the non-nutrient liquid (Stomliq), which will
have an input from the secretions.
dStomliq
dt
= Ksec(µ)− γ Stomliq(t) (4.11)
dStomLBG
dt





Where ρw is the density of the non-nutrient liquid (assumed to have the properties
of water). The total mass in the stomach will be:
Stomtot = StomN + Stomliq + StomLBG (4.14)
Evaluating the secretion rate and viscosity of the gastric chyme allows the initial
gastric emptying rate (γ0 in Equation 4.8) to be evaluated as a function of the chymes
properties. The initial rapid rate of emptying has been linked to the volume in the
stomach (Brener et al., 1983; Moran et al., 1999), and the viscosity (Kusano et al., 2011;
Marciani et al., 2001b; Shimoyama et al., 2007). But in the results of Marciani et al.
(2000), varying the viscosity of non-nutrient meals resulted in negligible variability in
gastric half life, but did increase the secretion rate.
To determine which of these factors are important in the initial rapid emptying
phase, a number of different hypotheses for the dependence of the parameter γ0 were
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tested. The following equations were defined to look if the volume, viscosity or secre-
tion rate or combination best describes the emptying:
γ0 = mµµ+msVtot (4.15)
γ0 = msVtot + C1 (4.16)
γ0 = mµµ+ C1 (4.17)
γ0 = msecKsec + C1 (4.18)
γ0 = msecKsec +msVtot (4.19)
Here Vtot is the total volume in the stomach (Stomtot/ρw), µ is the gastric viscosity,
and Ksec is the gastric secretion rate. mµ[1/(Pa.s2)], ms[1/(m3.s)], and msec[1/g] are
the rate constants of gastric emptying as a function of the viscosity, gastric volume, and
gastric secretion rate, respectively, and C1 is a constant emptying rate independent of
the three factors. For nutrient meals the overall emptying rate will depend upon the
feedback mechanism (equation 4.8).
A parameter estimation will be carried out using the following equations against
experimental data from Marciani et al. (2000), and the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) will be used to evaluate which of the models gives the best description of the
experimental results:






Where n is the number of experimental data points, p is the number of parameter to
be fit and SSE is the sum of squared errors.
The model assumes that the reduction in the viscosity of the gastric content is due
to the dilution of the thickener in the gastric compartment, though it should be noted
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that there will also be dilution due to saliva. The effect of digestive enzymes (salivary




To analyse how the model outputs vary with respect to the estimated parameters a
sensitivity analysis can be carried out. In this work a simple finite difference approach




f(θi + θiε)− f(θi)
θiε
(4.21)
Where f is the model output and θi is a parameter which is changing by a fractional
perturbation of ε. To look at the relative effect and compare systems with different input
masses etc. the sensitivities will be normalised with the nominal value of the parameter
and the input into the model for the different experiments (f0). All Sensitivities quoted








A Monte Carlo Analysis will be carried out to assess the quality of the parameters
estimated. This will involve applying random noise to the experimental measurements
over a number of iterations (5,000) to assess how the parameter estimates respond to
these changes. Histograms showing the distribution of the parameter values will be
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used to assess the quality of the estimates. The analysis will allow for the experimental
noise to be included in the parameter estimates and allow calculation of variance in
model parameters, which could be induced due to variation between people, or time of
day (circadian cycle) etc.
4.4 Results & Discussion
This section presents and discusses the results of the models developed. Firstly
the feedback mechanism (Equation 4.8) will be presented on its own, with parameter
estimations against 3 different sets of experimental data, those of Brener et al. (1983),
Calbet and MacLean (1997), and Vist and Maughan (1995), a sensitivity analysis will
be carried out on the estimated parameters followed by Monte Carlo analysis. Then the
secretion model (Equations 4.9-4.19) will be applied to a non-nutrient meal (Marciani
et al., 2000), and parameters evaluated, followed by the combination of the two models
and parameter estimation from experimental data (Marciani et al., 2001b), to show how




A parameter estimation was carried out for γ0, Amax, and Ka, along with this the in-
put mass (StomN0) was allowed to vary to take into account experimental noise at t=0.
The parameter estimations were carried out using the lsqnonlin function in MATLAB
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Table 4.1: Estimated parameters for simulations of different experimental results, (HP - high
polymer concentration)
Conditions StomN0 (g) γ0 (s−1) Amax (g/s) Ka (s−1) Experimental data
a 15g input 15.03 1.2× 10−3 - - (Calbet and MacLean, 1997)
b 20g input 20.82
c 50g input 54.334 9.23× 10−4 0.007 9× 10−4 (Brener et al., 1983)
d 100g input 98.95
e 24g input 24.74
f 112.8g input 114.28 9.22× 10−4 0.01 1.7× 10−3
g 24g input (HP) 23.98 (Vist and Maughan, 1995)
h 112.8g input (HP) 112.83 8.98× 10−4 0.01 4.2× 10−4
with experimental data from 3 different sources with different conditions (conditions
and optimal parameter values are shown in Table 4.1). The model outputs (using model
Equations 4.1-4.8), at optimal parameter values, and experimental results for the tem-
poral change in gastric nutrient content after a meal has been consumed are shown in
Figures 4.2 & 4.3. It is observed that in plots (a) and (b) in both figures, the emptying
curve for the glucose solutions can be described as an exponential function of time. This
is due to the mass of glucose in the small intestine not reaching a sufficiently high level
to trigger the feedback mechanism for sustained periods of time with Figure 4.2 (b) and
Figure 4.3 (a) triggering the mechanism for a short period of time around 15 minutes.
Table 4.1 shows the fitted values for the emptying rate. The differences in values could
be due to one of the following factors not taken into account in the current model: dif-
ferent volumes of the liquid meal (Hunt and Stubbs, 1975), different gastric secretion
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rates due to the composition of the meal (Marciani et al., 2000), different rheological
properties (Marciani et al., 2001b; Shimoyama et al., 2007), and variation between
those tested, some of these factors (Viscosity and secretion rate) will be studied later.
























































































































Figure 4.2: Model output & experimental results for emptying of different glucose solution from
the stomach, solid lines represent the simulated results and dots represent experimental data.
(a) 15g initial mass (Calbet and MacLean, 1997), (b) 20g initial mass (Brener et al., 1983),
(c) 50g initial mass (Brener et al., 1983), and (d) 100g initial mass (Brener et al., 1983)
Increasing the initial mass of glucose in the meal leads to an emptying which can
be described as linear, after an initial rapid empty period; this is observed both in the
simulated and experimental data plots (c) and (d) in both Figures. Unlike the data of
plots (a) and (b), the mass of glucose in the small intestine increases to a level which is
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Figure 4.3: Model output & experimental results for emptying of different glucose solution from
the stomach, with high and low polymer and glucose, solid lines represent the simulated results
and dots represent experimental data from Vist and Maughan (1995). with initial masses (a)
25g initial mass, low viscosity, (b) 25g initial mass, high viscosity, (c) 112.8g initial mass, low
viscosity, and (d) 112.8g initial mass, high viscosity
able to stimulate the feedback mechanism over longer periods of time, this leads to the
step like decrease in gastric content mass seen in the simulations (c) and (d) of Figures
4.2 and 4.3. The behaviour gives the constant emptying rate of calories described by
Brener et al. (1983) & Calbet and MacLean (1997) amongst others. Due to the nature of
the numerical solution the number of temporal discretisation points will have an effect
upon the step like nature of the simulations.
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Sensitivity Analysis
The effect of the parameters γ0, Amax, and Ka upon the mass within the stomach
postprandially was analysed using a sensitivity analysis. Small perturbations were ap-
plied to the parameters and the outputs compared using a finite difference approach.
To do this data from Table 4.1 was used as the nominal values and a perturbation (ε)
of 1% applied to the parameters. Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show the sensitivity of the
gastric content to the initial gastric emptying rate (γ0) and the maximum absorption
rate (Amax), and intestinal lumen mass transfer rate, respectively. Plots (a)-(g) in each
of the Figures correspond to the labels in Table 4.1 for the different input conditions for
the meals.





















































Figure 4.4: Sensitivity analysis of the 8 different experimental conditions shown in Table 4.1
with respect to the parameter γ0
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Figure 4.5: Sensitivity analysis of the 8 different experimental conditions shown in Table 4.1
with respect to the parameter Amax
The sensitivity of the emptying to the parameter γ0 is shown in Figure 4.4. The low
nutrient simulations plots (a) and (g) do not initiate the feedback mechanism as the
mass of glucose does not reach high enough levels in the small intestine to allow the
triggering if the feedback mechanism, consequently the system empties exponentially
with time. For plots (b) and (e), the feedback mechanism is initiated for a short period
of time, seen from the spike in plot (b) and two spikes in plot (e) before the sensitivity
plots return to behaving similar to those where the mechanism is not initiated (plots
(a) and (g)), this is due to the glucose levels in the small intestine reach high enough
levels to ensure the bioavailability is high enough to trigger the feedback mechanism
shortly before availability falls. With the high nutrient meals (plots (c), (d), (f), and
(h)), one can see a deviation from the zero point along with spikes occurring due to the
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Figure 4.6: Senstivity analysis of 8 different experimental conditions shown in Table 4.1 with
respect to the parameter Ka
feedback mechanism initiating, this is due to the bioavailability in the small intestine
been maintained at a high level, this is seen later in plots (f) and (h) due to the higher
viscosity meals taking longer to stimulate the feedback mechanism.
The sensitivity to parameter γ0 seems to be exacerbated when the feedback mecha-
nism is initiated. Increases in emptying rate could result in the subsequent increase in
absorption rate that triggers the feedback mechanism and results in the increase in sen-
sitivity. This is seen at the beginning of plot (e), where the increase in mass of nutrients
due to the faster emptying rate (1% increase) triggers the feedback mechanism, but
after around half the mass has emptied from the stomach the availability in the lumen
will drop and the absorption rate will not reach the maximum again so the sensitivity
reduces back to what would be expected during exponential emptying with time.
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For low nutrient content meals the feedback mechanism is not initiated, hence the
system will show no sensitivity to the parameter Amax, which can be seen in Figure 4.5,
plot (a) and (g). As the amount of nutrient increases we start to see an effect. Looking
at plot (b) we see a spike as the feedback mechanism initiates for a short amount of time
before returning to zero. With plots (e) and (g) we see the effect of viscosity upon the
sensitivity to Amax the high viscosity solution does not trigger the feedback mechanism,
hence no sensitivity to Amax but the lower viscosity does leading to a peak in sensitivity
and deviation from zero. At the higher nutrient contents (plots (c), (d), (f), and (h))
characteristic spikes can be seen due to the initiation of the feedback mechanism before
falling back down to zero; hence the average rate of emptying will be maintained the
same, with slight differences when the mechanism is initiated.
Figure 4.6 shows the sensitivity to the absorption rate. This shows similarities to the
sensitivity to Amax, where for low glucose inputs (plots (a) and (g)) the stomach volume
has no sensitivity to the absorption rate as the feedback mechanism is not initiated, this
is also seen in plots (f) an (g), where the high nutrient content and high absorption
rate means the feedback mechanism is initiated and the same point independent of the
small perturbations in the absorption rate. Plots (b) and (e) show sensitivity similar
to those for Amax where we see spikes before tending back to zero, and Plots (c) and
(d) show sensitivity to the absorption rate similar to that of the Amax values. This is
due to the rate being close to the maximum rate, so small changes mean the feedback
mechanism is initiated at different points resulting in a similar sensitivity profile to the
Amax sensitivity.
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Table 4.2: Experimental standard deviation (Vist and Maughan, 1995)
Time [min] 10 20 30 40 50 60
Condition f 16.1 9.7 9.7 11.1 12.4 10.6
Condition h 9.7 6.0 9.7 14.3 16.6 16.1
Monte-Carlo Simulations
The quality of the parameter estimations were analysed using a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation. The data used for the simulation was from Vist and Maughan (1995), and
two of the experimental conditions were chosen to analyse: (i) high glucose and low
polymer (HGLP), Table 4.1 condition (f), and (ii) high glucose high polymer solutions
(HGHP) Table 4.1 condition (g). These two data sets were chosen to ensure the feed-
back mechanism is triggered during emptying (high glucose) and to highlight the effect
of changes in mass transfer rate (low and high viscosity). Random noise was added
to the experimental data. This noise was taken from the range of maximum deviation
from the mean experimental results from the repetitions. The initial emptying rate (γ0),
the feedback point (Amax) and the absorption rate (Ka) were estimated, with a total
of 5,000 iterations carried out. The results are plotted as histograms in Figures 4.7,
with plots (a)-(c) showing the parameter distributions for the low polymer solution,
and plots (d)-(f) showing the plots for the high polymer solutions.
It would be expected that parameters which are insensitive to the experiment noise
to show little variation across the iterations, giving a high number of occurrences at
the same value. Parameters which are sensitive to the experimental noise would be
expected to show a distribution of values.
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From Figure 4.5 plots (a)-(c) it can be seen that there is little variation in the pa-
rameter estimates, indicting the estimations are insensitive to the experimental noise.
For parameter Amax (plot (b)), the results can be compared with the sensitivity anal-
ysis, Figure 4.5 plot (f). Small perturbations in the parameter manifest in slight changes
in when the feedback mechanism initiates, but quickly equalises back to the control
state.
We can postulate that for low viscosity high glucose meals, when the glucose enters
the small intestine it will be in amounts which will initiate the feedback mechanism
very shortly after consumption and that changes in the value have little effect upon the
emptying rate. This is also seen for the value of Ka (plot (c)).
Plot (a) showing the distribution of the γ0 estimations shows a more Gaussian dis-
tribution than the insensitive parameters Amax and Ka.
The high viscosity values behave differently when experimental noise is introduced.
The meals will take longer to initiate the feedback mechanism due to the reduced bioac-
cessibility of intestinal nutrients. Reduced bioaccessibility results in a lower absorption
rate, which is closer to the maximum rate (Amax), therefore in Figure 4.5 the spikes oc-
cur at a greater frequency than in the lower viscosity higher nutrient meals; hence plots
(d)-(f) shows a more Gaussian distribution of the parameters values from the Monte
Carlo simulation.
The estimated values for the parameters for low and high polymer content can be
seen to be different. This could be explained by phenomena which have not been
considered in the model so far. The effect of secretions upon the viscosity of the meal is
not considered; it is expected that due to these secretions the viscosity will be dynamic,
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changing over time. The effect of secretions is likely to have a greater impact upon the
high polymer solutions, as high viscosity meals have been shown to stimulate greater

































































































































































Figure 4.7: Parameter Histograms from Monte Carlo simulation with a total of 10,000 itera-
tions using data from Vist and Maughan (1995), plots (a)-(c) for low viscosity solutions with
high glucose levels (condition f), and plots (d)-(f) for high viscosity solutions with high glucose
level (condition h).
4.4.2 Non-Nutrient Meal Secretions
Using data from Marciani et al. (2000) a model selection was carried out to deter-
mine which of the Equations (4.15:4.19) best describes the experimental results when
used along with Equations 4.9-4.13 to describe gastric processing, using the lsqnonlin
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function in MATLAB. The objective function used was the sum of the squared differ-
ences between viscosity values (normalised by the initial viscosity) and the half time of
gastric emptying for all 4 sets of experimental data (shown in Equation 4.23, where i is
the experimental data set (total n), and j is the sampling points (total m). µ0,i and liq0,i
are the initial viscosity and liquid load for each experiment, and subscripts exp and sim,
represent experimental data and model output, respectively). The Akaike Information




















The model with the lowest AIC, or information loss used Equation 4.18 to de-
scribe the emptying as a function of the secretion rate. Comparing the likelihood
(exp((AICmin − AICi)/2)), the model utilising Equation 4.17 describing the empty-
ing as a function of viscosity is 0.9 times as likely as Equation 4.18. But as Equation
4.18 takes into account both the effect of viscosity and the change in volume (due to
secretion) this model was chosen as a more physiologically relevant approach and will
be used for further work.
The parameter values for the optimised model using Equation 4.18 to describe the
initial gastric emptying rate (Equation 4.8) are shown in Table 4.3. The results of the
optimal solution are shown in Figure 4.8. This shows the simulated and experimental
zero shear viscosity measurements from the gastric region. The values all show good
fit to the experimental results and fall within the experimental variation. The higher
viscosity solutions cause greater secretion rates, which in turn cause a greater reduction
in the chyme viscosity. Figure 4.9 also shows that the normalised stomach volumes have
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Table 4.3: Optimal parameter values for non-nutrient meal secretion with the Upper and lower
bound for parameter estimations calculated from 5000 iteration Monte Carlo simulation.
msec C1 λS b Sb
θ̄i 0.0025 6.58× 10−4 0.018 1.5 0.018
θ̄i + 2σi 0.0174 8.38× 10−4 0.0621 2.2 0.028
θ̄i − 2σi 3.27× 10−4 4.69× 10−4 0.0014 0.2 0.0014
similar gastric half times for all four solutions, corresponding to what was seen in the
in vivo work (Marciani et al., 2000). It should be noted that the experimental variation
is large (especially at high viscosities), which may be due to the poorer mixing reported
at high viscosities (Marciani et al., 2000), and as such there will be a large variability in
the parameter values after running the Monte Carlo simulation show a large variance
(Table 4.3)
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Figure 4.8: Viscosity profiles for 4 different input viscosities. Solid line shows model output
(using Equation 4.18), crosses and error bars show the values from literature in vivo data
(Marciani et al., 2000).
Using the parameter values from Table 4.3 as an initial guess, a Monte Carlo sim-
ulation was carried out using random experimental data points taken from the values
between the extrema of the experimental variability. From this the variance in the
parameter values over 5000 iterations were calculated. The parameter variance was as-
suming normal or log-normal distribution depending upon visual inspection parameter
histograms. Using this variance an upper and lower limit for further parameter estima-
tion was defined as x̄ ± 2σ, to take into account 95% of the values estimated from the
Monte Carlo simulation. These bounds are shown in Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.9: Volume profiles for 4 different input viscosities.
4.4.3 Nutrient Meal With Secretions & Feedback
The feedback model (Equation 4.8) and secretion model were then combined to look
at the effect of secretion and nutrient feedback mechanism upon gastric emptying of a
liquid nutrient meal. Experimental data was taken from Marciani et al. (2001b), which
looked at emptying of nutrient meals of different viscosities, modified by addition of
LBG, therefore Equation 4.9 can be used to predict the change in gastric viscosity with
concentration. Although the experimental meals contained different sources of nutrient
(63% lipid and 27% carbohydrate), it was assumed in the model that the nutrients
behaved the same and required no enzymatic hydrolysis to be absorbed through the gut
epithelium. The nutrient meals had a calorific content of 323kcal and the control meals
had a calorific content of 64kcal.
A random initialisation used to obtain model parameters values with the upper and
lower bounds of the parameter estimations chosen from the mean of the parameter
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values from the non nutrient meal plus/minus 2 times the standard deviation (θ̄i± 2σi)
from Table 4.3. The parameter value ofKa was assumed constant along the length of the
intestine (in vivo this will likely change due to intestinal secretions and mixing induced
by intestinal wall motility) and estimated from the experimental results. To ensure the
stability of the system a finer temporal step was required compared to the feedback
only model; and in the current form of the model implies a faster feedback response.
This was due to the stiffness of the modified equations; i.e., the parameter values are
different orders of magnitude in size, and hence due to the chosen discretisation scheme
smaller step sizes are required.
Due to the variability between different people etc. each data set was run separately,
with the value for Ka was consistent for each viscosity value.
The optimal parameter values for the different meals are showing in Table 4.4, and
Figure 4.10 shows the gastric content against time for the different meals:
• The low viscosity nutrient meal (plot (a)) stimulates the feedback mechanism and
empties in a linear fashion.
• The high viscosity meal (plot (b)), there is an initial lag period where little change
in the gastric content occurs due to the high level of secretions, this is followed
by an emptying period until the feedback mechanism initiates and a slight plateau
is seen. The plateau can be explained by the reduction in bioaccessibility (lower
mass transfer rate) leading to higher nutrient concentration in the lumen before
the feedback mechanism is initiated.
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• The control meals, with low nutrient content, do not initiate the feedback mech-
anism, and the emptying rate is controlled by the viscosity and secretion rate
(Equation 4.18).
– The low viscosity control meal (plot (c)) shows a typical exponential empty-
ing curve.
– The high viscosity control (plot (d)) a slight lag phase can be observed again
at the beginning of the curve due to the higher rates of secretions.
The parameter values estimated for these models all fall within the range found
from the Monte Carlo simulation of the non nutrient meals (Table 4.3). The main
difference in the results are given by changes in the parameter Ka. There is an order of
magnitude difference in the value of Ka for the low and high viscosity solutions, and the
is assumption of the model is that the parameter will be a function of the mass transfer
in the lumen and hence expected to change with viscosity of the meal (Moxon et al.,
2016) (Chapter 3). There are smaller variations in other optimal parameter values.
Parameters b, λS, and Sb from Equation 4.10 show some variability, with b having a
lower value for the higher viscosity meals. This may result from the equation used to
describe the viscosity values with LBG concentration (Equation 4.9). This equation was
fitted from data in Marciani et al. (2000) with a maximum viscosity of 11 Pa.s, whereas
the high viscosity in the second data set (Marciani et al., 2001b) had a viscosity closer to
30 Pa.s, but no LBG concentration data. There could also be an additional mechanism
stimulating the secretion other than the model proposed linked to the viscosity. The
cephalic phase of secretion is not taken into account in this model, which would add
secretions due to the anticipation of food and/or the sensing of nutrients in the mouth.
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This phase could explain the higher value of parameter b for low viscosity nutrient meal
compared to low viscosity control meal, and may also be affected by the viscosity of the
meal. The value C1 also shows some variability which may imply other phenomena, as
well as viscosity and volume change, which could influence the emptying rate.
It should be noted that during the parameter estimation of the two control meals, the
value of msec reached the lower bound and the value of λS reached the upper bound.
Low msec values imply slow emptying ,whereas high λS values imply high secretion
rates, which in turn imply faster emptying. As the bounds used in this model were taken
from estimates of secretions for non-nutrient viscous meals, they may not be applicable
to meals with nutrients present, as there are likely additional mechanism present which
are not considered in the model, e.g., the nutrient content of the meal influencing the
gastric secretion rate.
Table 4.4: Optimal parameter values for different meals (Marciani et al., 2001b), where LVN -
is low viscosity nutrient meal, HVN- is high viscosity nutrient meal, LVC- is low viscosity control
meal, and HVC- is high viscosity control meal.
Parameter Amax msec C1 λS b Sb Ka
LVN 1.04× 10−2 3.66× 10−4 6.77× 10−4 4.05× 10−2 1.08 0.57× 10−2 9.80× 10−3
HVN 0.98× 10−2 3.48× 10−4 4.74× 10−4 6.17× 10−2 0.40 1.51× 10−2 2.89× 10−4
LVC 1.00× 10−2 3.27× 10−4 4.69× 10−4 6.21× 10−2 0.67 2.13× 10−2 9.80× 10−3
HVC 1.01× 10−2 3.27× 10−4 5.86× 10−4 6.21× 10−2 0.42 2.34× 10−2 2.89× 10−4
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Figure 4.10: Gastric content after meal normalise against input volume, for (a) low viscosity
nutrient meal, (b) High viscosity nutrient meal, (c) low viscosity control meal, (d) high viscosity
control meal. solid line representing simulated results and crossed in vivo data (Marciani et al.,
2001b)
Figure 4.11 shows simulations with (a) the optimal parameter values for the LVN
from Table 4.4 for 3 different inputs of glucose: 20g, 40g, and 80g, (b) is simulated with
parameters for HVN from Table 4.4 for the same glucose inputs, (c) the 40g simulation
with LVN parameters with the initial feedback point and final feedback point marked
with vertical lines, (d) same as (c) for the 80g simulation from HVN parameters. In plot
(a) the effect of the feedback mechanism can be seen clearly, with the 20g curve not
initiating the mechanism, the 40g curve initiating the feedback almost straight away,
until around 30 minutes (highlighted in plot (c)) when the absorption rate drops (most
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of the glucose already absorbed), and is no longer high enough to stimulate the feedback
mechanism, hence the emptying returns to a more exponential pattern. The highest
glucose solution (80g) initiates the feedback mechanism and the curve follows a straight
line over the whole 80 minute simulation period.
















































































Figure 4.11: Predictions of Gastric responses for (a) low viscosity meals using parameters from
LVN in Table 4.4, and (b) high viscosity using parameters from HVN in table 4.4, for each set
of parameters simulation was ran at initial glucose mass of 20g (solid line), 40g (dashed line),
and 80g (dotted line), (c) shows the 40g low viscosity solution with vertical lines indicating
when the feedback mechanism initiates and when it finally stops, (d) shows the 80g high vis-
cosity solution with vertical lines indicating when the feedback mechanism initiates and when
it finally stops
For the high viscosity values in plot (b) neither the 20g nor the 40g solutions initiate
the feedback mechanism and hence follow the same curve, the 80g solution however
does trigger the mechanism just before 30 minutes causing the emptying to slow, but
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the absorption rate quickly drops to levels below that which would trigger the feedback
mechanism and the emptying goes back to similar behaviour as the lower nutrient level
solutions, this is highlighted in plot (d).
The ability to predict the temporal changes in the gastric viscosity could allow for
better predictions of hormone release, such as Gastrin or Ghrelin, and be important in
predicting a meals effect upon satiety, where more viscous meals reduce appetite (Mar-
ciani et al., 2000). Along with this, understanding the viscosity of intestinal chyme will
allow better understanding of the secretion rate of incretins, which will be a function of
intestinal nutrient bioaccessibility (Baggio and Drucker, 2007), and will play a role in
the secretion of insulin.
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Figure 4.12: Prediction of the half time for the whole gastric content and the half time for
the glucose input only were calculated at different initial glucose inputs, but constant volume.
Parameters used in the model were taken from Table 4.4 for the optimal parameter values for
the LVN and the HVN meals
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The effect of viscosity on the half emptying time was studied using the predicted
parameters from Table 4.4 for the LVN and HVN meals, with the results shown in Figure
4.12. The plots show the time for half the initial glucose content to empty for each set of
parameters when different initial glucose loads are used with constant liquid volume,
and the time for the gastric content to reach half the initial volume for the different
glucose inputs. For all the plots, when the input mass of glucose is increased the half
empty time also increases, with a larger difference in the half emptying time for the high
viscosity meal compared to the lower viscosity meal. This is partly due to the increase
in secretions expected with higher viscosity meals. This curve may have implications on
the way gastric emptying is measured. Scintigraphy, for example, will label a particular
component, e.g., glucose, and measure the amount in the gastric compartment, of this
component only (Hveem et al., 1996). In contrast Marciani et al. (2000) use MRI,
which will measure the entire gastric content. As such for high viscosity meals, the large
volumes of secretions may lead to underestimation of the rate at which the nutrients
(glucose in this case) are emptying.
4.5 Conclusion
The paper presents a mathematical model to describe the gastric emptying rate of
nutrient liquid meals of varying viscosity (shown in appendix). To achieve this an at-
tempt was made to model the nutrient initiated feedback mechanism present between
the proximal small intestine and the pyloric sphincter The results indicate that with
the estimation of two parameters: an initial emptying rate (γ0) and a feedback cut off
point (Amax), the model can produce simulations to show the differing trends between
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low and high nutrient meals. This model was developed further to take into account
the gastric secretions induced through meal viscosity and the subsequent effect on the
parameter γ0, this model predicted the increased secretion rate due to gastric chyme vis-
cosity and subsequent rapid reduction in the viscosity values. The Monte Carlo analysis
highlighted the variability in the parameter values which stem from the difference be-
tween individuals amongst other factors, which need to be considered when modelling
the digestion of food. Including the model for gastric secretions and the influence on the
emptying rate along with a nutrient feedback mechanism gave a model able to predict
closely the gastric curves found for high and low nutrient meals of varying viscosity.
The models presented will go someway towards providing predictive capability for
the emptying of viscous, nutrient-rich, liquid meals, further work will look at validation
of the absorption rate. Used in conjunction with models already available in literature
for glucose-insulin system would allow for the prediction of postprandial plasma glucose
curves and design of food tailored for different glycemic responses.
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Chapter 5
Oral Glucose Tolerance Test
The modelling and simulation in the chapter along with the writing was carried out
by myself.
Peter J. Fryer reviewed the chapter.
Serafim Bakalis offered advice and reviewed the chapter.
Chapter 5 takes the feedback model developed in Chapter 4 and adds a delay term.
The model is validated against data from literature showing the rate of glucose appear-
ance in the plasma after consumption of a glucose solution. Chapter 5 highlights that
the assumptions presented in Chapters 3 and 4 are reasonable and that with the right
amount of information about the meal and physiology, predictions of absorption rates
for liquid meals can be made from the model.
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5.1 Introduction
Chapter 5 will take the models developed in Chapters 3 (Moxon et al., 2016) &
Chapter 4, which look at the gastric emptying and nutrient absorption of liquid meals
and validate the models against experimental data gathered from literature measuring
the rate of glucose absorption after the oral consumption of a glucose solution. The aim
is to show the predictive capability of the mathematical models for simple meals.
5.2 Experimental data
The experimental data will be taken from 3 different sources, (Anderwald et al.,
2011; Dalla Man et al., 2006; Wachters-Hagedoorn et al., 2006). This data shows the
rate of appearance of glucose in the subjects plasma, measured using a [13C]-glucose
tracer following the method outlined in Dalla Man et al. (2004). This provides the
opportunity to validate the model of the digestive system without having to include a
model of the blood glucose and insulin, which would add extra complexity and uncer-
tainty.
The experiments used either a 75g oral solution of glucose (Anderwald et al., 2011;
Dalla Man et al., 2006), or a 55g oral solution of glucose (Wachters-Hagedoorn et al.,
2006). The rate of appearance of glucose in the plasma after the meals have been
consumed are shown in Figure 5.1. The 55g input has a smaller peak absorption rate
but after the maximum shows a steady reduction in rate, but looking at the two 75g
inputs we see a higher peak followed by a more step like drop, which is more apparent
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in the data from Dalla Man et al. (2006), this could be explained by the presence of the
nutrient feedback mechanism.











































Figure 5.1: Rate of glucose appearance in plasma after the oral consumption of a glucose
solution. Data from three sources (Anderwald et al., 2011; Dalla Man et al., 2006; Wachters-
Hagedoorn et al., 2006)
5.3 Model
The model will take the same form as from Section 3.3.2, which looks at the empty-
ing of a CSTR stomach into a PFR Small intestine, and like this the model will be made
dimensionless. To this model the feedback mechanism developed in Section 4.3.2 will
be added. The schematic of this model is shown in Figure 5.2. The model in dimension-
less form will be as follows:
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of the gastric and small intestinal compartments in dimensionless form





























where τ = t ū
L
, ξ = z
L
, and the model gives two dimensionless numbers, characteristic




The convective mass transfer rate is calculated from Equations 3.5 and 3.6. L is the
length of the small intestine, and ū is the mean axial velocity along the length of the
small intestine.
The rate of appearance of glucose (Equation 5.5) will be difference from the absorp-
tion of glucose (Equation 5.4), due to the fact that not all the glucose absorbed will
appear in the plasma, this is expressed as the fraction, fa, which can be given the value
of 0.89 (Dalla Man et al., 2004) for glucose absorption.
To take into account the feedback mechanism we must make Equation 4.8 dimen-






1 + exp(τa(G∗abs − A∗max))
))
(5.6)
Where τe,0 is the characteristic initial emptying rate (= γ0Lū ), and A
∗
max is the nor-
malised maximum absorption rate (= Amax
G0
).
In reality it is unlikely that there will be an instantaneous feedback mechanism,
but that the feedback will occur after a delay. Therefore we can build upon what was







1 + exp(τa(G∗abs(τ − τdelay)− A∗max))
))
(5.7)
with the new parameter τdelay, which is the amount of time before the increase in
absorption rate above A∗max initiates the pyloric response of inhibiting the emptying of
gastric content. The effect in adding the delay to the model is shown in Figure 5.3, with
the feedback taking longer to trigger for the delayed signal and the pylorus remains
in the off position for longer. It also removes the influence of the time step upon the
feedback mechanism, which occurs when no delay is used, this was discussed slightly in
Chapter 4, where the finer step were required for numerical stability in one of nutrient
meal model, which altered the feedback response. With the feedback delay included the
choice of step size will not influence the model outputs with respect to the feedback.
5.3.1 Parameter Values
The parameters f , and r0 will be the same as those quoted in Table 3.1. It will be
assumed that the viscosity of the solution when in the intestinal lumen will be equivalent
of that of water (µ = 0.001Pa.s) and the value of τa, ū, L, rm, will be the same as those
used in Chapter 4. Hence we require a value from literature for Amax, γ0, and τdelay.
We can assume the value of Amax will be equal to the rate of empty from the stomach
in kcal per minute when the feedback mechanism is initiated defined by Brener et al.
(1983), this gives us a value of Amax of 0.53 g/min.
The initial emptying rate (γ0) will be assumed constant and the same as non-nutrient
liquid meals (Marciani et al., 2000), which have a half time of emptying of around 18
minutes, which corresponds to an emptying rate of 0.04 min−1.
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Figure 5.3: Fraction of 100g glucose solution remaining in stomach when the delay in feedback
is set to 0min and 5min
The delay time was inferred from literature (Heddle et al., 1988b; Rayner et al.,
2000). Treacy et al. (1990) showed that the pyloric contractions can be linked to the
gastric emptying rate in pigs. Rayner et al. (2000) showed that the number of occur-
rences and pressure of pyloric contractions for an intraduodenal infusion of glucose at
2kcal/min, resulted in a increase between 5 min to a peak around 15 minutes, before
the pressure drops sharply, but the number of occurrences remains at a similar elevated
level.
Work by Heddle et al. (1988b) highlights the nutrient based feedback mechanism,
where dextrose sensed in the duodenum or proximal jejunum stimulates isolated pyloric
pressure waves and increases the pyloric pressure. The results show the change from
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basal pyloric pressure is similar and relatively small in the first 5 minutes for 10%,
15%, and 25% dextrose solution infused into the duodenum at a rate of 4 ml/min,
but the change is greater for higher concentration solutions between 5-10 minutes.
From these we can infer that the presence of sugars within the duodenum increases
the pyloric contraction rate and pressure, with a larger change seen after 5 minutes of
intraduodenal sugar infusion. This work will assume that the feedback mechanism will
operate with a delay of 5 minutes, and for comparison simulations will also be run as
in Chapter 4 with zero delay. The parameters are shown in dimensionless form in table
5.1.
Table 5.1: Table showing the dimensionless parameters used for simulations to compare with
experimental data
Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3 Condition 4
G0[g] 75 55 75 55
τe,0 10.76 10.76 10.76 10.76
τabs 4.54 4.54 4.54 4.54
τdelay 0 0 0.0179 0.0179
A∗max 1.99 2.71 1.99 2.71
5.4 Results
From the results shown in Figures 5.4 & 5.5 it can be seen that the feedback mecha-
nism is only initiated for the 75g inputs and not for the lower glucose inputs. The sim-
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ulated curve for the 55g input glucose follows closely to the experimental data points
with a similar time at which the maximum rate occurs and maximum rate, though seems
to overestimate the experimental results. Figure 5.4 shows the curves with no delay in
signal, the simulated results for the 75g input shows a more rapid increase, plateauing
when the feedback mechanism initiates. The peak is lower for the model output that
the experimental data, but the terminal phase behaves in a similarly to the experimental
data.













































Figure 5.4: Rate of Appearance of glucose in plasma after the consumption of glucose solution,
simulated with a 55g (condition 2) glucose input and 75g (condition 1) glucose input, assuming
feedback mechanism acts instantaneously. Experimental data from Anderwald et al. (2011);
Dalla Man et al. (2006); Wachters-Hagedoorn et al. (2006)
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The 75g simulation in Figure 5.5 shows a different response, with an initial peak in
absorption rate at a similar time as experimental data, but under estimating the maxi-
mum rate. This is followed by a second lower peak, where the feedback mechanism is
again initiated, and a final third smaller peak is seen before the rate of glucose absorp-
tion drops due to the reduction in the concentration gradient, i.e., less glucose available
in the intestinal lumen.













































Figure 5.5: Rate of Appearance of glucose in plasma after the consumption of glucose solution,
simulated with a 55g (condition 4) glucose input and 75g (condition 3) glucose input, assum-
ing feedback mechanism has a delay of 5 minutes. Experimental data from Anderwald et al.
(2011); Dalla Man et al. (2006); Wachters-Hagedoorn et al. (2006)
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5.4.1 Smoothing peaks
Assuming the feedback response behaves like a step function (i.e., when τa → ∞),
the emptying f the stomach switches on and off quickly if no delay, or more slower if
there is a delay, but one still sees a step like decrease in the fraction remaining in the
stomach, and peaks and troughs in the absorption rate, these are faster and tighter with
no delay (Figure 5.4) or slower but deeper when one considers a delay in signalling
(Figure 5.5). One way to correct for this and smooth out the feedback response is to
consider the expressions in Equations 5.6 & 5.7 as logistical distributions were we define
Amax as the mean and τa can be defined as a function of the standard deviation of that
mean. For a physiological interpretation of this we can assume there is a mean value
at which point receptors will signal, but there will be receptors stimulated before this
value and some which take greater stimulus to respond, which we can define with the





As the deviation tends to zeros, the value of τa tends to infinity, and the feedback
mechanism will behave as a step function, but for standard deviation values greater
than zero, the feedback will be smoother. The effect of varying the standard deviation
on the gastric emptying and the rate of absorption is shown in Figure 5.6. When the
value is increased from zeros, the steps of the gastric emptying and the spikes in the
rate of appearance are smoothed, the peak in the rate of appearance is also lower.
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Figure 5.6: Effect of varying the standard deviation of the Amax value in Equation 5.8, upon
(a) the fraction of meal remaining in the stomach, and (b) the rate of glucose appearance in
the plasma, after the consumption of 75 g glucose solution.
5.4.2 Effect of Viscosity
The model was run with variations in the small intestinal chyme viscosity to see what
influence this would have, the model was run with a high τa value assuming the feed-
back behaves as a step function, and also with a standard deviation of 0.25Amax. Three
different viscosities were simulated: 0.001 Pas (τabs =4.54), 0.002 Pas (τabs =2.85), and
0.004 Pas (τabs =1.80). Absorption rates could not be found in the literature for OGTT
with variation in viscosity so could not be validated and it was assumed that the viscos-
ity is constant along the length of the intestine and does not affect the gastric emptying
(the model developed in Chapter 4 for gastric secretions was not implemented). It can
be seen in Figure 5.7 that the viscosity will have a large effect in the current state of
the model. The reduction in mass transfer rate means that the increase in absorption
rate is slower and the peak rate is small, such that increasing the viscosity from 0.001
Pa.s to 0.002 Pa.s means that the maximum rate of absorption is no longer high enough
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to trigger the feedback mechanism. But with higher viscosities the terminal phase of
the curve is shallower so there is a lower but longer period of absorption. One can also
see the effect of assuming a step like feedback (plot (a)) and assuming there is some
variance (plot (b))
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Figure 5.7: Glucose absorption rate with variations in the chyme viscosity, for an input of 75g
of glucose. Plot (a) assumes a step like function σ = 0 in Equation 5.8, and plot (b) assumes
the feedback is smoother with a value of σ = 0.25Amax in Equation 5.8
5.5 Discussion & Conclusion
This work shows that using values from literature assuming a CSTR stomach and
PFR small intestine with a nutrient based feedback mechanism as described by Equation
5.7 can provide close predictions to the rate of appearance of glucose into the plasma.
But there are limitations to how we can extrapolate. The data from literature on rate
of glucose appearance in the plasma is limited; in these two cases glucose solutions of
different initial glucose concentrations, up to a value of 75g of glucose (≈ 300kcal),
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were used to validate the model,however this calorific content is low compared to an
average meal and additional data would be required to understand if the assumptions
made here hold true for higher calorie meals.
The mass transfer rate in the model is calculated from Equations 3.5 and 3.6, which
rely upon the chyme viscosity (assumed to be that of water). Most viscous liquid nutri-
ent drinks (e.g., milkshakes, smoothies) will have an initial viscosity greater than that of
water. The effect of increasing the chyme viscosity is shown in Figure 5.7, which show
that small increases can have a large effect upon the absorption rate, similar to that
seen in vitro (Gouseti et al., 2014), but data is not available to validate these changes
nor was the effect of secretions upon the viscosity implemented. The viscosity is likely
to drop dramatically in the stomach due to gastric secretions and processing (Marciani
et al., 2000) but it is unlikely to be diluted down to that of water over the time frame
of the maximum peak (≈30 min) seen in Figure 5.5. Therefore data from liquid meals
with higher initial viscosity would be required to validate the use of Equations 3.5 and
3.6.
Gut wall contractions will likely play an important role in nutrient mass transfer in
the intestinal lumen (Lentle and Janssen, 2008). In vitro experiments have shown that
segmentation contractions can increase the mass transfer by over 20% (Gouseti et al.,
2014). The current model does not attempt to implement the mixing induced by seg-
mentation and peristalsis, and hence the Reynolds number calculated from the mean
flow velocity is low- compared to in vivo observations- as pointed out by Lentle and
Janssen (2008). Incorporating peristalsis and segmentation into models has been done
using a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) approach in both the small intestine (Love
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et al., 2013; Tripathi, 2011a) and the stomach (Ferrua and Singh, 2010, 2011), but this
approach is computationally expensive and could prove difficult to validate. Along with
this the results from CFD may not be accurate reproductions of what happens in vivo,
for example Love et al. (2013) achieved a maximum Reynolds number of 160, which is
comfortably within the laminar regime, and does not reflect the residence time distri-
butions seen by Janssen et al. (2007), which show the gut wall contractions are able to
move the chyme in to the turbulent regime. A simpler approach could be through an
empirical formulation of the Reynolds number during segmentation and/or peristaltic
contractions and an understanding of the frequency and strength of these contractions,
or taking into account the curved nature of the intestine which will significantly increase
the mass transfer (Carbonell, 1975).
The dynamic nature of the chyme viscosity would also require modelling, this has
been attempted in Section 4.3.3 for gastric secretions, but has not been attempted for
the intestinal secretions which would be linked in part to the pH of the gastric chyme,
and the type and amount of calories entering the duodenum (Keller and Layer, 2005).
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Chapter 6
Towards a 2-Phase Model of Digestion
The modelling and simulation as well as the writing of this chapter was carried out
by myself.
Peter J. Fryer reviewed the chapter.
Serafim Bakalis offered advice and reviewed the chapter.
The previous chapters (3-5) of this thesis have focused on the postprandial processes
occurring after the consumption of liquid carbohydrate meals. However, most meals
consumed will contain a mixture of nutrients along with a variety of textures and be
multiphase. The different phases and components will all behave differently in different
parts of the gut. Chapter 6 aims to address this by implementing a population balance
on the stomach to model the disintegration of solid though the mechanisms described
by Kong and Singh (2009) and discussed in Chapter 2, along with a model for the
disintegration of solids in the small intestine. This will be implemented along with the
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models for liquid parts of the meal developed in Chapters 3-5, and the nutrient based
feedback mechanism developed in Chapters 4-5. The models produced will be able
to simulate the digestion of a solid meal with a liquid drink. The model developed is
validated against data for the gastric emptying of solid meals from literature.
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6.1 Introduction
When considering a solid meal there is likely a liquid part consumed with it; once
in the stomach a sieving mechanism will initiate, whereby the liquid phase of the meal,
or secretions to the stomach will be able to pass through the pyloric sphincter to the
duodenum, the maximum diameter of the pylorus opening is around 2mm (Keet, 1962).
The solid particles with diameter greater than that of the pyloric opening will remain in
the stomach to allow the grinding mechanism to reduce the particle size before allowing
passage through the pylorus (Marciani et al., 2012). This process of gastric sieving will
mean that low nutrient liquid will empty quickly (e.g., water) and solids which contain
the nutrients will remain in the stomach.
The idea of a nutrient feedback mechanism has been discussed widely in literature
(Brener et al., 1983; Calbet and MacLean, 1997; McHugh and Moran, 1979; Shahidul-
lah et al., 1975); which shows the presence of a mechanism whereby nutrients in the
small intestine are sensed by taste receptors and signal the pyloric sphincter to con-
trol the amount of gastric content which empties. Chapter 4 developed a model for
this mechanism and it was validated against data from oral glucose tolerance tests in
Chapter 5.
Solids will be broken down in the stomach by two methods: Fragmentation, where a
particle will break into several large pieces and Erosion, where the the particles surface
will wear away (Kong and Singh, 2009). Which method dominates will depend upon
the initial properties of the particles, the force applied to them in the stomach, and how
their properties change overtime due to the forces and secretions in the stomach.
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Studies have been carried out showing how meals of the same composition but in
different forms i.e., solid meals and blended soups have different gastric emptying rates
and glycaemic responses (Clegg et al., 2013; Marciani et al., 2012). In this work a
model for the breakdown of solid in the stomach and small intestine will be proposed to
build on previous models for liquid meals outlined in Chapters 3-5 and in Moxon et al.
(2016) to investigate how solid breakdown and gastric sieving mechanisms play a role
in the gastric emptying and absorption of nutrients.
6.2 Model Formulation
The model is made up of two compartments: Stomach & small intestine. Building
on work done in previous Chapters 3-5 (Moxon et al., 2016).
6.2.1 Stomach
For solid particles to empty from the stomach, they must have a diameter below
1-2mm (Kong and Singh, 2008). Larger particles will not empty but will undergo size
reduction. To model this a population balance will be carried out on particle of different
sizes, for n=1,2,...,k, where r1 is the largest particle size (size of bolus delivered from
swallowing), and rk is the smallest particle size, and dr is the is the change in particle
size between each class. Particle of size rk will be the only particles which can empty,
and will not undergo further size reduction within the stomach. There will be Nn par-
ticles in each class, where
k∑
n=1
Nn(t) is the total amount of particles in the stomach at
time, t, where t ∈ [0, tf ] and tf is the total simulation time. The mass of particles in
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each class will be mn, where
k∑
n=1
mn(t), is the total mass in the stomach at time, t. The
movement from one class to the other will be by either fragmentation or erosion. The
models are based on previous work by (Fan and Srivastava, 1981).
Fragmentation
Particle of size, rn, undergoing fragmentation will break into 2 particles of equal
size, rf,n, plus a number, Xf,n, of particles of size rk, according to a mass balance. The
rate that this process will occur will be defined as Pf,n[1/s]. To ensure continuity of
mass, rf,n must be equal to one of the sizes in the vector rn.
We say the radius of the fragmented particles is equal to the radius of the parent particle
rn divided by 1.3, then rounded down to the nearest value of rn. Hence the daughter
particles will have radius rn−j, and the mass balance to determine the number of particle






A particle of radius rn will reduce its size by one class, rn−1, during the erosion
process. This will occur at an erosion rate defined as Pe,n[m/s], and the extra mass






Both fragmentation and erosion will occur during the gastric period, and the rate of
each occurring will depend on the meal properties. In the model it will be assumed, for
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simplicity, that the rate at which these processes occur will remain constant, and system
assumed to be a Markov process (i.e., the particle have no memory and secretions have
no effect upon the processes).
Particle balance
With both mechanism taking place the balance on the number of particles in each







Nn − PfNn if n = 1
−Per
dr






Xer + PfXf ) +
Per
dr
Nk−1 + 2PfNk−j − γNk if n = k
(6.3)
For the case of class k, which contains the smallest particle size, rk, along with input
from erosion and fragmentation process there will be gastric emptying at the rate γ.
Where γ will be a function of the bioaccessable nutrients & nutrient types in the small
intestine.
Liquid
During the gastric processing of solid meals a gastric sieving mechanism will occur
(Marciani et al., 2012). Liquid will empty from the stomach whilst the solid particles
will remain until the size of the particle is less than a minimum (around 1-2mm in
diameter (Kong and Singh, 2008)). Hence the equations for the liquid part of the meal






The model will assume a particle enters the small intestine with size rk, containing
a nutrients which require breakdown prior to absorption (e.g., starch) (Sb), where Sb
is the amount of energy in kcal. As the particle propagates along the length of the
small intestine the size will reduce. Soluble nutrients in the particle will move into
the bulk fluid, it is assumed that water absorbed by the particle will facilitate the re-
lease, in the intestinal lumen (Sa), here it can be accessed by the enzymes, which will
break the macro nutrient down to absorbable nutrients (G) (or nutrients which will be
hydrolysed at the brush border, which is assumed not to be rate limiting (Weber and
Ehrlein, 1998)) these nutrients will move to the intestinal epithelium where they can
be absorbed. There will be a total of 6 PDEs representing the system, one for each of
the following components:
• Number of particles, NSI(z, t)
– Particles will enter the small intestine from the stomach and move along the
length due to advection, the size of the particles will reduce but the number
will not increase/decrease only move along the length.
• Nutrients in bolus, Sb(z, t)
– The non-absorbable nutrients will be contained in the bolus, it will move into
the lumen at rate Kd depending upon the size of the bolus and the amount
of swelling the bolus undergoes (amount of water in the bolus)
• Accessible nutrients, Sa(z, t)
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– nutrients in the lumen can be hydrolysed by enzymes, this will occur by
Michaelis-Menten kinetics
• Absorbable nutrients, G(z, t)
– Products of the enzymatic hydrolysis of Accessible nutrients (Sa) which can
be absorbed, this is assumed to be limited by the mass transfer rate of the
nutrients in the intestinal chyme (see Chapter 3).
• Water in bolus, Wb(z, t)
– Its is assumed that the disintegration of the bolus in the intestine is facilitated
by the absorption of water/ intestinal fluids.
– The movement into the bolus will depend upon the surface area of the bolus
and the rate gradient between water in the bolus and in the chyme
• Water in lumen, Wl(z, t)
– Water will be introduced through secretions into the intestine as well as from
the meal.

















































(Wl(z, t)−Wb(z, t)) +Wsec (6.10)
The PDEs require boundary and initial conditions. The introduction of bolus into the
small intestine is assumed to occur at the position equivalent to the radius of the bolus
entering, i.e., rk, , hence at z = rk the PDEs for starch in the bolus and number of bolus













Wb(rk, t)Sb(rk, t) + γm(t, k) (6.12)
It will also be assumed that the non-nutrient liquid entering into the Wl component








(Wl(rk, t)−Wb(rk, t))+γ(t)SW (t)+Wsec (6.13)
Whilst the derivatives w.r.t. time for the other PDEs will be set to zero.












The secretion of water into the intestinal chyme (Wsec) is simplified. It is assumed
that it occurs at a constant rate, and that it enters at the beginning of the intestine. The
rate is assumed to be 3.5ml/min, which is calculated from the estimated daily secretion
of 2500ml of water into the intestine (Barrett et al., 2005) and the assumption that this
occurs during the processing of 3 meals, each for around 4 hours (12 hours per day).
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Absorption rate
The absorption rate from the small intestine will depend upon the amount of ab-






The absorption rate constant Ka can be further defined as a function of the chymes
viscosity, as in previous work (Moxon et al., 2016), where it is assumed the convective







The rate at which the gastric content can empty γ is a function of the absorption of








To validate the model, and obtain values for some of the parameters, experimental
data from literature will be used. The data used will be for the gastric emptying rate
of solid meals from the stomach and will take the form of fraction of gastric content
remaining after a meal is consumed. The first set of data from Urbain et al. (1989), is
for the consumption of an egg meal, where the egg was consumed in 3 different states:
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Homogenised, cubed with diameter 2.5mm, and cubed with diameter 5mm. The meal
was 100ml of the egg, 300ml of water, and 2 slices of toast; giving a total of 318kcal. To
include this in the current model only the cubed egg was used in the model and it was
assumed that the calorie sources (proteins, carbohydrates, and fats), behaved the same
and could be modelled as a single component in the meal, this assumption is based on
the fact that the gastric emptying rate is linearly dependent upon the calorific density
of a meal (kcal/ml) (Calbet and MacLean, 1997; Hunt and Stubbs, 1975), and that the
absorption of carbohydrates, fats and proteins in the jejunum of mini pig was found to
occur at the same rate when measured in terms of energy (kcal) (Weber and Ehrlein,
1998). It was also assumed that the calories from the meal were all from the eggs, and
that the toast nor water provided any calories. A final assumption was on the processing
of the toast, as the diameter of the egg was known and toast unknown- this was eaten
normally as opposed to the pre-diced egg- it was assumed this had no effect upon the
gastric and small intestinal processes which the egg undergoes.
The second set of data used (Siegel et al., 1988) looks at the gastric emptying of
a liver meal and an egg meal. The liver and egg were labelled with Tc-99m-sulphur
colloid with the liver cut into 0.5cm cubes and having a total mass of 260g and calorific
content of 243kcal, while the egg was cooked until it was solid and eaten as toast with
a total mass of 142g and calorific content of 270kcal. Along with the liver a drink of
water was also consumed, this was labelled with In-111-DTPA and a total volume of
300ml consumed. This allowed for the solid and liquid part of the meal to be visualised
simultaneously.
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It will be assumed that the meals are homogenous in content, and that the egg meal
from Siegel et al. (1988) is entirely egg and the particle size distribution of the meal
entering the stomach can be described from by that of masticated egg white (Jalabert-
Malbos et al., 2007).
6.4 Results & Discussions
To estimate the values of parameters a least square mean method was used from
the lsqnonlin function in MATLAB with experimental data from (Urbain et al., 1989).
The parameters which are to be estimated are: the erosion rate (Pe), the fragmentation
rate (Pf), the initial emptying rate (γ0), the maximum absorption rate (Amax), mass
transfer rate of water into the bolus (Kw), the mass transfer rate of nutrients in the
chyme (Ka), and the rate of release of starch form the bolus (Kd). This experimental
procedure used eggs which were cooked into a homogenous solid and cut into cubes
of 2.5mm and 5mm, participants were asked to swallow without chewing, so it will be
assumed that the particles arrive in the stomach at the initial sizes. These were assumed
to be spherical particles of the same volume and an equivalent radius was calculated
accordingly and parameter estimation carried out simultaneous for both particle size
with the results shown in Figure 6.1.
The parameter estimates for the Urbain et al. (1989) results are shown in Table 6.1.
It can be seen that assuming the same parameter values for the egg meal with only the
input particle size changing allows for the model output to follow the same trend as
the experimental data, with a RMSE value of 0.018 (shown in Figure 6.3). The small
particles seem to breakdown and empty quicker leading to a faster initialisation of the
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feedback mechanism, this can be seen in the characteristic step like decrease in stomach
content, which is more apparent in the 2.5mm cube meal.




























































Figure 6.1: fraction of meal remaining in the stomach for two different egg meals, one with
initial particle size of 5mm and a second with initial particle size of 2.5mm, experimental data
from Urbain et al. (1989) shown with red crosses, model output shown with solid blue line.
Table 6.1: Optimal Parameter values for egg meals of input size 2.5mm3 and 5mm3 from
experimental data by Urbain et al. (1989)
Pe[m/min] Pf [1/min] Kd[m/min gwater] Kw[m/min] Ka[m/min] Amax[kcal/min] γ0[1/min]
7.7× 10−6 6.5× 10−3 4.1× 10−5 2.5× 10−5 0.35 1.50 0.41
The results were then used with the data from Siegel et al. (1988), the parameter
values were kept the same as the optimal values from the Urbain et al. (1989) parameter
estimation (Table 6.1) and the input size was take from literature for the particle size
distribution of egg white after mastication (Jalabert-Malbos et al., 2007).
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Figure 6.2: Cumulative mass of egg white remaining on different sieve apertures after mastica-
tion (Jalabert-Malbos et al., 2007).
The model output quickly initiates the feedback mechanism, unlike the experiments
by Urbain et al. (1989) the meal undergoes mastication before swallowing which will
produce a particle size distribution (shown in Figure 6.2), containing around 30% of
particles below 1mm in diameter and thus will be able to pass through the pylorus with-
out further disintegration. These will pass into the small intestine and the carbohydrate
will become bioaccessible before been absorbed. Due to the quick initiation the emp-
tying of the solid portion follows a linear step like emptying over the 2.5 hour period,
following the same trend as the experimental results with a RMSE of 0.027. The liquid
portion of the meal empties in a more exponential pattern similar for both the model
output and experimental data, but the model seem to overestimate the experimental
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data slightly, this results in a RMSE value of 0.043. The liquid curve also highlights the
effect of gastric sieving with around 20% of the liquid portion of the meal emptying
before the feedback mechanism initiates compared to a much smaller percentage of the
solid meal emptying.




























































Figure 6.3: Fraction of meal (Solid and liquid components) remaining in the stomach with red
crosses showing experimental results from Siegel et al. (1988), the solid lines show the model
output with parameter taken from the estimates for the Urbain et al. (1989) egg meals.
This highlights how a population balance can be used to estimate the gastric emp-
tying rate of solid meals. the meals used had a low calorific content compared to an
average meal (270kcal and 320 kcal), but in both meals the main source of these calo-
ries was consistent (eggs), and parameters estimated from one of the sources was able
to predict closely the emptying curve of the other source with only the description of
the input particle sizes differing.
The parameter values are therefore mainly linked to the meal type. The breakdown
in the stomach will be a function of the cohesive forces, and as highlighted by Kong
and Singh (2009) these will determine whether the breakdown is controlled by ero-
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sion or fragmentation. The rate is likely dynamic and will change depending upon the
interactions of the food particles and secretions, and how these change the particles
structure, for example through the hydrolysis of peptides, or effect of gastric acid upon
the particles (Van Wey et al., 2014). The breakdown rate rate for rice during in vivo
experimentation on pigs was calculated at around 2.3-3.5−3 min−1 for brown rice and
23.7-16.2×10−3 min−1 for white rice (Bornhorst et al., 2015), which are in similar or-
ders of magnitude as the Pf values calculated for the egg meal. Once in the small
intestine it is assumed that the particle size at the boundary (pyloric sphincter) is the
same for all particles entering (rmin), and hence any further breakdown will be inde-
pendent of the mastication profile or the rates of erosion and fragmentation, these will
only affect the delivery of solids to the small intestine and not the structure; but Kd and
Kw will be a function of the physical properties of the meal (assumed unchanged due to
the gastric processing), and also the amount of water. This is a simplification assuming
that the water will cause swelling and aid breakdown of the food, but other secretions
could play a role here.
The mass transfer rate in the intestinal lumen, Ka, will be a function of the chyme
properties and the solid content of the meal, i.e., increase in viscosity of the liquid
phase and increase in solid fraction (which would increase the effective viscosity) would
reduce the mass transfer rate and also affect the flow regime, low viscosity chymes will
likely be characterised as turbulent with different eddy sizes, but more viscous chymes
exhibit laminar flows with large eddy (Janssen et al., 2007). The gastric secretions will
play a major role in reducing the effective viscosity of the meal (Marciani et al., 2000).
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The parameter Amax will not be affected by the physical properties of the meal, but
will be linked to the nutrient type (Calbet and MacLean, 1997), with carbohydrates
(Heddle et al., 1988b), lipids (Heddle et al., 1988a), and proteins (Soenen et al., 2014)
shown to increase the number of IPPW (isolated pyloric pressure waves) with intraduo-
denal infusion of the nutrients, this increase in the number of IPPW can be linked to the
inhibition of gastric emptying (Treacy et al., 1990). Here we assumed that all the nutri-
ents behave the same, when considered in terms of energy (kcal), this was show to be
an accurate assumption through the work of Weber and Ehrlein (1998), who showed
absorption rate was the same for fats, carbohydrates, and proteins when considered
in terms of energy. The model here also assumes that the hydrolysed of the nutrients
occurs in the small intestine, with the kinetics associated with pancreatic α-amylase
(Fonseca, 2011). This assumption is not correct for proteins and lipids as it ignores the
break down of proteins and lipids which will occur within the stomach, facilitated by the
secretion of gastric enzymes, but allows greater simplicity for the modelling of the pop-
ulation balance. The estimated value of 1.5 kcal/min gives a good order of magnitude
agreement with the expected rates of gastric emptying when the feedback mechanism
is active, Brener et al. (1983) measured this at 2.14 kcal/min, and Weber and Ehrlein
(1998) measured rate of flow into the jejunum at around 1.3 kcal/min.
The parameter γ0 is also likely affected in some way by the meal properties, for
viscous liquid meals, good agreement with experimental data was found when linked to
the chyme viscosity and the secretion rate (as shown in Chapter 4), both of these would
affect the distension of the stomach, which is also likely affected by the solid volume
fraction of a meal. The density of solid pellets of the same size has been shown to affect
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the emptying rate (Meyer et al., 1988), this may be due to the internal cohesive forces
and how the pellets are disintegrated or could be influenced by where the particles are
in the stomach, with some data showing that the solids will initially sit in the fundus
before moving towards the antrum (Bürmen et al., 2014). Though this is not considered
in the current model where it is assumed that the solids are uniformly mixed and each
part of the stomach behaves the same (stomach assumed to be a CSTR).
To analyse the effect of different foods a second meal of liver was modelled using
data from Siegel et al. (1988), again the results are displayed as solid and liquid com-
ponents and are highlighted in Figure 6.4, with the parameters shown in Table 6.2. The
liver was cut into 5mm cubes, though not stated in the experimental procedure it is
assumed that the cubes are not chewed but swallowed intact, and therefore the initial
bolus size in the stomach will be the equivalent spherical diameter, it is also assumed
that the calories are all within the solid phase of the meal.
One of the key differences between the egg and liver meal is that the liver meal
does not initiate the feedback response as quickly nor is it as sustained. Both meals
have a similar erosion rate from the model, but the liver undergoes fragmentation more
easily, still the emptying rate is slower due to a lower value of γ0. However in the small
intestine it seems the bioaccessibility is lower, with lower Kd and Kw values, along with
a Ka value around an order of magnitude lower, meaning the simulated mass transfer
rate within the intestinal lumen is slower for the liver than for the egg meal; this is the
main reason why the feedback mechanism is not initiated. But as the results are only
fit against the gastric emptying rate, and no data was available for this meal to validate
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against the absorption rate it is not possible to say with certainty that this is what is
occurring in vivo.
Table 6.2: Optimal Parameter values for liver meal gastric emptying Siegel et al. (1988) data
Pe[m/min] Pf [1/min] Kd[m/min gwater] Kw[m/min] Ka[m/min] Amax[kcal/min] γ0[1/min]
7.7× 10−6 4.6× 10−2 2.0× 10−5 1.5× 10−5 3.7× 10−2 0.14 1.7× 10−2



























































Figure 6.4: Model emptying output and Experimental results (Siegel et al., 1988) for liver and
water meal, split into solid and liquid phases.
6.5 Conclusion
The work shows that the gastric emptying of solid meals can be modelled using a
population balance with parameters which offer some physiological relevance, as op-
posed to current models where fitted parameters have no physiological interpretation
(Bürmen et al., 2014; Kong and Singh, 2008, 2009; Siegel et al., 1988). The model
assumes the gastric breakdown occurs by either fragmentation or erosion, the rates of
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which will be linked to the meal properties. The model also assumes that the emptying
rate is linked to the feedback mechanism developed in Chapters 4 & 5, which in turn
will be a function of the bioaccessibility of the nutrients in the lumen. The bioaccessib-
lity will be controlled by the release of the nutrients from the particles entering from the
stomach, which will be linked to the swelling and disintegration of these particles, and
also the mass transfer rate of the nutrients through the luminal chyme. Currently the
model assumes that the solid phase of the meal behaves homogeneously, though in re-
ality it is likely that a meal will have multiple components behaving differently. Though
with an understanding of the particle size distribution from mastication, and the meal
type the model does offer some predictive capability. More work is required to under-
stand the breakdown of the particles in the small intestine, and give more confidence to





This work has presented multiple models looking at how different meals behave
postprandially; highlighting the importance of both luminal mass transfer and the gas-
tric emptying rate of meals upon the absorption of nutrients. One of the main hypothe-
ses of this work (as with other works from literature e.g., (Penry and Jumars, 1986,
1987; Stoll et al., 2000)) is that the human gut can be described as a series of reactors,
in this case the stomach is described as a CSTR and the small intestine as a PFR. The
processes which occur in these reactors will be linked to the properties, both physical
and chemical, of the meal. To add to the complexity of the system there are numerous
feedback mechanisms to allow for the digestive system to control how the nutrients are
absorbed, e.g., the effect of nutrient sensing in the small intestine upon the gastric se-
cretion rate (Di Mario and Goni, 2014), or upon the gastric emptying rate (Brener et al.,
1983; Calbet and MacLean, 1997). Some of these processes were implemented in the
model, such as the ’Duodenal brake’ (nutrient based feedback mechanism), and show
how the luminal mass transfer is likely linked to the rate of gastric emptying allowing
the body to control, for example, the glycemic response to a meal.
The model implemented in Chapter 4 showed how a simple on/off feedback mech-
anism can describe the gastric emptying rate of viscous liquid, nutrient meals, and
that along with the feedback mechanism, the viscosity could be linked to the secretion
rate for the Gastric phase of secretions showing good estimates of the gastric viscosity
changes compared to in vivo results by Marciani et al. (2000); and the parameter de-
fined for the initial (or rapid) gastric emptying rate (γ0) can be linked to the rate of
secretion and the viscosity of the meal. This highlights how these simple models linked
to the meal properties can be used to describe the gastric emptying rate for simple liquid
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meals. The viscosity changes in the stomach were linked to the concentration of Locust
Bean Gum, this simplified assumption provided a good fit, but a better understanding
of how the gastric secretions reduce the viscosity is still required to apply the model to
other meals with other thickener systems.
The model developed in Chapter 4 was used in Chapter 5 to predict the glucose
absorption rate for two different initial inputs of glucose, in this case a delay was also
implemented in the feedback mechanism- i.e,. the mechanism is not instantaneous.
This showed that without fitting any parameters (all parameters estimated from liter-
ature) that the absorption rate can be predicted for standard OGTT meals. The effect
of increasing the viscosity could not be validated due to the lack of literature data, but
it is likely that to describe high viscosity meals the mass transfer rate will have to be
linked to the effect of gut wall motility, with this having the effect of increasing the
mixing. This could be done through experimental observation and production of an
empirical formula or through the coupling of the model to a fluid dynamics model of
the small intestine e.g., (Love et al., 2013), although the latter option would likely be
computationally expensive.
In Chapter 6 the model was developed further to include the input of a 2 phase meal,
this allows for the gastric emptying and absorption of a solid meal to be modelled. To
do this a population balance was implemented in the stomach, and a swelling/shrinking
core model was implemented in the small intestine. Fitting of 7 parameters to data on
the gastric emptying rate of egg meals which were cubed to two different sizes and
swallowed whole gave a good fit, the model along with these parameter values were
then validated with a separate set of data for an egg meal which required an estimation
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of the input size, this was taken from a particle size distribution of masticated egg
whites (Jalabert-Malbos et al., 2007). This again provided a close approximation of
the experimental results, and the parameters can be linked to the physical properties
of the meal e.g., fragmentation and erosion rate in the stomach, or meal composition,
e.g., Amax. Though there are still limitations to the model, and the effect of gastric
and intestinal secretions require implementing along with a model for the rate of these
secretions.
A model for gastric secretions induced from consumption of a solid meal could take a
similar form to that presented in Chapter 4 for viscous liquid meals. The effective viscos-
ity of the chyme would be a function of the viscosity of the continuous liquid phase and
the volume fraction of the solid particles, assuming the solids behave as a suspension of
spheres and are homogeneously mixed this could be linked to models for concentrated
suspensions of spheres in literature, e.g., Beenakker (1984). This is working with the
assumption that the Gastric phase of gastric secretions, which contributes the largest
volume of secretions (Di Mario and Goni, 2014), is induced (at least in part) as a result
of gastric distension (Grötzinger et al., 1977). The antrum distension has been linked
to the viscosity of the meal (high viscosity, greater distension) (Marciani et al., 2001b)
and to the perception of satiety (Hveem et al., 1996; Marciani et al., 2001b; Santangelo
et al., 1998). Unlike liquid meals the solid initially reside in the fundus before moving
to the antrum (Meyer et al., 1988), hence further work may require an extra gastric
compartment to represent the fundus and antrum separately, this would require greater
understanding of the meal physical properties and how they are affected by the gastric
processes and secretions as the spatial distribution of solids is likely linked to the den-
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sity of the solid particles (Meyer et al., 1988), and currently it is assumed that the meal
is homogenous and evenly mixed in either phase.
The work presented in this thesis builds upon previous literature work assuming the
human gut can be described by a series of reactors, the work unlike others in literature
(as far as the author knows) makes the assumption that the limiting factor of intestinal
absorption is the mass transfer of nutrients in the lumen, further work is required to
include the effect of gut wall motility upon this mass transfer coefficient and validate the
terms used at high viscosities. This work also takes the approach of linking the gastric
emptying rate to the bioaccessibility of nutrients within the intestine, something which
has be observed and tested in vivo but has so far not been implemented in mathematical
form.
There are many areas for future development of the model, as previously stated
further work is required to implement an understanding of intestinal wall motility upon
the mass transfer of intestinal chyme, to develop a more global approach to the effect
of secretions upon the viscosity of gastric chyme and develop a model for intestinal
secretions, and implement this with the 2 phase model developed in Chapter 6.
One of the main area in which the work could be developed in the future is thorough
the coupling of the glucose absorption with literature or new models for the plasma
glucose-insulin dynamics. A simple approach to this could be coupling with a minimal
model for an oral input of glucose (Breda et al., 2001; Dalla Man et al., 2005), though
there are drawbacks to using the minimal model approach, some of these are outlined in
literature such as the fact that an equilibrium is not achievable with the minimal model
and that the solutions are not bounded (Li et al., 2001). To move away from the minimal
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model some authors have used differential equations with delay terms, the stability
of these equations was confirmed for intravenous glucose tolerance test (IVGTT) (De
Gaetano and Arino, 2000; Li et al., 2001). A similar approach to this could be taken for
OGTT, and coupled with the models developed in this thesis to provide a prediction of
blood glucose levels after a meal is consumed, and if the glucose-insulin model is stable
it would ensure and accurate output for a large range of different absorption profiles.
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